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STILL SCSI IN MADRID.

JUDGE WOFFORD.

Strong Hopes of Papal Intervention

Spain.

in

Most

Distinguished

Paine’s

Member Missouri Bench Highly Values

Compound.

Celery

SATISFACTION AT INTERFERENCE
OF EUROPEAN POWERS.

the
Papers However Warn Ministers That
Concert is Likely to Favor the Stronger

Party—At Midnight All

Quiet

was

at

Spanish Capital.
13.15 p. ni.—The
ministers continue their reserve respectBut it is
ing yesterday’s cabinet council.
believed to have been occupied principally
with a telegram from Cardinal Rampolla.
secretary of state, relative to papal

April 8,

Madrid,

papal

action.
The correspondent of the Associated
Press learns that the discussion was very
and
animated between those favoring
at methose opposed to further attempt
diation

or

negotiation.
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Senor

Moret,

PRESS.

to Induce the government and the
Queen
Regent to meet President McKinley half
way. Official circles are much pleased by
the near aspect of the crisis which is said
to increase the prospect of a pacific solution.
“The most curious feature throughout
the crisis has been the face that during
the past six months the
Spanish people
and their rulers have not seemed to realize
that the American
people and President
to
were in earnest,
though reluctant to gothe
war.
United States diplomacy and
realized
executive seem
have
hardly to
how difficulty it would be to induce proud
little Spain to
her hold upon
relinquish
Cuba and Porto Rico.
prethe
animosity
Despite
profound
vailing against America, so far not a
single act of aggressiveness has been reported against American private residents
of the
or
the official representatives
United States. Nevertheless the authorities are taking precautions at* Madrid and
in the provinces lest the violent articles
of the repulioan and independent
press
should fan the popular excitement.
“To understand the present temper of
the Spanish people it must bo borne in
mind that their press and
government
have encouraged them
to believe that
their navy with a little vigor in preparation could compete easily on the first
Then
brush with the American navy.
again they bad been led to suppose that
colonies
their military organization in
like Cuba, Porto Rico and the Philiipines
could undertake to punish severely any
small
aggresion on land from the very
regular forces and poorly organized
militia of Amerioa.
“At home they are persuaded that their
coasts and forts have nothing to fear, as
the reserve can be called out and the coast
guarded without difficulty. They put much
confidence in the idea of sending privateers to raid upon the American merchant

energetically
secretary for the colonies,
sustained his conciliatory views and was
auu
vpnuuonv
'JUuallllg UCOH3.
listened to with great attention.
views are not shared in high political and
The counoil terminated after agreeing professional circles, where grave
appresent hension exists
as to the draft of the response to be
regarding trade and comand the decolonies
the
munication
with
to Cardinal Rampolla.
spatch of reliefs and provisions especially
Tonight the Papal Nuncio called upon for the Spanish forces in Cuba that used
Senor Sngasta and received from him the to get most of their supplies from the
United States.
reply decided upon.
foreign
11 p. m.—Senor Gullon, the
PAY BILLS.
several conferences with GOVERNMENT WILL

PRICE

1898-

upon

including Thurston, Pettigrew, Uallinger

Whole Country New Looking Forward
to Events of Monday.
impending Conflict
Departments Continue.

Signs of

at

ACTION MUST COME.

Resolve Firm to IViove
If

Spain

one of the ablest crimthe State of Missouri,
inal lawyers
He has been on the bench in Jackson
county, of which Kansas City is the seat,
for the past six years.
Judge Wofford is one of the leading
Democrats of the Southwest. There is
man in
uo better or more widely known
that section of the country. The careful
balancing of right and wroDg and the
dispensing of even-handed justice bring!
with it a judicial, discriminating habil
of mind that no profession cultivates liks

Judge Wofford is
in

the law.

of those per
one
afraid to see things wifi
their own eyes, to weigh evidence and t<
govern their lives accordingly. Judgi
Wofford was in poor health. H1b friendi

Judge Wofford is not
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known man. ten years ago in.Ossipee, N.
She took
H„ alludes to as his mother.
him when two years old, his own mother
old.
having died when he was a week
Mrs. Fogg contradicts some of the stateand
the
CloutNason
says
made
ments
by
died in November after Naman woman
liberated from prison in
son had been
Nason had stated that he
April, 1895.
the Cloutman woman
when
w is in prison
Mrs. Fogg says there is no doubt
(i.ed
in her mind that Nason returned the team
hired ty the stanger at Murray’s stablo in
of
the allege!
Springvale at the time
She claims to know where Namurder.
and
flies the
son was in the fall of 1887,
persons
date by the marriage of two
Mrs. Fogg
whom she refuses to name.
has he n married three times, her first
husband being Daniel Shackley, with
whom she lived when she adopted Nason.
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but at the same time not heavy enough BB
to be cumbersome, and last but not
least, that it can be promptly and well M
This we n
repaired, in ca^e of accident.
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well
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made, and ■
strong, handsome
is guaranteed the equal of any $75 wheel
the market. Price $50 less a sub- B
stantial cash discount.
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AMPHITKITE AT KEY WEST.

Fla., April 8.—The United
States monitor Amphitrite
has arrived
Key West.
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Although
ably solving Cuban affairs.
despatches from Washington continue
pessimistic, it is believed here, without
any sort of doubt, that some time has
been gained which will enable both gov-
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Withdrawal

Left to His Own

in Madrid Stilfl See

OWECIAL TO

TEE

not

a

“I have good cause to know, however,
that the resolution of the government is
to wait until the powers make their pro-

Has

Been

Hope

Pope—Very

off

Help

from

Much Like War

Hey West.

Master

PBIS'd.J

Washington, April

was

at

or

off Minister

IMscretion—Spainards

naval officer but

broathed oasier when the monitor joined
the Terror and the
her smaller sisters,
navigating lieutenant
Amphitrite. A
of the larger ships, as he
noard one
on
looked through his glasses at those forsaid
to the correspondent
craft
mldable

Associated Press: “Those three
floating forts could by themselves whip
the whole Spanish navy.”
of the plan of the
When knowledge
blockade of Havana spread through the
fleet today, no end of discussion ensued.
The general impression is that the luen
on the
torpedo boats would stand but
little chance of over coming out of an enThis view was thogagement alive.
roughly confirmed by the torpedo boat
and
the matter of faot
men
themselves,
way in which they discussed their chances
was a striking illustration of American
pluck and indifference to death in their
of the

Washington, April
passed in Washington
on

the

or

the

8.—Good Friday

with not a ripple
surface either at tho White House
capital to show that the United
the brink of war. Both
is on
of Congress adjourned until Mon-

States
houses
day and at the exeoutive mansion there
was no rush of eager and excited publio

men, but a Sunday quiet atmosphere.
At only the war and navy departments
were there
signs of an impending conin the rush of orders to a host of
flict,
naval officers to report at once for duty
vessels to which they were assigned
and in conferences among bureau chiefs
And tho
on details of war preparations.
resolve was firmer than ever that unless
yielded to the United States deon

Spain

Monday, barring altogether unexpected
Madrid. After the
developments from
meeting, cabinet officers stated that the
on
message would ho sent to Congress
Monday no change in that respect having
and
all
causes
for
cause.
delay
considered
been
country’s
The calmness of
Intanse enthusiasm reigns among offl- having been removed.
rors mirl men alike.
The movement UDon the cabinet meeting which was one of the
in
held
recent
days was
Havana is eagerly looked forward to and most eventful
is thought to be certain, beginning next another evidence of the feeling enterweek, unless Spain backs down com- tained by the administration that the
and nothing now repletely. In spirit and in preparation case Is‘made upbut
to present the subSampson’s squadron is ready to mains to be done
Capt.
and
await the final outis
all
sides
the
on
and
complaint
light,
ject to Congress
The
feeling that an end
Heard that the expected opposition is of come there.

from
considerable excitement over the report
The agents Here
that she was aground.
she was at anchor awaiting
said that
soon
proceed to Hahigh tide and would
vana on her regular trip. Up to midnight
she still lay off shore and had not lauded mail or passengers.

concerning
sent to Minister Woodford
his withdrawal from Madrid, that being
The prospects
discretion.
left to his
of his withdrawal have been fully considered and there is reason to believe that
in the event of his retirement the British
Madrid will look after
ambassador at
American interests and afford protection
to such Americans as remain in Spain.
it is stated, in an authoritative
This,
quarter, is part of a comity between the
United States and Great Britain and reciprocates the action of tho United States
affording protection to
government in
occasion.
British subjects on a former
The Spanish minister at Washington has
as
to his dereceived no instructions
parture, nor has he made preparations to
in such
go, although his establishment is
a
condition that he could ieave within.a
few hours after receiving' ortjers from
his government to depart. As ah evidence
of the complete cessation of negotiations
it can be cited that today closed the ssventh consecutive day since' the Spanish
miDi3ter culled at the State department.
War and naval preparations are proceeding systematically, but the larger details
have been shaped and
of preparations
there is little more to do than to. see these
regularly executed. While there are many
naval movements there hart npt been any
decisive order affecting the movements
All is in a state of expectanof the fleet.
cv in this
regard. A report was current
the
Spanish Jfleet of cruisers
today that
had sailed from Cadiz for American waters.
There was no confirmation of this,
either at the Spanish legation or at the
not
navy department, though it would
be
improbable, as the pres3 despatches
from Madrid last night stated this formidable fleet was expected to sail today.
At the
capital the senators who are
devoting themselves to the task of securing a resolution on the Ciiban question
on which practical unanimity on the. part
were
Senate can bo obtained
of the
when tho day closed,
ouite active and
felt that they had made appreciable proThere was a joint meeting < f the
gress.
leading members of the steering coinir it
tees of the various parties during the day
in the rooms of the committee on appropriations, in which tho whole situation
was eanvasscdjandjthe reasons for prompt
action in the Sennte after the matter is
taken up, were gone over much as
once
they had been in proceeding meetings.
The managers of this movement are endeavoring to secure a reversal of the decision of tho committee on foreign relaand
| tions to report for both independence
intervention, but they do not yet count

in regard .to Cuba, the United
mands
of arms would move on
States by force
It was the very recognition of
Havana.
tho fixity of this purpose that caused the
the
day to be in marked contrast with
excitement of all its predecessors of iato.
Cuban
of
There was still somo discussion
affairs, but it only served to emphasize
fact that one forward step of imthe
mense importance had been taken as the
discussion concerned not merely intervention and the freedom of Cuba, from
Spanish dominion,but the obligation and
might be imposed upon the
duties that
United States after we had expelled pain
discussion reThis
isiund.
tho
from
volved around two propositions, namely,
intervention without recognition of national Independence of the Cuban insurgents and intervention with the concurrent recognition of the independence of
of
the
present insurgent government
Cuba. Somo public men hovered between
these two propositions and favored a comThere was no definite indicapromise.
tion of which course would be adopted,
but tho unsettled state of public opinion
indicated that the events
on the matter
of the next few days, the strength of the
arguments of the forthcoming Presidential message or a distinct utterance from
Consul General to Cuba might be
our
to incline the balance to
strong enough
eiter course.
its usual Friday sesheld
The cabinet
sion, but its meeting brought no chango
in the Spanish situation. Indeed it was
chiefly significant in establishing the fact
+
nhrincrft had occurred. that none
was expected and that the programme of
action on tho part of the United States I-up. The
government was already made unaltered
President’s message remains
last
cabinet
d
the
ly before
and this being
the message will go to Congress, alteraare unlikely between now and
tions

They
weather, winds generally westerly. what course will he taken.
Probably fair and generally clear weath- imagine the powers will help the Pope’s
In diplomatic circles it is said
er Sunday.
action.
Local Weather Report.
that the present political truce will be
in order to prepare a peaceMe.. April 8.—The local profited by
Portland,
ful solution which will crown the moveweather bureau office records as to the
ment of sympathy Bhown by all Europe
weather are as follows:
toward Spain.
Barometer 29.S23: Thermom8 a. m.
“On the occasion of the procession here
39;
eter 41. Dew Point 20; Humidity
While it may be had come to diplomatic talk and that actcalibre.
today, six ministers attended the cere- such poor
Wind NW; Velocity 10: weather, clear.
said that there is very little ion
alone remained, was shared in all
monies in the Royal Palace.
Senors truthfully
8 p. m. Barometer 30.025; ThermomCubans
themselves quarters, including the foreign embassies
the
for
and Moretand Admiral Bermejo, sympathy
Sagasta
Humidity 43;
where tho ambassadors
eter 43; Dew Point 23;
this long period of and legations
the officers,
After the pro- among
however, were absent.
Wind NW; Velocity 6; clear.
and uncertainty following the and ministers expressed the feeling that
cessions the Queen Regent had a two suspense
maximum
in Washington that
them
dono
has
to
been
Mean daily thermometer 43;
wrought
up
Maine disaster
all had
hours’ conversation with the ministers, an
of
could or would be done in the causa
thermometer
unequalled pitch of excitement.
52; minimum thermomfrom Tampa peace.
Olivette
What is going on at Madrid gives
The steamer
eter 34: maximum velocity wind,25, NW; dealing with the international problem
in
taken
and with the measures to be
with her
passengers, lay to eight miles slight hope of such concessions thereas
total precipitation 0.
There was
situation. Thore
order to meet it. The ministers are very
shore this afternoon.
alter the

of

Insurance Agency

a

Fair

Telephone

3S ExcEartisge Street.

xms ea-useu

Fair

We have the ability to fit
any one’s feet irrespective of

Fire

puwers

ernments to prepare solutions of the
and warmer; winds
crisis.
shifting to southerly.
“As yet the powers have communiBoston, April 8.—Local forecast for cated nothing in an official manner to
and
Boston
vicinity for Saturday: Spain; and the ministers do not know

York:

Our Country's representative in Havana have ca'led forth
much praise from all factions

B

me

derstands that this is

as

gj

ul

general satisfaction, the government

strong

enough to
of this locality,

uuiu

corres-

and Hone is

will

present

in the sause of exnegotiations
changes, on pending propositions. Both
parties, apparently have said their last
are

word concerning the respective propositions.
Certainly this is true as to tho
United States and there was no evidence
is
impression
do,
When
my
they
posals.
that the Spanish
government
today
that Spain will accept them. After thenwouid recede. It is oven doubtful whethconversation with the Queen Regent the CURIOSITY RATHER THAN HOPE.
concession of an armistice by Spain
er a
ministers went to the private residence
London, April 8.—The Madrid corre- would be sufficient nt tnis lace moment
of Senor Sagasta in order to report to spondent of the Times says;
“Nothing to turn the situation into peaceful chanthat
fact
The
The nels.
him what had occurred.
indicates a change in the situation,
Ins
withdrawn
to its
had
firm
Preparations for all eventualities are
General Woodford
ministry is believed to stand
of being hurried to completion. (Ten. Lee
commented
much
attitude
and
the
is
6
resolutions:
note of April
previous
the powers is watched with
curiosity will leave Havana tomorrow, probably
upon.”
naval ves-el Fern now in
on tho small
rather than hope.”
Havana harbor, although it was said at
SPANIARDS HAVE B7EN FOOLED.
COM.MARIX TRANSFERRED.
take
the state department that ho might
Tor
Led To Think They Were a Match
Washington,
April 8.—Lieut. Com- one of the Plant line of steamers. At
other
i
inthe
United States
mander Marix of the Maine card of
that time, also,
This Country.
quiry has been detaohed from the Ver- consuls and most of the American citiApril fi.—The Madrid corre- mont and ordered to the Scorpion.
bo out of the
London,
zens residing in Cuba will
Official reports received here toisland.
spondent of the Standard telegraphing
CONSUL M’GAR.
numbers
of Ameriday stated that large
Friday night says:
8.—The steamer cans were leaving on the several steamers
been
Ja.,
April
Kingston,
have
and
perplexity
“Surprise
Anderson, sailed from from Havana end other ports. Kntire
caused in Madrid by the news of the steps Beverley, Captain with the
United States quiet has orevailed there up to this time.
of the European powers in Washington Cienfuegos today
other Tho United States consul at Porto liico
and
MoGarr
idea consul Mr. Owen
which tends to confirm the prevalent
m
Americans for Boston by the way of Key is also preparing to leave. _\o instrucacting
are
same
influences
the
that
tions, it is stated definitely, have been
West.
,
concert with the mediation of the Pope

Will

Break

Necessary.

April 8.—The steering
Washington,
committee apjiointed by the conference
of House Republicans last Wednesday to
canvass

Change in This Country’s Programme

Ho

Richard’s
No

Groundless.

There

Something

Will Happen lo Help Them Out.

New

Apprehensions Regarding

exchanged.

HOPES.

Madrid They Still Think

London, April 7.—The Madrid
pondent of the Daily Mail says:

Washington, April S.—Forecast for
Saturday for New England and Eastern

Secretary

Correspondent—Gen.

Republicans

From President If

the

situation

would
arose for

Tolls

8.—The correspondent of the PresB today made inquiry of
Assistant Secretary of the Navy Roosvelt
TlPflCP
about the manning of the monitor Mon“On the other hand th© Catholics of
North America would never pardon guoh tatak after it shall arrive in Portland.
the The Assistant
of the Vicar General of
a disregard
Secretary says that the
Church.”
United States will bear the expense of the
The general tone of the evening papers
and subsistence of the
company of
is one of satisfaction at the interference pay
of the European powers as showing that naval reserve that mans the vessel. For
the latter realize Spain’s determined at- one month this expense will be paid out
to of the
further concessions
titude against
fifty million dollar national defense
America. Some'doubt is expressed, how- fund.
If, at the end of that time war
lest
of
intervention,
result
the
to
ever, as
exists, the members of the naval reserve
Craian will be mustered into the
the European concert repeat the
regular auxiliweakness
It is the general opinion here
ary navy.
performance. The concert has aexact
conand
may
for the stronger side
next
that there will be war sometime
cessions from Spain offensive to Spanish week, although the adjournment of the
interests. House over until
to
harmful
and
Spanish
has
Monday
pride
stopped the
Next
Therefore, the papers warn the ministry fermentation locally somewhat.
to trust to Spain only.
Monday is expected to be a great day in
Carlist
the
organ,
Correo
El
Espanol
CtJngress.
Marquis
publishes a letter from the last
war,
ON BOARD THE DETROIT.
Caverel, a Carlist general in the
addressed to Count Xiquna minister of
as follows:
1r
It
works.
public
Ave Very Warlike
About Key
“Ido not know your president nor fel- Matters
address you
West.
low members, therefore I
the
hour
in
offering my humble services
I am taking
of the country's danger.
Key West, Fla., (on board U. S. S. Dethis step without consulting Don Carlos
troit. )—This ship steamed out for patrol
or the party, owing to the urgency of the
I wus educated at the military col duty tonight with deck rails swung|down,
case.
lege at Sagon, have held a cavalry com- netting spread to catch splinters and
mand and seen battle fields; yet I only
ask a rifle or an axe or a footing on the everything bare for a leaden hail to be
Nor am 1 poured from a leaden colored hull. The
first ship to meet the enemy.
watching the incoming
alone in this request. There are thousands precautions in
Men stood at
redoubled.
of Carlists ready to follow and to defend vessels were
ready in a moment to
magazine posts
Spain.”
shells
to be used
tho
is
absolutedeadly
there
along
pass
12 p. m.—At this hour
The government alike on foe or a friend that failed satislv no news stirring.
offices are empty and political circles and factorily to disclose identity. The Puridown and her frowning
hull
places of publio resort are deserted own- tan, her
almost to cut the dark
guns seeming
ing to Good Friday.
Woodford remained at the waters, passed the Detroit as she proceedGeneral
ed to her station at the Havana entrance
United States legation until a late hour.
The usual courtesies were
to the harbor.

HEK-

Sanford, April 8.—Mrs. Isreal Fogg of
Springvale is the woman to whom Win.
M. Nason. aliRS Shackley, now in Portsmouth charged with the murder of an un-

g

running to the repair shop, a bi- H
cycle that has all modern features which n
are praclical and durable, a bicycle that fgj
and is
stant

runs

pound.

MOTHER LIVES IN
SHACKLEY’S
SPRINGVALE.

NOTIONS.

A CARPET WORTH BEATING
Is Worth

out of their wav to tell
him to use Paine’s oelery com- voluntarily go
Paine’s celory comHe did so, and is today in the others the great good
done them, the present great
best of health and spirits, and properly pound has
for the remedy is not to be wongrateful to the great remedy, ns his letter demand
dered at,
shows
Paine’s
celery compound, the best of
Kansas City, Mo., Jan. 28, 1898.
all nerve invigorators and blood purifiers,
Messrs. Wells, Richardson & Co.,
health and
Gentlemen—I have used Paine's celery will do more to bring back
especially now, os spring comes
compound, and know it to be highly val- strengh,
to the
of
attention
amount
than
any
uable as a sedative and equally efficacious on,
health later on, when work drops from
as a stimulant.
nerveless hands, and there is no alternaRespectfully,
tive but to give up altogether.
JOHN W. WOFFORD.
Paine’s celery compound cures diseases
When the ablest physicians and the
due to nervous weakness or to a bad stale
best informed pharmacists not only pre- of the blood. Jt is the ono real spring
scribe and recommend, but themselves
remedy known today that never falls to
use and find health in Paine’s celery combenefit. Get Paine’s celery compound,
of
and
men
thousands
when
pound;
and only Paine’s celery oompound, if
women” in every walk of life, from the
wish to be well!
humblest to the most famous and honored, you

advised

Assistant

Hundred

Republicans

Powers
Press

and Mason, whom it would be very dud
cult to win over to any line of actionth.at does not provide for the recognition
! of the present Cuban government and
who will Insist upon debating a contrary
policy. They are finding fewer obstacles
to progress among
Democrats, Populists
and Silver
Republicans than among
st raight Republicans.
The movement to consider the whole
in executive session is
Cuban question
gaining ground. The senators who have
looked up the precedents find the only
parallel case to“ the gpresent that when
war
was.declared against Great Britain
in ISIS, the declaration was considered in
secret session.
Tonight the conservative Senators who
aro opposing any recognition of the presen.
Cuban government claim that a majority"
of the committee
on
foreign relations
contenting
will support this position
themselves with a general declaration for
the freedom and
independence of the
island, coupled with a proposition for inwar between
tervention in the present
Spain and Cuba.
They count upon getting the votes of six of the eleven members of the committee and say this number may still be increased.

One

of Manning Montauk.
go

majority of the committee,though
have made headway.

fact that even with
the majority of the committee their way,
there still would remain several senators,

State Not Expected to Bear Expense

Roosevelt

CENTS.

they assert that they
They recognize the

JLiiorau

minister has held
Humors
the ambassadors of the powers.
of
having been circulated that the failure
attithe
to
the Pope’s efforts was owing
tude of the United States, the Nunciature
here has issued the following note:
today higher
“The Nunciature has
Papal
hopes than ever of the success of Presithat
true
not
is
It
intervention.
dent McKinley has rejected the Pope s inSuch imtervention in favor of peace.
politeness would be the more impolitic,
it
would
display a barnot only oecause
brous intolerance but because, however,
might be a Pope s
much any person
to misinenemy it would be Impossible
man
terpret the voice of the venerable
preservation of
who recommends the

a

THBBE

to sea how many
if the

standlbyitbem
independent

action
occasion
and in a general way decide on a course
of procedure, hold another meeting this
From
the reports presented
afternoon.
it was claimed that more than 100 Repubwith
them. The main
will act
licans
question before the committee today was
it should stand for indeas to whether
pendence and intervention or for intervention without independence.
The feeling in the committee has been
t.
in f nt
the recognition of the
Cuban republic, but the members of the
desire to break with
not
committee do
the administration except as a last resort.
Meantime some of them are much exercised over tho legal phase of the effect^ of
A
without independenca
intervention
fear was expressed among the members
by tho United States
that intervention
might hind the United States for the
S40»,000,000 Of Spanish Cuban bonds issued against tho revenues of the island.
will be
The international authorities
looked up by the members of tho comwill
be
an
aud
atampt
mittee tonight
to ascertain exactly in what way
made
the bonds are alien on the Cuban reveTomorrow the committee will
nues.
meet again and Senator Davis of Minnesota. who is considered one of the authorities on international law, in this country
will bs asked to appenr before them.
,■

RED CROSS IN DANGER EVENAdvised By General Bee to

Miss Barton

Leave Havana.

Vork,-April 8..—Miss Barton yesterday sent tho following C3ble toStephen
E. 'Barton, chairman of the central comjs'ew

“Lee advises all Americans to
or
steamer on Friday
Saturday.; What do you advise?”
To this. Mr. Barton, replied: “Take
Lee’s advice. He is in the best position
Cross should
to know. Ordinarily Red
be safe refuge, but take no chances.”
Miss Barton cabled this morning that
she would probably leave with Gen. Lee
Accompanying
on
Saturday afternoon.
her in her
departure from Cuba will
bo Dr. J. B.
Hubbeii, Gen. Field, Dr.
E. W. Egan, J. K. Eiwell, John McDowell, C. H. Cottrell and four Bed Cross
it is probable that they will
nurses,
in readiness
remain at Tampa, Fla.,
service with tho American
into
to
go
the asShould
declared.
be
should
array
pect of the situation lighten they will reGen
Lee.
turn to-Cuba and with
Barton has no doubt followed
“Miss
the advice of Gen. Lees” said Stephen E.
Barton,this afternoon.
“In abandoning the relief work she will
make a great personal sacrifice. It is
that
possible that she has been warned
Bed Cross
ager.t, though she is, she
in
the
barm
from
lie sate
not
would
event of hostilities. I know that she has
had one or more conferences with Gen.
the subject of her departure
Blanco on
from Cuba. At any rate, Miss Barton’s
The
the American army.
with
is
duty
Cuban relief work is only incidental to
the real purpose of the Red Cross.”
mittee:

leave by

special

GRESHAM PASSED DETROIT.
Detroit, Mich., April 8.—The revenue
Walter Q. Gresham en route to the
Atlantic coast to join che auxiliary navypassed down Detroit river today.
cutter

»
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BAKING POWDER
|

ROYAL—the

celebrated of all
in the world—-cel-

most

the baking- powders
ebrated for its great

leavening strength

and

It makes your

purity.

cakes, biscuit, bread,
etc., healthful, it assures
■

you against alum and all
forms of adulteration
that go with the cheap

brands.

*

R3VAS. 8AX5K3 FOWOCR CO., KStt? VORK.

SANGUINE SPANIARDS

Annus! Sales over6,000,000 80X66

TO

LED BY “THE SIRDAR."

SURPRISED.
(delayed In
7.-Evening
Madrid, April
surGEN. WOODFORD

Weak Stomach

Impaired Digestion
Disordered Liver
OR CHILDREN

IN MEN, WOMEN

Beecham’s Pills are

Without

Rival

a

And have the

LARGEST

SALE

of any Patent Medicine in the World.
25c. at all Drug Stores.
MAY TAKE OIF POLO.

Much

Pleased

With England's Atti-

LEFT SANTIAGO

assignment.

A NEWPORT GUNNER KILLED.
Commander Richardson Clover,chief of
the office of naval intelligence and exKey West, April 8.—The day here has officio member of the naval strategio
been one of expectation and conjecture.
will
shortly he relieved of those
There have been no advices from Wash- hoard, in
order to enable him to take
duties
in
the
any
change
ington indicating
of the gunboat
coinmaDd
Bancroft,
and
the little
remaining which
Situation,
recently arrived at Boston after a
preparations has gone on with incessant two years’ cruise in the Alediterranean.
vigor.
Apart from the arrival of the It is'understoocl that the Bancroft, which
Mangrove and the monitor Amphitrite, is now undergoing repairs, will be reof
the day was of a
th e only incident
tained at Boston as part of the naval detra;:ic character.
No one has yet
fense
of that harbor.
Mate
Gunner’s
Chief
Johnson, of he been selected to succeed Commander
an
exwhile
making
Newport,
gun-boat
Clover in his present duties, but it is examination of the ship’s bottom met with
detail will be announced
The peoted that the
sudd n death from asphyxiation.
in a few days.
exac: cause is unknown; hut it is thought
the a’r pipe became entangled in some COUNTRY WILL BE RESPONSIBLE
way. He was down some time and, as he

KATAHDJN

AT HAMPTON ROADS.

Fort Monroe, Va., April 8.—The ram
Katahdin arrived in Hampton Roads this
evening and anchored near the flying
squadron. The Massachusetts will anchor
with the squadron at 7 o’clock tomorrow
having finished her cleaning.

QUIET

DAY AT WHITE HOUSE.

Washington, April 8.—The entire daywith the same unusual absence of
forenoon.
callers that had marked the
Assistant Secretary Day was with the
President for over an hour in the after
noon, but when he left stated that there
had beon nothing new, not even in the
communications from
of fresh
way
Madrid and Havana. He said that Minisnot
had
oommunioated with
Woodford
ter
his home governmennt today, and that no
instructions as to when ho should leave
Madrid had been issued by th is governwas
ment. A member of the cabinet
asked in this conne tlon as it was contemplated that General Woodford shbuld
leave his post at the same time that GenHe said
that it
eral Lee left Havana.
would be a very violent and wrong presumption to make and that he understood
the question of leaving.
Spain had been
vested in the discretion of the minister.
President McKinley after his general discussion of the situation with Judge Day
with Senator Spooner of
closeted
was
Wisconsin and about three o’clock went
drive with Vice Presion an afternoon’s
The latter came over foldent Hobart.
ium in his own brougham.

passed

DESPATCH FROM LEE.
Washington,

April 8, —A despatch

was

received at the State Department late
this afternoon from General Lee, but it
was said it related simply to a detail of
Fro.n the fact that
no great importance.
he made no reference to any disturbance
the officials take it for
or ill-feeling,
granted that the day in Havana passed
b; without anything of moment happen-

ing.
Mr. Nathan Gcold, whose knowledge of
the
local history peculiarly fits him for
t s'- ha- written for the Portland Sunday
i es a graphic description of war time
Portland during the War of 1812
shoulder to
v lien rich and
poor stood
moulder preparing for the common deen«

in

British squadron was off the
l;or threatening to aitack the city.

fence and
li

a

QUIET

QUIET.

April 8.—The Italian
Washington,
Port Antonio, (via Kingston, Jamaioa.)
oruiser Amerigo Vespucci is anchored in
April 8.—The steamer Brookline was rethe Potomac a few miles down the river leased
after a_ few
from quarantine
below Washington, Sha is a cadet school hours observation. Mr. Pulaski,F. Hyatt,
ship and is understood to be on a practice U. ti. consul at Santiago do Cuba; Dr.
oruiis. She draws about seventeen feet Caimanero. the hospital inspector staof water.
tioned there and nearly all ot tne outer
There wa9 considerable gossip in naval
brought
by the Brookline
passengers,
and military circles regarding the visit to this
debarked and will remain
morning,
this
at
this city of this foreign vessel
A few sailed on the Brookline for
here.
critical’ iunctnre
There was unconBoston tonight.
firmed gossiD that the presence of this
Air. Hyatt said: “I left under instrucvessel at this time was for the purpose of tions from the
department that I was
the
an
for
Spanish not to interpret tho withdrawal as a preaslyum
using her as
minister anci his staff in case it was found cedent to a declaration
of war and lam
impracticable for them to leave the to remain in Jamaica under instructions
country by the ordinary means of travel. to he received. Personally I assume that
Seuor Polo Barnabe the Spanish minis- the situation in Cuba is
grave. Santiago,
ter, when his attention was called to the however, is quiet and very much the
rumor that the Vespucci might be here to same as it has been for the last two
years.
take him away from the country charac- The
insurgents are great inspired by the
terized it as absurd aud without any basis
intervention.”
of
American
probability
of fact.
CUBAN SUPPLIES DKLYAED.
GEN. LEE’S PROGRAMME.
New York, April 8.—Thsre are five
Tampa, Fla., April 8.—The programme hundred tons of supplies for Cuba awaitfor the departure of General Lee from
ing shipment in this city and the Central
Havana, has been announced as follows:
Belief committee to have 1000 tons more
The Olivette will enter Havana harbor
Up to date
ready in the next ten days.
on Saturday
morning and General Lee 1503 tons have been shipped to Havana,
that
Americans
all
once
at
will
notify
150 tons to Santiago, 43 tons to Cienfuethis will he their last chance o leave the
four
gos, 159 tons to Sagua la Grande,
island under the American flag.
Guan
tons to Manzanillo, four tons to
After all are on board the steamer, in98
and
tons
four
tons
to
Baraooa,
tanamo,
cluding the United States consuls from to Matanzas.
General Lee
the various ports in Cuba,
In case of war goods will be shipped
will pull down the American flag from when
possible. Perishable goods will be
the consulate, will turn over the archives sold and the
proceeds invested in unand
Mr.
Collin,
British
consul,
to the
perishable supplies.
will go abroad the Olivette, which will at
TO ENLIST AN IRISH REGIMENT.
once sail for Key West.
Tt is possible that one of the gunboats
Manchester, N. H., April 8.—A call has
or cruisers at Key West will accompany
a meeting
in
Hibernian
Havana to protect the been issued for
the Olivette to
for the formation of an
on Sunday,
Americans as the last of them leave the hall,
It is expected that one
Irish regiment.
city.
on thousand Irish-Americans from all over
The Olivette will reach Key West
will
attach themselves to
New
Saturday night or Sunday night, if the the Hampshire
body, which will then ofler itself to
reach
consuls cannot
United 'States
the National Government to be officered
Havana before Sunday.
by regular army officers.
SPANIARD ON THE.COLUMBLA.
CHANGES IN THE NAVY.
Old Point Comfort, Va., April 8.—It
Washington,
April 8.—Lieut. Commanis learned on good authority that the
der W. J.
Barnett, now In command of
master at arms of the cruiser Columbia,
coast
survey steamer Bacbe. which
horn Spauiard, has been trans- the
a native
important
He has has reoently rendered such
to the receiving ship.
ferred
at Havana, will shortly be ordered
bean a naturalized American citizen 16 service
t) Washington for duty as naval aide to
years and it is believed that the transfer
to
All the vaoanoy
is merely a precautionary measure and Secretary Roosevelt
the transfer
of Lieut.
occasioned
by
not because of any charges of disloyalty
to the command of the torpedo
against him. He Is not aud has not teen Sharp
which will go into
in Irons and the officers of the Columbia boat destroyer Vixen,
commission at League Island Monday.
speak very kindly of him as one of the Tho
of Lieut. Commander
assignment
best men” in the squadron. The officers
naval aide to the assistant
of the boat decline to talk except to this Barnett as
is understood to be merely temeffect, and Commodore Schley denies secretary
the recovery of Lieut.
that there is any truth in a report that porary. pending
Buckingham, now on sick
i
has been discovered that this petty Commander was
recently chosen for that
leave, who
officer was disloyal.

gave no signals, ho was drawn up, when
The accident
he was found to be dead.
has cast a gloom over the ship’s company.
The remains will be interred here tomorThe examination was a
row morning.
because of
routine affair and not made
any supposed defect.

Sir Robert

Sonor Polo y Bernabo denying the report and other visitors.
“No, sir, this legation is not closed
that the Spanish legation at Washingsaid Gen. Woodford.
ton had been attacked, an official denial while I remain,”
I remain until direoted to apply
“And
Huoh indignawas issued to the jiublic.
are handtion
was expressed, even among Span- for my passports, or until they
When I go, it will not be beiards at the sensational attempt to excite ed to me.
but
and
tween
openly,
morning,
night
the crowd. It was a deliberate attempt.
The statement that Senor Polo y Bernabe as a soldier should. Americans will have
of
the
manner
no reason
be
ashamed
to
made
in
was
b.
en
attacked
had
flaming
hundreds of boys and in which their representative leaves Maheadlines and
that step is necessary. I sent
men were crying the paper in froDt of the drid when
ill.
church doors and wherever the crowd Mrs. Woodford away because she was
and
was
thickest all day long. The square My daughter will remain with me
house will remain open until the
in front of the American legation, except my
British flag is hoisted over our legation.”
for the police, was almost deserted.

FOR CUBA.

p.

IN HAVANA.

Madrid, April8, 5.10 p. m.—The streets
more crowded today than yesterday,
large numbers of people gathering to
witness the religious procession which is
It
one of the features of
Good Friday.
passed near the United States legation In
which vloinlty the crowds were the most
dense, but there was no demonstration.
In fact, perfect order prevails everywhere.
A
decree establishing a national naval
subscription has been drawn np but the
Queen Regent has postponed placing her
The name of the Queen
signature to it.
Regent appears at the head of the subHcrinfrion list.

The minister for the
oolonies, Senor
On aooount of his
Moret, is indisposed.
indisposition which is said to be the result of a cold, there was no oabinet meeting today, but it is said that a meeting of

tomorrow to
the ministers will be held
deal with Washington despatches which
ore hourly awaited.
The l iberal this evening says the government has decided to send a note to the
Pope, thanking him for his good offices
and begging him to preserve, “but” the
“the government dqes Dot
Liberal adds,
pledge itself to accept the Papal decision.
The Heroldo also says tonight: “(Spain
remains in the same state of expectation
It is imand uncertainty as yesterday.
possible yet to give a definite opinion respecting the Pope’s mediation and the
intervention of the great power."
WORKING FROM SENSE OF DUTY.

Madrid, April 8, 4.46 p. m.—General
Woodford has sent a sable message to
Washington setting forth that the pub-

lication of his statement yesterday had
done good in Madrid and will do good
But the end is still
throughout SpaiD.
The general is working
very doubtful.
than with
from a sense of duty rather
of
basis
The
strong faith in snocess.
what hope is left remains upon the evident fact that the sober sense of Spain is
slowly coming to the front and that in a
few days if a few days can still be bad,
of public
we shall see “a crystalizatlon
sentiment that will sustain the present
has
the
if
it
courage
Spanish government
to do at once the things that are necessary for peace.”

an

8.—Pensions have
residents of Maine as fol-

Washington, April

been granted
lows:

RESTORATION. REISSUE AND INCREASE.

Waterman Hall, (deceased), Damariscotta Mills, $24; special March 30, Simon
B. Dow, (deceased), Biddeford, $8.
INCREASE.

Henry

W.

Clewly,

East

Eddington, $6

to $10.

ORIGINAL, WIDOWS, ETC.
March 30, Lucinda W. Dow,
Biddeford, $8; Lizzie Hall, Damarisootta
Mills, $12.

Special

RUSSELL’S BODY BROUGHT HOME.
Farmington April 8.—The body of
Charles L. Russell, the drug clerk who
murdered in Boston early in the
was
week, a.lived here tonight. Mrs. Russell and her two ohildren,with other relatives, were with the body. The funeral
will take place tomorrow from the home
Rev Mr.
ot
Mrs. Russell’s mother.
Ramsay of the Unitarian church is to
officiate.

OPPOSITION TO ARMISTICE.
(Via Paris.)—The

main opposition to the armistice in Cuba
which was suggested by the Queen Regent and the minister for the colonies,
Senor Moret, came from the ministers for
war and marine, General Correo and AdIf Senor Sagasta, the
miral Berinejo.
premier, had not yielded they would have
resigned, and, at the present critical
juncture.such action would have deprived
them of the heads of the two principal
departments, and, it was feared, it would
have been impossible to replace these
ministers, in view of the present temper
of the army and navy.

The Naval Reserve—Maine mayors in
How the New
favor of establishing it.
Jersey boys will brine the Montauk to
See the
Portland
Portland.
Sunday
Times tomorrow.
HAVANA LIGHTS WENT OUT.

Washington, April 8.—Representative
is authority for the
Lorimer of Illinois,

statement that General Lee will make
some startling disclosures before the Senate committee on foreign relations when
he arrives here, regarding the conspiracy
to blow up the Maine. It was announced
General Lee would be
on yesterday that
called before the committee but the nature
of the testimony extracted from him was
It is said that the infornot disclosed.
mation General Lee is expeoted to testify
the
to
to relates
extinguishment of the
ulootric lisrhts in Havana at the moment
Maine.
Kleoif the blowing up of the
trlcal experts have said that if the lights
Havana
in
at
the
out
time
of
the
went
sxulosion, it would be conclusive evidence
that the mine under the Maine must have
been fired from a shore electrical connection. Captain Sigsbee the foreign relations committee said he had information
that the lights had gone out, but did not
think it advisable to give the name of his
His
informant while he was in Cuba.
informant is said to be General Lee.
GOOD FOR GEORGE GOULD.

Washington, April 8.—The Senate committee on foreign relations had no regular SPAIN MUST NOT STRIKE COLORS.
today, but members of the commeeting
Madrid, April 8, Noon—General Correo,
_:
__a-_*-l-fnf/M.mnllTT nn<4 rlin

Kansas City. Mo., April 8.—“My yacht
Atalanta and everything I have will be at
the disposal of the government in oaBo of
war,” said George Gould to a reporter
hero today.
“And what can the government expect
from the moneyed men of New York in
the event of war?” ho was asked.
“Whatever help and as much as
it
needs,” replied Mr. Gould.
TO MINE

HAMPTON ROADS.

Norfolk, Va., April 8.—Twelve marine
mgineers from Willet’s Point, N. Y.,
mve arrived here to lay cables and olectrical apparatus for the preparation of
mines in

1

Hampton

Kingston, Ja.,

We

THE PENSION LIST.

Madrid, April 8, 5 p. m.—A despatch
from Washington just received says no
negotiations have been initiated there
and none will be undertaken abroad exwho is
cept through General Woodford,
Instructed to negotiate only on the basis
ot the note presented at the recent conference, namely, the immediate cessation of
hostilities and the furnishing of aid to
the reconcentrados,
With reference to the above Senor Sapasta says the Spanish government has
no intention of opening further negotiaThe Spanish government today
tions.
remitted to Rome its full reply to the
Pope’s suggestion of an armistice.

the Spanish minister for war, in his incussed the Cuban situation.
terview of yesterday also said:
Spain
While there is a spirit of calmness every- must not be alarmed if war is declared at
where at the Capitol, yet the gravity of the sinking of a Spanish warship. What
the situation is realized.
we must at all costs avoid Is a Spanish
No one seems to doubt that war is in- warship striking her colors to the Amerievitable.
She should rather explode her
can flag.
directed toDiscussion now is largely
magazine!. I wish to God Spain had not
ward the methods of procedure and there a warship from Cuba to the Peninsula.
are even now theories advanced as to how
‘We are
We could then say to America:
Cuba shall be governed.
Here; meet us when you please.
These discussions relate to the form of
EPOCA WEAKENS A LITTLE.
declaration by Congress and the present
what
condition in (Juba, together with
Madrid, April 8, 5 p. m.—The Epoca
conditions will be after Spain had been tonight will give great importance to the
expelled and are participated in by Sena- action of the European powers in inviting
tors who are charged with the responsi- the government not to
assume a stiffnecked attitude, since their intervention
bility of action.
From those beat informed it is learned may be advantageous to Spain. It thinks
that in tha opinion of leading Senators, the key of the situation is in Senor Sawhatever action is taken forcible inter- gasta’s hands and although the Epoca is
vention by the United States will make the paper which has fought most
conthis country responsible for the future sistently lately against peace it will say
government of the island and that we that the country does not want war unless
must make it safe for life and property.
forced into conflict.
THINKS LEE IN NO DANGER.
BUSINESS LITTLE AFFECTED.
Havana, April 8, 10.20 p. m.—La Lucha
G.
Dun
8.—R.
&
New
York, April
attitude of
the
on
review of trade tomorrow today, commenting
Cn.'s weekly
believe
Consul General Lee declines to
will say:
that he has sent word to the papers in the
When everybody is asking whether it
Americans
in
United
States
that
the
busiis to be war or peace, the stato of
Havana are in danger. The article which
ness is not easy to judge.
is very fair, says that General Lee repreEvidence of existing conditions is not sents
the United States and not
Spain,
confusing nor unfavorable. So far bank- and that this fact must be remembered.
ing conservatism has not caused failures, As for dangers,
reminds its
La
Lucha
which continues smaller than for many
readers that General Lee was here during
years as in March, nor has it caused stop- the demonstration last January and freepage of any manufacturing ooncerns, nor
walked the streets unmolested.
lessened the volumes of business reported ly
This morning, Military Governor Aroby railroad in tonnage or clearing at las, Chief
Pagliery of tho Order Publico
prinoijial points.
and others, with mounted staff,
for the week have been 232 Guards,
Failures
defences
of
inspscteu the military
in the United States,
against 252 last Havana.
The lines of defence were conyear
structed by Pagliery prior to his appointment as chief of poiice. He was congratuRHEUMATISM CURE~D.
lated by the inspecting officers upon the
pi»n of construction, the emplacements
My wife has used Chamberlain’s Pain and the generally excellent condition of
Balm for rheumatism with great
relief, the defences.
Thu usual oaremontes attending
and I can recommend it as a splendid
Good
for
rheumatism and other Friday were carried out today.
liniment
household use for which we have fouud
SUICIDE OF BANGOR MAN.
it valuable.—W. J. Cutler, Red Creek,
Boston,
N. Y.
April 8.—The body of a man
Mr. Cuyler is one of the leading mer- was found lyng in the rear of 126 Merristreet
mac
at
6.50 o'clock this morning
chants of this village and one of the
with a bullet hole in his right temple. By
most prominent len in this vicinity.—
his side and
within reach of his right
W. G. Phippin, Editor Red Creek Her- hand was
found a
revolver wi‘h one
For sale by I). W. Ileseltine, 387 chamber
ald.
empty. The body was identified
Congress St., Edward W. Stevens, 107 during the day as that of Frederick Reed
Portland St., King S. Raymond, Cumber- of Bangor, Me., who hail been lodging on
land Mills, Wm. Oxnard, 921 Congress Leverett street
in tbe vicinity of the
St., II. P. S. Goold, Congress Square Ho- place of dsath. Reed has a sister in Newton and a brother in Bangor.
tel,

After

approach.

Roads.

SPAIN LOSES HER MULES.
"New Orleans, La. .April 8.—The Southern Pacific company has discontinued
its
steamship service to Havana for the presto
leave
snt. The Algiers, scheduled
yesierday was held at her wharf. She had
iboard 200 Missouri mules for the Hpan3h array.

INFANTRY COMING

April

8.-Major General

Hallowes commanding the British forces
in Jamaoia, received a cablegram from
the war office in London, today, instructing him to prepare immediately quarters
Ihey will be
for 2000 additional troops.
drawn from the Leinster regiment, from
at
St. Lucia
India
regiment
the West
No official explanation is
and Barbados.
given for the action.
It is expected that tomorrow at noon, a
steamer chartered by the American States
Department will leave here under orders
to proceed to the Southern coast of Cuba
and take off the United States consuls
At
and other Americans at four ports.
the time this despatoh is filed, the name
of the vessel is not made public nor are
here destinations known.
GOING TO JAMAICA.
Halifax, NT. S., April 8.—A sensation
has been created in this city by the news
Leinster battalion of
that the Royal
British regulars, now in this garrison,
Is under orders to leave Halifax for an
The orders came by cable
other station.
to the commanding officer and the batis to prepare to embark on May
talion
It was stated toDight that the desSth.
tination of the baotalion was Jamaica.

a. m.,
aware

_

NO MORE NEGOTIATIONS.

April 8,

ths desert.

and

hour of heavy
bombardment the brigades were formed
the
position at the point of
up and carried
a
under
tremendous fire
the bayonet,
from the enemy.
the
The Yarabi was torn away, but
enemy clung obstinately to the trenohes
in
them.
and were bayoneted
During the
whole admirable bombardment
by Col.
Dong not a single Dervish was visible.
in
now
full
The cavalry was
pursuit and
nothing could have been finer that the beThe Sidar
havior of the troops.
(air
RiohaTd Kitchener) received a tremendous
ovation after the
position was taken.
the
Tenth
Mahmoud was oaptured by
He was underbattalion.
Soudanese
ground the whole time his men were
fighting. Osman Digna fled as usual. The
prisoners say that Mahmoud's force was
deserting in large numbers before tbe
The enemy's
battle.
guns,
baggage,
animals and standards were captured.
have
been
Our loss would
jnuoh heavier
if the enemy had not fired high.
This
will be oalled the battle of Atbara.
TjAtPi*_ThA "Rrifclfih
aild.
Rcrvntl an
troops are still cheering eaoh other this
The river bed and the thiok
evening.
bush down to the river are full of dervish
dead.
Col.
Murray had his horse shot under
him and was wounded in the arm. The
enemy behaved with the greatest bravery.
The
prisoners say they lost heavily by
the bombardment before the
advance.
Some of the enemy tried to break across
the river at an early stage, but were beaten baok
by the dervish horsemen. The
rookets under Capt,
Beatty set the eneafire in many places. The
mies oamp
enemy were in deep trenohea in rows behind the Zariba. Bisharl Rodi fell at the
men.
Ten guns were capthead of bis
ured. The prisoners say Osman Digna
fled during the bombardment.
The authorities call today’s battle the
most brilliant ever
fought in the Soudan.
carried
everything having been
Straight through without a hitch or oheck.
I have been all over the dervish position
their dead at more than
and estimate
The night march .was a weird as
£000.
that of Tel-El-Kebir.
Mahmoud’s army is practically wiped
of his followers have
A thousand
out.
been taken prisoners and he himself has
been caught
hiding in a house undfer a
bed.
of our

wore

Madrid,

m.

reaohed Mahmoud’s position at 0
today. The enemy was evidently

JAMAICA-

England Will Send Two Thousand Troops
There,

Kitchener’s Forces Win Great
No one was more
transmission.)
Battle Over Dervishes.
tude.
prised than Gen. Woodford at the ominous
He
of
turn
events yesterday evening.
had the assurance that the armistice proMadrid, April 8.—6.30 p. in.—The po- clamation would be issued today (ThursCairo, April. 8.—The anglo-Egyptian
FOE BILIOUS AND NEEVOUS DISOEDEES litical barometer has taken another up- day, ) and as lato as 5 o’olock in the af- foroes, under
Sirdar, General Sir Herbert
showed
an
that
ternoon
he
was
confident
everything Kitchener, attacked the Dervish
such as Wind and Pain in the Stomach.
ward turn. The Bourse today
position
caused
What
settled.
Giddiness. Fulness after meals. Head- advance of 3 points in response to Lon- was
practically
this morning and rushed Mahthe change,
has not yet been fully ex- at 7.45
ache, Dizziness, Drowsiness. Flushings
of
talk
and
the
and
don
general
Paris,
of Heat, Loss of Appetite. Costiveness,
moud’s Yariba, the centre of his fortifiplained.
Blotches on the Skin. Cold Chills, Dis- the town is peaoeful.
The bellicose tone of today's (Thurs- cations, without check.
The attack was
that
turbed Sleep, Frightful Dreams and all
refleots
the
at
day
)press
opinion
general
The attitude of England
Washington
entirely successful and the Dervishes lost
Nervous and
Trembling Sensations.
war is inevitable and it produced a flutis much
approved as she had hitherto ter, especially among Americans, who very heavily.
THE FIB8T DOSE WILL GIVE BELIEF
as
skiing unreservedly crowded the legation for news and to
IN TWENTY MINUTES.
Every sufferer been regarded
Atbara Camp, Nubia,
with America. So far as information yet ascertain the measures being taken for
April 8.—The
Will acknowledge them to be
Sirdar’s foroes numbered 13,00 men with
obtainable goes, the powers have not ad- their protection.
Col.
under
Dong and 13 Maxims.
A WONDERFUL MEDICINE. dressed a collective note to Spain similar It was rumored during the day that 24 guns
General
Woodford had closed not only The enemy left Shondy with 19,000 men,
BEI'CHAM'S P1IXS, taken as direct- to that
al- nis own house, but the legation as well, but they have suffered a good deal from
at Washington,
presented
ed. will quickly restore Females to comThe enemy was at first
had sought refugejut the desertion since.
it is known that their representa- and that he
plete health. They promptly remove though
British ambassador’s.
The General.how- practically concealed underground in a
with
been
tives
here
have
working
long
obstructions or irregularities of the syswas
found at his usual quarters, strong Yarabl running around the whole
tem and cure sick Headache, For a the Spanish government to securo peace. ever,
We left yesterday’s oainp at 6
Upon receipt of the despatch from unruffled and receiving the ambassadors position. bivouacked
in
Ar«

REINFORCE

CALLED THEM

TORIES-

Treat Paine, Jr., Sizes Up
Massachusetts Reform Club.

Robert

the

Boston, April 8—Many stirring speeches
for peace were made at the meeting of
the Massachusetts Reform club tonight,
the principal one being delivered by Hon.
Charles Frances Adams. This gentleman
said that today the situation was not a
subjeot for discussion but it was a condition which confronted the
country.
no saia:
me
Uantinumg,
present
British ambassador to Italy said to me
‘Thers are two things in
one year ago:
this world whioh I believe should have an
end-Turkish rule In Europe and Spanish
Neither has good
In America.’
rule
ground for remaining and both should be
swept away.
Mr. Adams likened the present situabefore
existed
tho
tion to that whioh
The
Creoo-Turkish war of a year ago.
powers offered autonomy to Crete and if
it had been acoepted by Greece, It would
have been another wedge against Turkish
The jingoes at Athens,
rule in Europe.
however, rushed Greece into a war, refusfrom
Crete, just as the
ing autonomy
jingoes at Washington are trying to do
today, and we all know the result of that
war.

“Our case resembles Greece, exoept in
might. I believe that the course of Presiat
the
dent McKinley was
beginning
founded on sound statesmanship, and If
been
his hand bad not
forced, ne would
have sucoeeded In crushing out Spanish
I think the President
rule In America.
understood the situation and but for the
Maine affair, would have sucoeeded.
“He has been obliged to commit himself to a polioy whioh he does not believe
in the oountry in
in and that sentiment
whioh we have the least confidence is apthat when
I
believe
In
control.
parently
the last word is said and all means exhausted, our recourse Is to crush. I hope
the war will be short, but I feel that the
end of the war will be the beginning of
trouble, what I cannot tell.’’
Gamaliel Bradford criticised Congress
and said they were a flook of sheep driven
nnd
in by the applause of the galleries
The only antagowithout a shepherd.
nistic speech made during the
evening
was that of Robert Treat Paine, Jr., who
rated the club in round terms, calling the
peace advooates torios and likening them
to those citizens of Boston, who, in revolutionary days, sided with General Gage
and denounced the colonies.
A number of members replied to Mr.
Paine and at the close of the
meeting
resolutions were pussed
endorsing the
efforts of the President and Congress to
end the sufferings in Cuba by peaceful
measures and also believing it still possible to satisfy the demands of humanity
without recourse to arms. The resolution
concluded with the hope that Spain’s responsibility for the Malno explosion might
be submitted to arbitration.
One of the features of the evening was
the statement by a member as to the attitude of Speaker Thomas B. Heed. It appeared that the member had addressed a
letter to Speaker Reed in which the annexation of Hawaii and Cuba were denounced as well as inteventlon In behalf
of the Cubans.
In reply, Speaker Reed said: "I believe
we have the people of the country with us
War is not to
on both of these questions.
be gaily indulged In as a festival, butentered upon cautiously after every expedient has been tried.’’
A DANGEROUS CARGO.
8.—The
Great Falls, Mont., April
worst wreck that ever happened in Montana happened on the Montana Central
The dead are: L.
railroad last night.
Oppenheim, engineer; Charles W. CooketJ.
brakoman.
A.
fireman;
Martin,
rell,
West bound freight No. 25 arrived at the
Dr. Forks bridge sixty miles from here at
The train was composed of 16 cars,
3.80.
When within
one carrying
dynamite.
the dynamite ex35 feet of the bridge,
nTwa/)1rirwv

thfl hwi rl

no

nr!

too ni n n

A hole was
ten oars to kindling wood.
five
torn in the earth 50 by 25 feet and
feet deep. Telegraph poles and wires were
from
blown down and communication
Great Falls was shut off until today. The
wreck caught fire and was consumed. It
car
that the
is supposed
containing
dynamite was derailed on the bridge and
caused
it
to
the jolting
explode.

LANDSLIDE ON CHILKOOT TRAIL.
Seattle, Wash., April 8.—The steamer
a
Alki arrived tonight with news that
landslide has occurred on Chilkoot trail
31
men
are
known
to
have
been
in which
killed and a large number injured.
Fully 50 people were overtaken by the
slide and are either buried in the enow
or scattered along the borders of the avalanche more or less injured.
The point at which the slide is is five
miles above Sheep camp. Thousands of
peoplej were encamped near the scene and
All day
were soon rendering assistance.
Saturday and Sunday a southerly storm
with rain, wind and snow prevailed iu
that vicinity, and it is believed that the
the mountain side was the
on
mow
:ause of the avalanche.
Latest reports are that 31 bodies have
been recovered.

ALVIN RECORD’S LIABILITIES.
Lewiston, April 8.—The sobedule filed
tt the Insolvency court in Auburn shows
he liabilities of Alvin Record, Esq., of
bo $239,000.
The
Livermore Falls to
ieavie6t creditor Is the .lay Pulp MannThere
are
149
’aeturing company, $77,30'
creditors in the list, most of the indebtedless being for loans.
PRESS CENSORSHIP AT MADRID.
Madrid, April 8. 6.30 p. m.—Press cenlorship has now almost reached prohibition. Impartial news sent to the Associnews also obtained in
many
! ited Press
Dstanccs direct from the Spanish govirnment, meets with the same fate
nost rabid jingo despatches.

as

the

TO LEND WEAVERS.

Fall River. Mass., April 8.—At a speeal meeting of the weavers’ union tonight,
t was voted to lend $1000 to the New
iedford striking weavers, in response to

a Joan
of $5000 in live weekAction
on the other
deferred
until
next Thursduy at
i 4000 was
meeting.
1 he general

I ,

v

request for

installments.

Fort Preble Garrison To

Be

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

HERE.

| _NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Reinforced

By One Company.
Active military preparations are going
Maine to
all along the lino
from
Florida on the Atlantic coast and it goes
for the saying that the Pacific is not beon

ing neglected.

In this coDneotion it is of especial interest to know that Portland has not been
overlooked and yesterday important orders were issued to strengthen the artillery detachment at Fort Preble by supEvery old soldier
porting infantry.
knows the tactical necessity of this
ment and ail that it implies.
Obviously it is the intention of the
government to distribute a tonsiderable
body of infantry along the coast and that
Portland has received and allotments is a
matter of general interest.
They will be
welcome and when their tents are pitched
it will recall the days of the old l7tli InPreble in the
fantry which garrisoned
days of ’01, and thereabouts. Not only
infantry and artillery but the engineers
will be muoh in evidence, and yesterday
at old Fort Gorges this department was
hard at work.
Torpedoes were being
loaded with the same kind of stuff that
cables were being
blew the Maine up;
stretched and the connections with the
land will be made whenever the signal is
given and it is very likely before many
suns
Portland will have about her a torpedo system which will serve as a network of harbor defenses

move-

THE COUNCIL RECEDES.
The Republican members of the city
to see
council held a caucus last night
whether or not they should elect the inor

pinmmng ana secretary oi me
board of overseers of the poor ordered the
board of health’and the overseers to do it.

spector

The city solicitor Was present by request
and gave it as his opinion that the officers
called
be
named could not properly
subordinate city officers but were agents
of their respective boards and should be
It was decided by the
elected by them.
cauous to pursue the matter no further,
hoard
of health to elect
the
but to allow
the plumbing inspector as it has formerly
done and not to meddle with the position
of secretary of the board of overseers of
the poor.__
A BRAVE CAPTURE.

Yesterday afternoon the valuable black
carriage of ex-Superintendent
Staples were standing in front of City
hall. The horse took fright at something
and ran upon the sidewalk. In trying to
pass between the bydraDt and telegraph
pole he upset the carriage and the vehicle

horse and

fell on its side the
'whirring wheels
striking the horse’s heels. It was a pretty
wild animal that went dashing aoross the
street that was filled with pedestrians and
Mr. Charles Sanborn, son of Mr.
teams.
Leroy Sanborn, with great bravery seized
the bits and hung on like grim death. It
looked as if he would be dashed to the
But he pulled the beast down
ground.
and aided by Michael O’Rourke of the fire
department and another man whose name
the horse was stopped
we could not get,
before he had done any more injury than
to run into a countryman’s team standing in front of the Union Mutual building and break the harness.

ONLY ONE DAY

I

MORE

^ly I L

BEFORE
will be

Today
busy day with us all throughout our
great store and particularly so in our Men’s Furnishing
a

Department.
This department

will be open this
evening until ten
later for the accommodation of those who cannot find it convenient
to make their purchases during the day.

or

The chief attractions will doubtless be

and

Cloves

MEN'S

GLOVES.

NECKWEAR.

Two new styles in Men’s
Gloves to show you this season—

Maine,

April

$1,50 pair

in the

glove

is

style

man

appear

on

Sunday

Tan Clair shade

new

well

every

dressed

shall

Easter

with

a

tie.

new

Particularly

button.
adapted for street

—one

also

wear,

We have a very select line
$1.50 pair of
Nobby Ties all made up in the
At $1.75 we show the cele- best manner from new designs in
brated ■•Dent” Glove. A glove silks and satins.
One line in particular to which
that comes in both light and
medium

$1.50

At

shades,

weights—all

fine

a

Stitched Kid—a

Pique j

that

glove

call your attention is

we

wears

sortment at the

as-

of

in

the

newest

sisting of Puffs,

At $1.25
with

an

silks

new

shapes,

con-

Tecks, Ascots,
Bows, four-in-

popular glove made Strings, Band
desirable
hands, Imperials,

a

a

half-a-dollar, made from
and

and fits well.

fine

popular price

out seam—very

for street

wear.

SOc eacH,

At $1.00 a fine fitting Kazan
Glove in all the latest colorings.
t.'

We warrant and keep in repair free all gloves bought of us.

Hathaway
White Shirts

long
front

of Men’s Sus-

assorted

of the

penders

and

pair

in

Non

50c

Guyots,
others.

Chester,

Try

a

for stout
you have

and
Elastic

Berlin

sleeve

a line
of extra large bodies

both

Elastic

or

with

Also

lengths.

best makes at
25c

both,

or

bos-

back

oms, open

specialty

a

in

short

or

If

men.
never

tried

the Hathaway Shirts
/ou should do

so.

and

$1.00 each, 6 for 5.50.

pair,

8.—Adjutant

_

NEW’ BEDFORD STILL HOLDS

OUT.

Meg's

LADIES’ GLOVES AND
HANDKERCHIEFS.
Two important items for Easter.
A Glove of
for
real bid

$1.00.

vuucu

tu

uciy

and is

Folsom, Cal., April 8 —C. H. Raymond
hanged today for the murder of Fred
Andrews at linden, San Mateo county,
November 17 last.

was

strikers
baok to

chiefs.

fine

a

fit-

well wearing
love that always

—comes

the

in

Notice
of

the

variety

styles

at 12 l-2c.

Embroidered
with insertion.
Hemstitched

gives satisfaction
all

with insertion.

popular shades.

Hemstitched

with Mexican corners.
A laced glove of
Hemstitched with lace edge.
tan, mode, beaver,
Lace edge with insertion in

At $1.50.
kid. in
gray and black—self and black four
real

At

corners.

Lace

embroidery.

YORK STRIKE ENDS.

Biddeford, April 8.—The York
have voted unanimously to go
work next Monday.

is

ting,

nut-

MURDERER HANGED.

It

Great values
Haud kerin

called the Lorient

Eosed

carders out of temporary financial difficulty by loaning them a few hundred
dollars. The loom fixers will hold a mats
meeting tomorrow afternoon to vote on
the question of going to work.Monday.

Furnishing Dept.,

€. F. JORDAN, Manager.

8.—'the
New Bedford, Mass., April
weavers’ mass meeting, which was held
this afternoon was attended by about 1200
weavers, both members of the union and
A great deal of interest
non-unionists.
was felt in the meeting since it furnished
of what the weavers, who
aa indication
about half the cloth mills
consitute
strikers, propose to do about going into
tho mills ou Monday. It was first proto take a ballot on going to work,
Then the
ut
this was voted down.
meeting by a practically unanimous vote,
deoided not to go to work Monday.
spinners tuiiijjiit

Cavendish

a

We make

General John T. Richards returned from
Houlton today, having been thete in con
sulfation with Gov. Powers. As a result
Maine
he has authority to increase tho
its
full
National Gpard to
fighting
its
to
and
equipment
complete
strength,
Orders will be
in every necessary detail.
issued from the State House within a few
into effect.
these
measures
davs, to put
The action of the adjutant general in so
heavily increasing the Guard in this state
is taken here as a very significant measure,

jl ii(3

that

ing

Another

gener-

ally understood

castor in gray

light weight

a

one

It is

—two buttons—with black stitchSells for
on the back,

While ths team owned by Cole & Lawrensen, grain dealers, Main street, was
standing in front of their place of business
Friday evening shortly after 6
horse beoame frightened,
o’clock, the
and turning, started on the run up Main
street. Arthur Madson, the 12 year-oldwas sitting in
son of Mads Madson, who
the
team, was thrown out, the heavy
over
his
head. An exwagon passing
amination showed bad bruises about the
neck and head and his mouth was badly
No bones were broken.
out.

Bangor,

Neckwear.

MEN'S

WESTBROOK.

GEN. RICHARDS RETURNS FROM
HOULTON.

PTF

edge

with

embroidered

corners.

The

$1.63.

special brand of
make in 3 clasp
Paris point and 3

Dorothy,

the

a

Scalloped borders.
Lace edge with fagoting.

Hemstitched and Embroidered.
Plain Hemstitched, 1-4, 1-2,
row embroidery 3-4, 1 in. hem,
Very sheer, 1-4, 1-2. 3-4 in.
—self colored and black stitching,
colors

popular

All

the

the

new

Trefousse

and 4 button in

and latest

including

shade, Tan

Clair.

4 button Suedes in all shades,
plain and embroidered backs.

hem.

1-8,

Very sheer Hemstitched,
hem.

9 inches square
suitable to trim with lace.
1-4

in,

Choice | 2 l-2c each.

Scalloped

Embroidered

and

Hemstitched and Embroidered
$1.50, 1.75
50c to 53.50 each
in boxes,

At

$2.00.
of

stylish glove
make, 3 clasp

An

extremely

the

Trefousse

in

Mode. Tan,

Violet, Butter, &c.
Trefousse Kid Gloves, made
selected skins and every
Suede
warranted.
and
pair
from

Glace

lengths,

finish,

all

all
colors,
$1.63 to 3.25

SPECIAL.
A lino Handkerchief in
oretty box fora little money.

a

These Handkerchiefs are nicelined boxes
y put up in prettily
box—and are nice for
one in a
There are
iainty Easter gifts.
in the lot,
different
styles
-nany
ncluding the new pointed corners.
See them in show window.

Only 28c each.

EASTMAN BROS. & BANCROFT.

■
—

EASTER MUSIC.
lo

in Portland

Sung

Be

Hymn,
Postlude,
Many

in

Changes

Churches Will Be

Frederick Mason,

Will

Relate

to

the

Resurrection.

Theo. Dubois

Hvinu 307—Hail the Hay.

organist.

grammes ot the music to be rendered:

STATE STREET.
10.30. A. M.

Organ Prelude—Crown with festival
Handel
pomp the day,
Hymn 105,
Morn,
Anthem-Lights Glittering

H. \Y. Parker

Anthem—Faintly and Soft,

P. A. Schneoker

SSSESIf »

10.30 A. M.
E flat,

Organ Prelude—Offertorie in

Tomorrow will be Easter Sunday and
various
svill be duly
observed In the
thurches that will be
bright in floral
dress, while the sermons will all relate to
the
glad event, l'heso are the pro-

Anthem—“Why

seek
among the dead,”
Gloria in G minor,
from
Love Divine,

Rees

the

ye

living

Kevin

IKaffenberger

of
Stainer
Tnome
Offertorie—Andante Religioso,
Conrad
Christ the Lord is risen today,
Sermon, Rev. Dr. Henry Blanchard.
Anthem, —O be Joyful in the Lord,
Chas. E. Van Laer
Gounod
Postlude—Feirlicher Marsch,
The choir—Miss Mary E. 'living sopracontralto,
no, Mrs. Frank A. Horgan
tenor, Mr.
Mr. Herbert W. Barnard
Assisted
bass.
by Mr.
T.
Harmon,
Harry
FredGiven violin, and chorus. Frank L.
Rankin organist and director.

“Daughter

Jairus,”

Postlude—Allegro 5th Symphony,

ST. STEPHENS.

Beethoven

7.30 P. M.

10.30 A. M.

Organ Voluntary—Unfold, Ye Portals,

Prelude—Festival March,
Organ
B

Gounod

E. Kretschmer

Mr. A. L. Ryser.
Hymn 100,
Violin Solo—Aria from the Messiah,
Anthem—Christ is Risen,
Handel
Wagner, arr by Eeidlinger
Ulnn oVlQ P
Pram
Carol—“Hail, all hail,” G. W. Chadwick
Easter Carol, Old English,
Cary
Anthem—Hallelujah, “Mt. of Olives,”
Anthem—Christ our Passover,
Schilling
Max
in
Patri
Gloria
Vergrish
G,
Postlude—Improvisation,
Chadwick
Gloria Patri in F,
Mr. Hermann Kotzschmar organist and
Kotzsohmar
in
Patri
Gloria
F,
Palmer
director, Mrs. Florence Knight
Buck
Te Deum in B minor,
soprano, Miss Henriettta Rice contralto.
Buck
Deo in D,
Mr. Will Stockhridge
tenor, and Mr. Jubilate
the
is
risen
today,
Lord,
Hymn—Christ
Harry F. Merrill, basso.
Wilson

SECOND PARISH.

I: You Ire Asked f
| To Boy Here, I
jjj
^
fy}
think that you
likely to be best suited

Because
are

W

here.

y$

y}

y}

^

we

We’ve

cleanest of

the

best

everything

Jk

and Ht

vj:

for

the table, sell at the lowest
market prices, and deliver
goods in a hurry.

Dubois
Organ Prelude—Hosannah,
Anthem—Awake Thou that Sleepest.

^
f
W

(Cb...),

Thousand
Ten
Hymn 312-Hark,
Harps and Voices,
Postlude—Introduction and

iug^®;}gte

will be admin
The ordinance of baptism
Lord > Supper
istered at 8 p. m.. and The
Hand of
at close of evening service, also,
fellowship.
7.30 P. M.
H'UiMoy
Prelude-March Religieuse,
M®r®‘,ant
A n them-SIng Praises,
Hymn 1072—Day is Dying in the west,
Gloria Patri
Chant—Lord’s Prayer,

Duet,
Buck
Kaffenburger Hymn—Sing Alleluia Forth,
is my
Anthem—The Lord of glory
to
It
Dawn,
Anthem—As
began
Gounod
light,,
J. Scbn acker
Fisher Communion,
Anthem—Come, Ye Faithful,
Hodges
Hymn—Bread of the world,
Organ Postlude—Triumphal March,
Guilmant Gloria in Excelsls, Old English, Chappie
L.
soprano,
Hovey
Choir—Miss
Lizzie
Miss
Brown
soprano.
Miss Lizzie
Mr. John
Frank Gray Miss Kate A. Wilson contralto,
Martha Hawes alto, Mr.
bass,
Wal- Morgan tenor, Mr. H. G. Parkman
Mr.
tenor, Mr. Charles Baker bass,
Assisted
by
Mr. A. L. Kyser organist.
ter Smith organist and director. AssistElva
bass, Mrs.
Mr. John B. Coyle
ed by a chorus.
Sonle Webster soprano, Miss Madeleine
CHURCH OF THE SACRED HEART. Elden Files contralto, Mr. J. K. Leighton tenor, Miss Blanch O. Cram violinist.

HIGH STREET.
10.30

a.

ni.

Voluntary—Andante,

Beethoven

Op

14

Offertory—Berceuse,
Hymn 302—Jesus, hail,
Glory,
Hymn 800—In the Cross of Christ
Glory.

Dainty Breakfast Dhh,

\f/

|

FREE STREET SUNDA*
be

will

|
W.

appear:
Prelude.

Scripture Reading.
Prayer.
Violin Solo

(with string accompani-

Mr. Fred A. Given

ment),

Scripture Reading,

String Quartette

Music,

nre

Hours

Singing—The Mourning

Falmouth,
Portland,

$35

roriiunu jr., (Jiiveimej

jow

Anthem—Christ the Lord
today,

Choir.
Jobbers of Bicycles. Bicycle Sundries
Gloria—Schilling in F,
and General Sporting Goods.

is

Schilling

Primary Department

Choir

Anthem.

Reading—An

Barry,

Choir.

Bass Solo,
i'uringion.

air.

B. DAVIS

T.

ARMS

CO.

I*5I IS

dtf

THE TIME TO BUY!
STOCK
i;

MXn Tliew

l
j“COPPER
I
ARIZONA.
KING”

S§ BEFOREtJmPRSCE ADVANCES

«1

if* This Stock has gone from 3 to lO
lO to 20, 20 to 80 cts. in less Lj
j] cts.,
to h;
[I than 9 months, will soon go
im $L.OO
per share; Has now 4000 &
holders.
A
number
limited
[j stock
|j|
of shares now offered at SOcts. per hj
|H share.-Write
for prospectus and full
jj,
jj;

[j

particulars,
E. K.

1313

M

to

MOORE, Fiscal Agent,

Lexington Ave.Brooklyn,N.Y.

apr8

Alto Solo,

ST. PAUL’S.

l«|

[j

Miss Pike.

Miss Nina Hatch.
Tenor and Alto Duet,
Mr. Bobbins and Miss Morrison.
Haroid A. Loring organist, Miss Hattie
Morrison
h Pike soprano. Miss Alice
alto. Mr. Percy Robbins tenor, Mr. Roy
bass.
A. Purington

193 MIDDLE STREET.
mar28

Soprano Solo,

tl4\v

j

|

10.30 A. M.
Voluntary,
Hymn lltf,

Chris our Pnssover,
Gloria Patri,
Te Deum,

Schilling
Russell

m,6

Buck

Jubilate,
Hymn.
Kyrie EleisoD,
Gloria Tibi,
Hymn
Offertory Solo,

G,?u“od
Bridge

Mr. Willey.
Postlude,
Communion,
Sanctus,
Kurbaristic Hymn.
Gloria in Exceisis, Old Chant
*
Nuno Dimittis,

Gregorian
Hoec Dies,
Magnificat,
Regina Coeli,
O fca'mtaiis,
Langdon Tantum
Laudate
Maroh,

Voluntary,
r

;

|Crgo,
Dominum,

Easter Anthem,

Pope’s Psalms—Cooke,

can

_

best coffee.
looks and tastes liko the

1
J

persons, young people

and children Grain-0 is the perfect
Get
drink. Made from pure grains.
a package from your grocer to-day.
15 and 25c.
Try it in place of coffee.

■TryGrain=0!

Insist that, your grocer gives you GRAIN-O
Accept no imitation.

CATHEDRAL.

Procession—Hymn 112,

It spoils their sleep.
drink Grain-0 ivhen you
Tor
a top.
please and sleep like
it
Grain-0 does not stimulate;
feeds. Yet it
and
cheer3
nourishes,

J

Calkin

10.33 A. M.

Cannot Drink

For nervous

Gregorian

tor.

Many People
You

Laurbiliitto
Lancelevel
Lambillotti

George A. Qiiinby, organist and direo-

coffee at night.

For durability. Style ana Comfort the Lamson
For sa e by
& Hubbard Hat has no equal.
Iebl7 deod omo
eadmg dealers.

Emmerig

ST LUKE'S

Lamson & Hubbara

Spring Style, 1898.

Averhahn

Armes

7.30 P. M.
r

Guilmant

Domine ad odjavandum,
Dixit Dominus,
Conlitebor tibi,
Beatus vir.
Laudate pueri,
In Exitu,

•

Humphreys

from Their Home

High,

Address,

on

String Quartette

Music,

Singing—Ail
bus’ Name,

Hail the Power of JeSchool and Congregation

Benediction,
E. A. Wheeler, superintendent,, C. M.
Mrs.
March, assistant superintendent,
E. A. DeGarmo, supt. Primary dept.,
Miss Luotta
King, supt. Kindegarten
dept., Mrs. R.Lameon, supt. Heme dept.
CHESTNUT STREET SUNDAY
SCHOOL.

ganist.

ST. DOMINIC’S.
iMornins at 10.30.)

Recessional—150 Psalm,
7.30 .P M.

^

Magnificat,

Triennell
Nunc Dimittis in E flat,
Anthem—They have taken away, Stainer I

CHURCH,
UNIVERSAA1ST
brook. )

(West-

music at the Universalist church,
on Easter Sunday will be ns

Wagner
Kaffenberger
Anthem—O, Joyous Easter Morning,
Schnecker
Offertory—Violin Solo, Andante,

Voluntary,

Ellerton

Murray

Easter Carol,

Calkin
The choir is composed of Miss Lucia B.
Anthoine, soprano; Mrs. A. T. Bodge,
contralto; Mr. A. J. Ricker, tenor; Mr.
F. L Jackson, bass: Miss Elvira J. Caswell, organist and dilector, assisted by
Mr. Harry H. Crane, violinist.

Postlude,

CONGREGATIONAL

WOODFORDS

CHURCH.
the
At
Woodfords
Congregational
church the services of the day are to be
appropriate to Easter. In the morning
the pastor will preach an Easter sermon.
At seven o’clook the Sunday school will
have a ooncert with the following programme :
School
Opening Song,

Prayer.

By Children
Opening Chorus,
Pacific Bailey
Recitation,
Ella Thompson
Recitation,
Marie Foss and Cynthia Sherman
Duet,

Katherine Johnson
Three Chiidren
Refrain.
Motion song by class of boys
Recitation,

Recitation,
Recitation,

Bertha Thompson and Clara Leighton
Merton Dailey
Recitation,
Miss Armstrong
Solo,
By the Children
Exercise,
Glass of Girls
Motion Song,
Maude Smith, Lydia White
Recitation,
Recitation and Song.
Susie Perkins, Marion Corbett
By Children
Closing Chorus,
Remarks by Pastor.
By Children
Singing,
Benediction.

WOODFORDS UNIVERSALIST SUNSCHOOL.

DAY

Universalist Sunday
The Woodfords
school will observe Easter with a concert
in the evening commencing at 6.30. T he
following programme has been arranged :

Opening Hymn.
Responsive Reading.
Prayer by Pastor.
Singing—Glorious Morning, By the School
Miss Mabel Files
The Resurrection,
Percy Swan
Recitation—The Seed,
Recitation—Abby’s Message, Annie Tyler
Five
Littlo Boys
Children,
Song—Happy
Recitation—Tho Life Beyond,

Marion ireeman
Easter Exercises,
Mrs. Smith’s Class, six girl*
Recitat ion—Archie Stront.
Recitation—The Homeward Flook,
Eva Thornton
School
Singing—Joyful Tidings,
Lillian Tower
Recitation—E» ;ter,
Matel Estes
Solo—We Often Dream,
Recitation,
George Pease
Recitation—A Snow Drop,
Roy Snan
Recitation—A Little Ligut for Jesus,
Helen Crocker
Song—Hark! I Hear the Easter B6lls,
Miss Rose and School
Exercises—Trusting and Working,
Eour Young Ladies
Miss Ruth Field
Easter Poem,

WILLIS TON CHURCH.

Anthem—Jubilate

the

Lori,

Duo in

B,

golo—'lhe Glorious Morn,
Miss Chenery.
Carol—Jesus Lives,

Response—Rejoice

the

Goods That Are
To

Up

Date.

All Prices In Hats from

$1.00 and Upwards.

Flowers.

Clara Freeman and Edith Condon
Hose Tyler
Solo,
Recitation—The Opon Gate, Mabei Fiokett
Recitation—Easter Lilies, Eleya Barnard
Robert Leighton
Reoitation,

WE GIVE TBADING STAMPS.
a
Wc Would Eike You for

Spring Style,

I

898.

Customer.

Reoitation—Whatsoever.

Harold Stockman

Song-Easter Hymn,

Benediction.

■

WEST CONGREGATIONAL. ;
Mr. W. H. Morton
Scripture Reading,
Rev. L. S. Bean
Prayer,
Charlie Huntoon
Opening Address,
What is Easter,
Stella Berry and Doris Powers.
Three Boys
Tell the Story,

Lucy Rowe
Primary Class

Exercise,
Recitation,
Dialogue,
Singing,

Freda Hyde
Three Boys

Congregation

Gwendoline Moore

Recitation.
Beautiful Lilias,

Three Giris
Miss Littlefield
Edith Miliiken
Carroll Berry
Marguerite Emerson
Four Girls
Childrens

Soio,
Recitation,
Recitation,
Solo, 3
Easter Bells,
Chorus,

AN INSTRUMENT OF TORTURE
was

the washboard

un-

til

is Risen
Wilson
Boohl
Buck
Protheroe

made
almost

Schilling

Lord Is King.
Warren Of

clothes-washing
pleasure.

a

F^r.S At. ro..
prn(**>'

■■ ■■■

Recitation,
Recitation,

Organ Voluntary.

Recitation,

_

PHILADELPHIA

n
gajg
p
My
1WI Gra ll a® i

S

S

Congregation

ST. LAWRENCE.
Organ Voluntary.

A

Sadie Carter and Bertha Cornish
Recitation--The Resurrection of the

Coronation,

solo with organ accompaniment.)
Processional—The Strife is O’er,
Palestrina
Morniugtou
Christ onr Passover,
J. B. Dykes
Te Deum.
B. Tours
Jubilate,
E.
A, Clare
is
Introit—He
Risen,
(with violin obligato.)
Elney
Kyrie Eleison.
E. L. Turnbull
Hymn—He is Risen.
H.
R.
Shelley
Offertory—Easter Song,
Mr. Harry S. Files.
Batiste
Interlude—Graduel,
Snoks
Sanctus,
Monk
H.
W.
Eucharistic Hymn,
Batiste
Elevation,
Old Chant
Gloria ill Excelsis,
S. B. Whitney
Fiuuo Dimiltis,

MERRY’S
KIND.

Duet—Beatson’s Hope,

(Violin

Humphreys Anthem—Christ,
Today,
Gloria,
Good son

"

TRINITY CHAPEL, (WOODFORDS.)
Voluntary—Spring’s Awakening, E. Bach

Humphreys

Processional—Hymn 112,
Psalms, Battishili Tonus Peregrines,

director.

Passover.

Misses Marion Wheeler. Edna Strout,
Ethel Davis, Rose Tyler.
Reoitation—For Easter, Ernest Stockman
Maud Whitney
Easter Even,
Collection.

Battishili,

Tours
Tours
'Tours

Marzo
Gilchrist
Shelley
Offertorv—The Resurrection,
Mendelssohn
Organ Postlude,
Mis!
soprano;
Miss Hertha Stewart,
Augusta Schumacher, contralto; Mr. F.
Carl Davis, tenor; Mr. S. T. Eveleth,
Bass. Mr. Edgar W. Paine, organist and
nor

School Gloria,

Schubert
Festival Prelude,
Anthem—As it Began to Dawn. Lansing
Marehant
Te Deum in E flat,
bohneo.ter
Te Deum in B,
Beneflictus in F,
Dykes Gloria in
B. Fulton Loin bard
D,
Introit—When the Sabbath wa3 Patt;
Warren
Foster Offertory,
Your
Fold
Anthem—Archangels,
'Tours
Marston
Kyrie in C,"
w i n gf?,
Tours
Gloria Tibi in C,
.Smart
Postlude,
Credo in E flat,
Eyre Organ
of
Miss
Tarbox,
The choir is composed
Hvmn 121
Dr.
contralto;
Mrs. Goudy,
Tours soprano;
Sursum Corda in C,
Nickerson, tenor; Mr.Macey, bass; Mr.W.
is
Anthem—He
Risen,
Offertory
Kim ball, organist.
Schnecker C.
Sanclr.s in C,
Agnus dei in C.
Gloria in Excelsis in C,

JERUSALEM.

NEW1

follows:

Singing—Down

from the

Offertoire,

W. E.

String Quartette Westbrook,

Lord is Risen
Volchmar
Organ Prelude,
Dead,
Gounod
Rev. Mr.Ayres Vidl Aguam,
Sermon,
12th
Mozart's
Kyria,
Gabriel
is
Christ
Risen,
Anthem—How
Mozart’s 12th
Gloria,
iou
rtyron,
Gounod
Credo,
Benediction,
Knapp
Gnilmant Offertory,
Organ Postlude,
12th
Mozart’s
Sanctus,
Chorus of 2S voices; Will W. Evans,
Gounod
benediotus,
direotor, John W. Woodbury, organist.
Mozart’s 12th
Dei,
The Sunday school of the ohurch will Agnus for
Costa
March
Organ,
give an Easter concert tomorrow evening.
3
P.
M.)
(Vespers,
Batiste
CATHEDRAL OF THE IMMACULATE Organ Postlude,
Kst
Ileus in Adjutorium.
CONCEPTION.
Kst
Dixit Dominos,
Kst
Coniltabor Tibe,
High Mass at 10.£0 a. in.
Kst
Beams Vis,
Slome Laudato Purei,
Processional March,
Zingarelli
Mass
in
A
Kalliwoda;
Kst
Kyrie.
LaDdate Dominum,
Kalliwoda Haec Dies,
Deitrieh
Gloria,
Gounod
Lambillotte
Credo,
MagniUcat,
Averhahn
Lamonel
Offertory,
Regina Codi,
Kalliwoda O Salutaris,
Lancelevel
fc'anctus,
Kalliwoda Tantum Ergo,
Broer
Benedirtus,
Kalliwoda Laudate Dominus,
Lambellotte
Agnus Dei,
postlude,
Whitney March for Organ,
Meyerbeer
Fannie M. Eagan, organist.
Vespers and Benediction 5 p. m.

Hymn—Our

risen

Hymn—Merton
Anthem—Now is Christ Risen
Hymn-Mendelbras.
Mrs. I. S. X^ing, organist; Mrs.

INFLAMMATIONS

HEMORRHAGES

Chant—The Lord’s Prayer.

The

Easter Flower,

Music,
Offering.

Anthem—B Minor Te Deum.
Dudley Buck
Choir Anthem—Raise Now Your Joyrul

Offertoire,
Anthem—Head of the Church TriumLorenz
phant,

Mozart's Mass, No. 1
Christ is Risen
Gloria Patna

Anthem—Aleluia

Ended,

|

$50 and $75 Anthem—Christ our Passover,
$50 Response—The Strife is O’er,
$40
7.30 P. M.

W&

Organ Voluntary-Gloria,

Lifted,

Reliable: Wheels!
Remington,

WEST END.

Anthem—Christ

Square.

Forest City,

There will be a chorus of £0
voices.
Mr. W. H. Davis is
There will
organist.
be a Sunday sohool concert in the eveThe special Easter
ning.
programme of
musio appropriate to the
day will be rendered on the St. Lawrence church chimes
next Sunday from 0.45 to 10.80 a. m., ar.d
from 0.45 to 7 30 by Mr. Henry F. MerriUI

SCHOOL.

_

f

PILES

CATARRH

Lansing

the

|

GOOD WIN & CO.,

_MISCELLANEOUS.

(Morning at 10.30.)
programme) for the
Calkin
concert by the Sunday sohool Sunday Organ Prelude,
Rossi-Norns
will Anthem—Christ is Risen,
evening, at which Given’* orchestra
are
Gatos
Golden
Response—The
This

vi/

WILL H.

|

FRIENDS’ CHURCH.
There will be an Easter concert under
stern the auspices of the
Sunday school at
Postlude
at 7.30 SunThere will be a chorus of 32 voices. C. Firends’ church, Oak street,
are cordially inF. Jones organist and F. A. Bowdoin, day evening. The public
vited.
uuui inti's!.

10c

w

Maker
Marston

MISCELLANEOUS.

1

!Grown Flakes,!
PACKAGE.
$
w

W

|

T

Easter Day will be observed with more
A
J. C. Macy than usual celebration by Chestnut street
Praises,
M. E. Sunday school. In addition to an
Gloira—Great orix
attractive session at 1.30 p. m., an Easter
ie—Selected
Offertor
A
7.30 P. M.
With Verdure Clad, Haydn concert will bo given in the evening.
Solo
Soprano
Lassen
varied programme of bright music, reciPrelude,
Postlude-Coronation
March,
has
Psalms-Domine Adjuvandum, Dixit
Meyerber tations and other interesting features,
been arranged. Rev. Charles A. LittleDomlnus,
address.
Laudate
7.30
an
vir
Puerl,
Beatus
m.
make
Boston
will
of
p.
field
w ConUtebor tibi,
Flesel
Those who so thoroughly enjoy the ChilMagnificat,
Battmann Voluntary—Intermezzo (by request),
dren’s day programmes of this Sunday
Regina Coeli,
Mascagni
Melvil
O Salutaris,
school will be glad to attend this first
Duran Anthem—Come See the Place Where
Tantum Ergo,
Easter concert
given by the school. A
Sohnecker
Jesus
Lay,:
Gregorian
Laudate Domlnuni,
welcome is extended to all.
Choir Selection—The God of Israel,
Gounod
Postlude,
Rossini
ALL SOULS’, (DEERING.)
Miss Marguerite Dunphy organist, Mr.
Braoms
Offertory—Cantilina,
Mcsenthal
Chas. H. McDonnell director.
Organ Voluntary,
Duet for Soprano and Bass—Crucifix,
Warren
Jean Faure Easter Hymn,
FIRST PARISH.
Brown
Ksster Carol—Sing, Gladly Sing, Nodell Responses,
Gounod
Kotzscbmar
Sanctus from Messe Solennelle,
of Kings,
Caleb Simper Gloria Putri,
Anthem—King
Yincent
“As it began to dawn,”
Buffiington
Caro),
Batiste Postlude—Marche Triumphant,
Greely
Offertory in A minor.
Guilmant Response,
7 Monument
Sweetsir
“One Sweetly, Solemn Thought,”
Triumph,
and Robertson so- Hymn—Christ’s
Misses
Vr
Varney
apro(I5t
Ambrose
\l/
Gear
Misses Weeks, and Cobb, aitos, Organ Offertory.
Saint Saens pranos,
Grand Chorus,
Holden
Coffin
and Lid back,
tenors, Hvmn—Coronation,
alto, Messrs.
Mrs. White soprano, Miss King
Simpson
Messrs. McRenald and Whipple, bassos. Postlude,
Mr. Burke tenor, Mr. Coleman bass,
Choir—Mrs. C.K. Hawes, soprano; Miss
Mr. James A. Bain, organist and direcHenry Humphrey organist and director.
Mr.
Gee. E.
F.
Lou
Harding, alto;
tor.
Smith, tenor; Mr. John L. Shaw, bass.
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN.
CONGRESS STREET METHODIST.
Miss Gertrude L. Buxton, organist.
3.00 P. M.
3 p. in.
CHURCH OF THE MESSIAH.
Handel
Chorus,
Voluntary—Hallelujah
Marston
The Day of Resurrection,
Anthem—Easter Bells are Sweetly
(Morning Service.)
Haskell Why Seek Ye the Living Among the
Chiming,
Buck
Dead
Trowbridge Organ Voluntary,
Offertory—Hail, Thou Glorious Easter
Conrad
Resurrection—(Solo and chorus,)
Christ the Lord is Risen Today,
Schnecker
Morning,
Shelley
Miss Emma Cobb, soprano. Miss AuSoprano>Solo and Chorus.
gusta H. Schumacher, alto, S. W. Eve- Our Lord is Risen—(Quintctto, )
7.30 P. M.
C. R. Cressey
loth, bass; chorus, Albert B. Hall conAt the Lamb’s High Feast We Sing,
ductor.
Voluntarv—Gloria from 12th Mass,
P. A. Schockcr
Mozart
FIRST BAPTIST.
Anthem—O Sing unto the Lord, Simper
(Evening Service.)
Offertory—See the Light of Morning,
Morning Service.
Martin
Christ the Lord is Risen Today,
Batiste
Organ Voluntary,
Henry Wilson
Hymn—Holy, Holy, Holy,
Doxology,
Double Quartette and Chorus.
Sunday School Concert.
libbals
the
am
Resurrection,
Anthem—I
The choir is composed of Miss Emily
Miss Anna C. Willey, orgaDist.
Responsive Reading,
Cobb, soprano; Mrs. F. W. Shaw, mezzo
We have sold wheels for years and are
PINE STREET.
for a Shout of Sacred
Hymn—O,
soprano; Mrs. W. M. Kimmell, alto; Mr.
still selling the same lines.
10.33 A. M.
Dykes Joseph Heseitiue. tenor; Mr. Charles E.
Joy,
U'HV! Because they are reliable.
Anthem—Christ is Risen,
Shelly Scripture Reading,
C. K. Cressey, orJac> son, bass. Mr.
Highest quality. Solid guarantee.
Gloria—Kaffenberger In B flat,
Prayer,

W

Organ Voluntary.
Anthem—Awake Up My Glory,
Carol—Lift Your Glad Voices.
Solo—The Lord is
Risen,
Mrs. Uorgan.
-r
Male
Chorue-A Christ Arose.

Cobb, soprano; Mrs. A. A. Allan, conGounod tralto; Mr. H. L. Van Hlacrome, tenor;
Mr. W. P. Coffin, bass,
enthroned in

Sohool
Mendelssohn Recitations—Light from the Tomb,

Arthur Foote

10.30 A. M.

W.

Gloria Tibi, in C,
Dykes
Offertory—My song shall be alway thy
mercy,

Gloria,

Scharwenka
Prelude, Ph.
Concone
Kyrie,
Buhlor
Gloria,
G mi nod
Credo,
Melvil
Offertory Christus Resurrexit,
Gounod
Sanctus,
Gounod
Benedictus,
Concone
Agnus Dei.
Gounod
Postlude,

first free

Prelude—Grand Chorus,
Amtbero—Christ Our Passover, .hohilling

FIRST UNIVERSALIST.

Beautifully Decorat-

Sermons

ed—The

Choirs— he

Church

and chorister.
K“v0SH°nCarter, organist
baptist.

10.30 A. M.

Mrs. Kelley.

To-morrow.

*

Tours
Roberts

MISCELLANEOUS.

(Evening).

Hymn 115.

Hymn,
Magnidoat,
Nunc Dimittis,
Churches Hymn,
Offertory Solo,

f

1

..

■

Hatter and Firnishre;
f

aUillo Street.

..

Blanche Low

Sterling Dyer

Quartette,

CALDERWOOD’S

BAKERY.

Miss Miliiken, Mrs. True, Mr. Fisher, Mr. Shaw.
Helen Stevens
Recitation,
Florence Thompson
Recitation,
Mr. Haskell
Clarinet Solo,
Miss Blanch Emerson
Reading,
Duet.
for
Miss Hattie G. Shaw, Miss Elizabeth
True
Goldie
Noyes
lOc
Recitation,
cake with orange filling and iced)
Four Girls Orange Squares, (sponge
Easter Day,
lor.
(a nice plain light cake)
Marguerite Emerson Wine Cake,
Recitation,
*'»c
cake iced)
Cake,
plain
Delicious
(a
Mr. Fisher
Solo,
* Oc »««• upwards.
Cuke,
Fruit
Mabel
Pingree
Recitation,
Pound cake. Citron Cake, Marble Cake, Currant Cake, Layer
Congregation
Singing
Benediotion.
Cake, While Mountain Cake and CAKE.
Nugioleons, 3c each. (Pastry filled with cream and iced.)
CONGREGATIONAL
WESTBROOK
12c per dozen
Ssgionge Drops, iced.
CHURCH.
Eclairs, Cream liolls, elc.
10c each
At
the Westbrook
Congregational
chicken Pies, Agrple Pics, Mince 8’ics,
ISc
there
will be two
church
tomorrow
Plum Pudding,
English
and
lOc dozen
special music.Mrs.
preaching services
Hot Cross Duus i‘ur Goad Frida}-,
Edith Lane Thompson of Melrose,Mass.,
member of the choir In Mrs.
will be a
THE BEST.
Stevens’s place, and will sing several soThe
los.
pastor, Rev. Silas N. Adams,
in the morning on “Christ
13c u package
will preach
Fluid’s W hite Germ Meal,
In the evening the subject of
our Life.”
Viios, the ideal wheat food for breakfast,
Pillsbury’s
his sermon will he, “I havo manifested
13c, 2 for 25c
Thy glory upon the earth.”

Good

Easter.

Tilings

EVERYTHING OF

Mr. W. Hastings Welding has written
for the Portland Sunday Times an Easter
song, words and music, which will be
No lover of
printed in tomorrow's issue.
good music should fail to procure the
Sunday Times and obtain a copy of this
appropriate and graceful musW..

THROW ft GLANCE INTO CUR WINDOW A3 YOU GO BY.

532 Congress St.
aui*

Telephone 1,20-3.

’■***

PORTLAND DAILY PRESS.
AND
MAINE STATE

PEESS.

mibceiuctoct.

represents the insurgents will assist the
Spaniards in keeping the United States

10 BE OK NOT TO BE.

of the island.
Obviously its Interest in the cause of
humanity has been largely a pretence,
else it would welcome
any interference
that would stop the war and put an end
out

This Old Question Has To Be Answered
Subscription Kates.
Candidly by Portland People.
Daily (In advance) $C per year; $3 for six
mouths; $1.50 a quarter; 50 cents a month.
What do the people of Portland think
Tito Daily is delivered every morning by
to the atrocities, and furnish what as- of the statement
carrier anywhere within the city limits and at
published below? Can
sistance it could. The junta evidently
Woodfords without extra charge.
any citizen ask for more convincing proof
of
Daily (not in advance), invariably at the cares much more for the recognition
of the merits claimed by the article unitself and the government which it has der discussion? What is there to corrobrate of $7 a year.
Maine State Pkess, (Weekly; published set up in Cuba than for humanity, and orate it? It is Portland
proof for Portevery Thursday,$2 per year; $1 for six months; now that it has shown that it is con- land
It is not the style of proof
people.
50 cents a quarter; 25 cents for trial subscrip- trolled
solely by self interests its wishes other medioinal preparations offer, viz.
tion of six weeks.
not to he heeded, or its suggestions
lught
Kalamazoo, Mich., proof for Portland
Persons wishing to leave town for long or
attention.
short periods may have the addresses of their given any
people. The most exacting oannot wish
If the United States intervenes in Cuba
for anything more.
Read this:
papers changed as often as desired.
Bn the ground of humanity, and to bring
Mr. W. A. Sanford, of No. 51 Preble
Advertising Kates.
not
it
will
peace to the distracted island,
street, says: “I consider Doan’s Kidney
In Daily Fbess $1.60 per square, for Ana
have accomplished all that it is pledged to Pills a
good friend to have around. A
week; $4.00 for one month. Three Insertions
the Spanfriend in need is a friend indeed and that
or less, $1.00 per square.
Every other day ad- iccomplish when it has driven

vertisements, one third less than these rates.
Half square advertisements $1.00 for one
week or $2.50 for one month.
"A square'* is a space of the width of a column and one inch long.
Special Notices, on first page, one-third addi-

tional.
Amusements and Auction Sales, $2.00 per
Three insertions or less,
square each week.

$1.50 per square.
Reading Notices in nonpareil typo and classed
xvi:!i other paid notices, iu cents per nne eaca
Insertion.
Pure Heading Notices in reading matter type,
25 cents per lino each insertion.
Wants, To Let, For Sale and similar advertisements, 25 cents per week in advance, for
40 words or less, no display. Displayed advertisements under these headlines, and all advertisements not paid in advance, will be charged

at regular rates.
In Maine State Press—$1.00 per square
for first Insertion, and 50 cents per square for
each subsequent Insertion.
Address all communications rolatlng to subscriptions and advertisements to Portland
Publishing Co., 07 Exchange Street,
Portland, M*.

PEEBS.

THE

island. Anarchy among is what
they have been to me. For seven
will oreate a situation just or
years I have had a great deal of
eight
is insufferable as the present conflict betrouble with my kidneys, one physician
Cubans. We
tween the Spaniards and
going so far as to tell me I was verging
shall be under the
strongest kind of on Bright’s diseasa.
The
pain and
ineffimoral obligation to see that t he
weakness across my back and in the bladcient government that we
propose to der sometimes were almost unendurable.
succeeded by one
sweep away is not
Radiating from the spine shooting pains
equally inefficient. We take up arras darted around the sides and seemed to
must
We
to restore peace to the island.
draw the lower part of the abdomen and
restore it and see that it is made permawhen in this condition the urinary weaknent or we cannot vindicate our interferI
ness was very evident and annoying.
of
the
The
world.
ence before the
logic
tried all sorts of kidney remedies but was
must
supervise never successful in
situation is that we
finding anything that
new
a
of
creation
govern- ever
the
me until I prooured Doan’s
helped
founded
is
it
that
seo
ment,
Kidney Pills at H. H Hay & Son’s drug
on principles ot justice, take care that it
store, at the junction of Free and Middle
is not a machine for wreaking vengeance streets. I am in better health than I
and gratifying the passions of the men have been in
years. The urinary weakwho compose it or are behind it. With ness has been corrected and at
present I
iards fp

□Ur

r.llguli

ftuuniougo ui.uuo

vuni«i-uvj.

the

of the government that
insurgents have set up, especially after

capabilities

would be
the declaration of the junta, it
folly to commit ourselves to It in advance
do by recognizns wo practically should
ing it. We are undertaking to give freedom and independence to the Cubans, and
ensure to them
permanent peace. Our

appears from our Washington despatch that the notion entertained at
Augusta that the presence of the monitor here will entail an expense upon the
state of $3000 a month, is entirely erroneThe state has nothing to do but to
ous.
furnish the men, the national govern
ment will pay them and furnish subsistence.
Consul General Leo's withdrawal from
Havana tomorrow will probably remove
the last hope of the Spaniards that this

Spain’s misgoverned colonies are
b ing advantage of the prospect of her
iiciag engaged in a war with the United
States to pounce upon her. The revolution
the Phillipines is
activity, and now
is a serious rising
Rico. In Spain

life and
it is reported that there
of the people of Porto

taking

on new

proper the situation is
extremely oritical and any mistake of the
government is liable to precipitate a

revolution. If the reigning dynasty gets
out of a war with the United States without losing its throne it will be little short
of

a

miracle.

All the signs Indicate that the Spanish
government, has definitely made up its
United
mind to risk a war with the
States rather than inour an uprising at
home which is doubtless the only alternative. By this decision it may avoid for a
time trouble at home, but it will be only
for a time, for when the Spanish navy is
Tmquished as it surely will be and Cuba
is wrested from Spain’s grasp the fickle
populace which compelled the contest,
wiil load all the blame on the
government, and bring about its overthrow. In
all probability war.with the United States

sulted in a vote of 191 to 165 in favor cf
to work. The result was
going back
hailed with cheers and cries of: “We
made a gallant light, but could not beat

corporation.’’

On motion of Secretary King, the vote
The business men
was made unanimous.
are happy tonight over the result of the
meeting and hope it will be many a day
strike is inaugurated in
before another
these mills.

SUPERIOR COURT.

no

■

of the army and navy. Throughout this
whole Cuban matter the Democrats of
the -House have evidently been playing
politics and trying to turn it to partisan
advantage. They have been guilty of
many reprehensihle tactics before, but
this assault went far beyond any of their
previous performances and reached a

height of indeoenoy
the legislative body

seldom paralleled in
of an enlightened na-

tion.
If there ever existed any doubt of the wisnot to
dom of tho President’s decision
recommend the recognition of the Cuban
republic it ought to have been removed
by the proclamation of the junta in New
York that if he did not recognize it we
insurgents as
should have to fight the
well as the Spaniards. This junta has
been professing all along that the insurpurpose of
rection in Cuba was for the

throwing oS the Spanish yoke, inaitguraing good government, and conferring
has
upon the island lasting peace. It
States to
been appealing to the United
interfere in tbe name of humanity to stop
the atrocious outrages of the Spaniards,
and now that the United States government is about to interfere it serves notice
interference is
upon it that unless its
what it
solely for its benefit and

Navel

40 Boxes California

:

Prices

j

30 Cases National Pure Food

Soups, quart cans
1
Ox Tail, Julienne, Beef, Consomme,
H Mulligatawny, Chicken Gumbo, Mock Turtle,

Vegetable,
H
M

17c per

French

Bullion, Pearl Tapioca,

Pea, Chicken.
Regular price

can.

H Sugar

“Makes Sweeping Easy.”
75,000 women in New
England know that it

Saves Women,
Saves Carpels,

and Sweeps Clean.
Costs

than

more

no

the old-fashThe
Handle ioned broom.
Does It.
Order one of your
B
grocer andfind re-

lief for

and

your

I

Bacon and

(

A

of

peck

muj;

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

\

10c per

Greens,

Waste your money and efforts on a “poor
To become an artist you must have a

first-class instrument.

HAKIDUN,

STEINWAY,

GABEEK,
PEASE,
JAMES A IIOLMSTKOM,
and other High Grade

jj

Extra

in

Wax

less

can.

11c per

the

lb.

String-

s

M

S

Qt.

Queen

isy to Buy,
isy to Cook,
asy to Eat,
isy to Digest.

«Easy

uaker Oats

At all grocers
-lb. pkgs. only

Lyon’s

PERFECT

Tooth Powder

styles

AN ELEGANT TOILET LUXURY.
Used by people of refinement

quarter of a century

Loans

Gloves.

—

PORTLAND, WIASNE,
AND

SURPLUS

ONE MILLION
DOLLARS.
Interest Paid on
TIME s DEPOSITS.
Drafts drawn on
National Provincial
Bank
of Englaud, London, In large or
small Amounts, for sale at current rates.
Current Accounts received on iavorable
terms.

Correspondence solicited from

Corporations,

FINANCIAL

Bark.

„„

fcb7clt£

..

3,679.49

and
others
well as from
to transact Banking busithis
descriptlou through

Cashier-

LELAND & GO.

Stock Exchanges.
And New York Cotton Exchange.

2

EXCHANGE

BOSTON.

BUILDING.

COPPER STOCKS
AND

Savings

Exchange Sts.

Bank

grocery

)

ex.

Sclir. “Minnie”

COTTON

o0,173.i5

FUTURES

CORRESPONDENCE

Sold in

SOLICITED.
febudw&sattf

the

91.78

claims...*
Amount required to safely re-insure

48.727,72
all outstanding risks
All other denianrts against the company, viz: commissions, etc.,. 34,278.32
Total amount of liabilities, except
83,097.82
capital stock and net surplus...
Capital actually paid up in cash- 805,860.00
4,284.22
capital.
Surplus beyond
•■■•••••••••"

..

Acereeate amount of liabilities including net surplus. 893,242.04

CHAS. L MARSTON, Gen. Agent,
53 Exchange St., Portland, Me.

law3w

Williams Indian Pile
Ointment la ft sure cure
for PILES. It absorb!?
tumors. Stops Itching.
GIVES RELIEF. SOc.
and 91. At Druggists.

For sale by J. E. Goold& Co,
hlQCd&Wdf

QUICK

BAILEY & CO.

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants
(salesroom 46 Exchange Street.
F. O.

BAILEY

C. IV.

■

ALLEN
ti

uiar In

dlw

j

SELLING.

:

store

B

Nice Corned Beef.
2c, 4c and 6c
25c
10 bars Best Laundry Soap,
10c to 12c
Best Lee of Lamb,
7c to 8c
Best Fore Quarter Lamb,
8c lb, 4 lb for 25c
Tripe,
25c
3 lb Pork Sausage.
70c
10 lb tub Pure lard,
8 l-2c to 9c
Whole Hams,
Roast of Beef,
8c, 10c to 12c
12 l-2c
Best Round Steak,

I

We quote you a few prices of our many
maalr

a

18 lbs tine Granulated Sugar,
$1.00
Best Hebron Potatoes,
90c bu
New Maple Syrup,
25c ([t, 90c gal
New Native Honey,
15c bottle
5 gal. can filled witb oil,
90c
Eastern Eggs, 14c.
Western 12 l-2c
3 lb tin Grated Pineapple,
10c
10c
3 lb tin fine canned Rhubarb,
New large Silver Prunes,
12c
6 lbs California Prunes,
25c
3 lbs Evaporated Apricots,
25c
25c
3 lbs Evaporated Peaches,
25c
4 pkgs Best Rolled' Oats,
10 lbs Best Rolled Oats,
25c
New English Walnuts,
10c

bargains

to be had at

our

|

apr8

Building.)

Surplus

and

VARIETY,

in Government Bonds.

Securities

LIFE”

a

SAFE DMT VAULTS.
Having consolidated with the Portland
Safe Deposit Company, the Portland
Trust Company now offers its patrons
and the public unequaled facilities for
storage of bonds, stocks, valuable papers

Whether it becomes your Pleasurable duty to select wall decorations
for one room, or a whole house, it is
great help to have a good variety
of the patterns that please, from
which to make these selections.

PROMIIEMT

^Negotiable

certificates will be issued lor
bonds deposited.
F. P. OLCOTT,
Chairman.
W»f. L. BULL,
* HAS. H. MeRRIMAN,
DAVID fe. BAKER,
ARTHUR K. HUNT,
Committee.

ADRIAN II. JOLINE, Counsel,
IT.
j N WALLACE. Secretary. 54 Wall St., N.

bs

T*»
A rwif
M. liW '•

**

i

and silver ware.
The security offered is the best in
Maine, and the location is the most cen-

the benefits of this
advantage by taking time to look
through ur stock. It certainly is
complete in all grades of the choicest
patterns the market affords. Remember our room monldings are designed
especially to match our papers.
You vill

IA Oil R

^ALEi PAPER
®

tral and convenient in rortiana.
The utmost privacy is afforded by separate entrances from the street, while
the arrangement of offices of the consolidated company is such that all financial
business can be transacted under the

Prices in

I
*

secure

harmony

with

I

goods.

\

JOHNSTON, BAILEY & CO.,

roof.

mar31dtf

190-192 Middle St„

$ 150,000

a

SUCCESSORS TO H. J. BAILEY & CO.

,7 9

THIRTY YEAR 4 PEAT CENT
but their parents doctor them for
S5 Hundreds of children have worms,
gS nearly everything else. The best WormofRemedy made, and likewise »»*_
the
i»U
children, such as Feverish- Unf
complaints
ffl the best Remedy for

1st MORTGAGE BONDS.

Sew

1

THE

SPICE OF

invested

OF THE

At the request of the holders of a large
amount of the above bonds, the undersigned
have consented to act as a committee tor the
bondholders,
protection ofihe interests of the of
said bonds
and hereby request the deposit
With the OENTKAl, TRUST COMPANY' OF
new
WALU
STREET,
YORK, 84
YORK CITY, under the terms of a bondholdobcan
be
of
which
ers’ agreement, copies
tained from the Trust Company on and attar

<

LAMBERT, I

24 Wilmot Street.

Tel. 228-5.

|

12 l-2c
Fine pure Rio Coii'ee,
25c to 70c
Choice Formosa Tea,
25c
6 lbs good Cooking Raisins,
12 l-2c
Best Cal. Apricots,
10c lb
Pure Rasp, and Straw. Jams,

JOHNSON &

Denver City
WATER &
1
Railroad Company STANDISH
CONSTRUCTION CO.,

apr5dlw,Ic*

F. O.

SALE BY-:

Specialty.

same

6,071.54

admitted assets
of llie company at their actual
value. oJa,242.04
LIABILITIES, DECEMBER 31, 1897.
Net amount of unpaid losses and

apr9

E.

Members New York and Boston

25,900.00 Stocks and Bonds Bought and
all Markets.

Individ-

as

STEPHEN R. SMALL President.
MARSHALL R. GODINS,
,,

bond and mortgage (first

Banks

desiring to open accounts,
any

on

Stocks and bonds owned by the company, market value.
Loans secured by collaterals.
Cash in the company’s principal
office and in bank...
Interest due and accrued.
Premiums in due course of collec-

Aggregate of all

Incorporated 1824.
CAPITAL

Capital
wholly

COMPANY,

OF

liens)...

Casco National Bank

Choice

!- Barbadoes molasses

-MAKES-

Surplus. 100,000
Stockholders’ Liability.... 100,000

Middle and Plum Sts.

ASSETS, DECEMBER 31, 1897.
Real estate owned by the company,
unincumbered.$ 33,390.91
THE =====

)

AMD A

EDW.

CO., Auctioneers,

GOOD BUYING

FOREIGN DRAFTS.
dtt

Investment

&

BAILEY &

0.

Capital.$100,000

Manager.

ALLEN

apr9U8t

jS^VC attotiokt,
WEDNESDAY', April 13th. at 10 o’clock a.
m.. at store of F. O. Bailey & Company, No.
46 Exchange St., I shall sell at auction the stock
of goods consisting of lamps, stands, musical
instruments, tables, clocks, rugs, hall stand,
silver plated ware, one showcase and many other articles.
WILLIAM J. DYER,
Constable of Portland.
apr7dtd

ARRIVAL.

IMPORTERS.

apr5

MOULTON,

TETTERS OF CREDIT,

Light Neckwear,

Fidelity and Guaranty Company,

of

Gor. Middle &

(Portland

Top Coats,

Spring

of Congress Square
For sale by the com-

Constable's Sals of Merchants' Prstec ivi
Coupon Cu. Stock

FRED E. ALLEN ft CO.

No. 89 Exchange St.,

in

Light Suits,

STATEMENT

ness

&

-FOR

HAS REMOVED TO

specialty of dealing in all

wishing

FIRST

nattiest

and

newest

by

Barbados Molasses, ON

Portland Trust Co.

*

THE UNITED STATES,

those

12,381.14
151,684.42

Undivided Profits, less expenses
800.81
and taxes paid.”
323,498.38 287 Paucheous,
Sinking Funds ror Corporations....
35 Tierces,
12,536.14
Estates in Trust.
40 Bbls.
Deposits. 760,334.39

j

FOR EASTER.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

uals,

294.281.96

Trust Investments.
Cash on hand and In Banks.

s

1

auspices

the

Under

Annex. Tickets 25 cts.
mittee and at the door.

NEW CROP

267,218.00

illlllllll.1111.Illlllllllllllllllllllll Illllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllllilllllllltllli

The

25c.

NANSEN,
SELDOM McCOBB,

auction sales.

and Discounts. $ 369,204.20
fieri ,ftfi Art

||

(Member Bosto.i Slock

Food

Loans

65c e.ach.

Pickles, 25c per jar.

MISS MARY

ap2-5-7-9

on

FRIDTJOF

RESOURCES.

WOODBURY

10 lb Tubs Pure Lard

Jars Sweet

Reading of Paper

1898.

31st,

aprOdlw

FIRST
LMV1RSVLISI
CHURCH,
Tuesday Evening, April 12,1898.
DR.

Lady,

mar29-31

Church, April 12th

Rudyard Kipling April

SINGLE TICKETS CO
CENTS,
COURSE TICKETS 75 CENTS.

VOCAL CONCERT
FROM 8 TO 9 O’CLOCK.

INVESTMENT SECURITIES,
2

at 4.30 p.m. and from
19tli, at 4.30 p. m.

GRAND

can.

Large

JOHN

in the Second Advent

TICKETS—Gent and Lady, 75e.

Parish Alliance

A. BELLOWS
selections from Robert Browning

will read

Monday Evening, April 11,1898.

$1,297,169.72

Beans,

Olives, 25c per qt.

can.

BALL

♦

Irish American Relief Association
AT CITY HALL,

BANKERS,
Extra

MONDAY

*

Business,

LIABILITIES.

Mus-

quality,

EASTER

BY THE

CONDITION

WM. G. DAVIS, President.
H. BUTLEB, Secretary.

White

tard Sardines.

r;

s

greens in

B.N. HAMLIN,
Exchange;,

=

March

Invitation of the First

j By KIRS.

THIRTY-FIFTH

OA.RIIY

WE

a

Close of

feb9

thing.”

Makes

the

at

®

the Cuban Rebellion. Scenic Equipment Unequalled. Company Unsurpassed.
PRICES—Evening, 25-35-50-75C. Matinee, 25-35-50C. Seats on sale Saturday. N. S. Every lady
attending and occupying a 50c seat at the Wed. Mat will receive a souvenir spoon ot the MAINE.

Capital Stock. S ioo.ooo.oo
100,000.00
Surplus.

12c per

country.

5c per

=

DON’T

OF

over a

§

has XXX on
the label...

o.

it.
It is the most successful medicine in
tho world for bowel complaints, both for
children and adults. For sale by D. W.
Heseltine & Co., 387 Couyress St., Edward W. Stevens, 107 Portland St., King
S. Raymond, Cumberland Mills, Wm. Oxnard, 921 Congress St., H. P. S. Goold,
Congress Square Hotel.

for

can.

Celebrated

finest

will

Or.

30c per

PIANOS,

TO THE PIJBLIC.

au,

|i

OF

PORTLAND
TRUST COMPANY

Hams and Bacons.

every can,

arms

30B»N^kAeJss.^

NU-BROOM CO.,

"BARRETT,

$1,297,109.72

6c per lb.

back.
Our best Eracte

■

C. McGOULDRIC

rortianu

||

» j
EAST
THE
STROKE.
*.

+ Spanish Treachery Truthfully Depicted

F.

Cured Shoulder Morrell’s

M. Stelnert & Snns Co.,

tut

g

|

application.

Municipal and other Bonds.
Sinking Funds Investments.

The

a? NU-BROOM

on

-OF THE-

y-1

Playing

Stevens,

j

”

4s.

STATEMENT

g?

WEDNESDAY, ArK.

4s.

Saco,
Biddeford,

Oranges,

{^?,BD

10 14
Special Souvenir and Urn-gain MaMueo
1." 1WEDNESDAY

nn

4s.

186 Middle St., Portland, Me.
jy27
_dtt

15c per doz. 25c per doz. 40c per doz.

iEOLIAKTS

W.

1

4s.

N. II.,

SWAN &

Raymond, Cumberland Mills, Wm. Oxnard, 921 Congress St., H. P. S. Goold,
OF BALTIMORE, MD.
Congress Square Hotel.
ing properties receive careful attention. Incorporated in 1896.
Commenced Business Aug. 1,1896.
A CARD.
26 Exchange Bldg., Boston.
so great a crisis as now is threatening the
JOHN E. BLAND, President.
bottle of ChammarisSat&Wedimo
We
every
guarantee
Secretary, ALEX, PA'iSON KNAPP.
nation, but a man ought to have regard berlain’s
Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea
enough for his country on the eve of war, Remedy and will refund the money to
*805,860.00
Capital Paid lip in Cash,
to say nothing of his own self respect, to any one who is not satisfied after using

refrain from making a baseless and in
famous accusation against tbe Presi dent
of the nation and the commander-in-chiof

(

BARGAINS.

substitute.

hereafter warrant every bottle
bought of us, and will refund the money
to anyone who is not satisfied after using
D.
Representative Lentz two-thirds of a 25 or 50 cent bottle.
W. Heseltine. 387 Congress St., Edward

attack of
uoon the President was well characterized
by Gen Grosvenor when he said it was
to expeot
infamous. It is too much
perhaps that parti zanship should be
whollyjlald aside even in the presence of
The

(SATURDAY

1

County,

Merrimack

A. York vs. Jaoob York. and can recommend them as the best representatives of the several grades.
The parties to this case are both farmers
and reside in North Baldwin. The plaintiff is a nephew of the defendant and sues
-AND THEhim to recover a balance of f94.44 for work
done for defendant by himself and boy
Pianos.
Self
.Eriol
inThe work
with his horse and oxen.
cludes haying, hauling wood, ploughing,
Old Instruments taken in Exchange,
etc, and covers the vears from 1893 to the
CATALOGUES FREE.
The defendant claims
middle of 1896.
Prices.
Most Liberal Term.
that he dosen’t owe the plaintiff anything Lowest
because there was an exchange of work,
he doing for the plaintiff as much work
as the plaintiff did for him. He says that
this hnd always been the understanding
been
T.
between them, and that they had
Cnnurte.. street.
exchanging works in this way for over TEL. 818—517
apr9dTu,Thur&Sat tf
twenty years.
were
hour
The jury, after being out an
FINANCIAL.
ordered to seal up their verdiot and bring
it in in the morniDg.
W. P. and C. E. Perkins for plaintiff.
E. L. Poor and P. J. Earrabee for defendant.

Friday—Mellen

Knowing Chamberlain’s Cough RemWill only postpone the rising at home, edy to be a medeoine of great worth and
and make it more resistless when it does merit and especially valuable for coughs,
It is perfectly natural however colds, croup and whooping cough, we
come.
that the government should seek to put
off the evil day as long as possible.

R.,
Portland Water Co.,

for the United States.
Remember the name DOAN’S and take

to

a

All of

free from pain. Should another attack ooour I know what to do.”
Doan’s Kidney Pills are for sale by ail
dealers, price 50 cents. Mailed by Foster
Milburn Co., Bufifalo, N. Y., sole agents

April 8.—The

some speakers
being opposed
going
government may withdraw or modify back to work under cut down, while oththat
it
would
the
ers
opinion
expressed
be
any of its demands, and they will then
be useless to continue the struggle longface to face with a contest with a nation er and that the
only thing to do was to
out numbering Spain four to one in pop- return to work. At the conclusion rf
ulation, and many times more than that the speaking a ballot was taken and re-

Such a situation can hardin resources.
ly fail to have a sobering effect upon even
t s passionate and proud Spaniards.

(W.

TUESDAY.

FOR FREE CUBA.
4s.
Cuban War0pb.Cy,i°-1
A Keflex of

R.

THEATRE.

JEFFERSON

V

AMUSEMENTS.

j

AMUSEMENTS.

bonds;

L. WILSON & CO. I Maine Central

am

three months’
the York cotton mills, which
strike in
has proved one of the longest and most
si ubbornly fought in the history of New
England is at an end. Agent Page asthe committee that waited upon
sured
him this afternoon that he would open
the mill
gates next Monday and while
ha could make no promises in regard to
advancing their wages he would do so
the cotton market
conditions of
when
A largely atsuch action.
warranted
tended
meeting of the textilo workers,
In favor < f
were
who until
Wednesday
prolonging the struggle, was held 'n
afternoon. Speec! es
Marble hall this
were made in both French and English,

Saco,

It
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the

'D
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ment.

ADVERTISEMENTS.__

FINANCIAL

CubHns

the

task will by no means bo completed when
The
wa have driven out the Spaniards.
most difficult part of It may still be beas
to
the
movements
of
Speculations
fore us, and we should not handicap ourwhen war is declared are’no
our fleet
selves for its performance by promature
doubt the merest guesswork. What ofjour
recognition of this or that faction.
are
been
have
undoubtedly
prepared
plans
the
in
navy departTHESAOO STRIKE BROKEN.
securely locked up

SATURJJAY,

]

ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW

......—--*--

■

..

NEW

DUS 1928.

TRUE’S
on

This company supplies Doering1, Westbrook, Gorham and Standisli, and the
above bonds

to

wo

GUARANTEED

1

^PjBRTL §2

@

a

KNOCK 'EM DOWN AGAIN.

!

X•

!

selll so low that they 4>
Lower prices must prevail. No hard times around here. We
3 lb can mince meat izc *
keep us busy stocking them up. Early June peas only 6c can;
lb
6c
liophy tomatoes 9c ♦
fle
pkg
soda
Arm
and Hammer
can;
red A laska salmon
Heinz s J:
katchup, -3c bottle and ♦
call; Day & Martin boot polish, box weigh about 1 lb. 8c;
cakes
molasses
only 5c doz. Say! ♦
when
empty; 2 good brooms for 25c;
3c nack lor bottle
A 5 lb. oan ot ♦
one elsewhere.
try our 25 and :bc tea. you are paying 50c lb for a poorer
in front of our
boxes
red
♦
for
the
bright
coffee
only Sl.oo. Look at
line blended Java
♦
store filled with goods at very low prices.

X can*

-FOR SALE BY-

X

H. M. FAYSON&CO.,
Banliers.
32 Exchange St.,

ELIXIR

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦*♦♦♦♦♦♦ ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

aro

by Portland Water Co.

feb23

Pin Worm

Its efflcacv in such troubles—and likewise for all stomach troubles of adults
$
It lias been a household remedy for
X —has never been equalled.
Purely vegetable and harmless. Price 35 cents. Ask your Wgjgp
$48 years.
Druggist for it.
DR. *1. F. TRUE &• CO., Auburn, Me.
gj Uook ■•Children” fret- motht'rs.^For Tape Worm have special treatment.

X
X
X

Portland, Me.
dtf

♦

!

WHITNEY THE GROCER,

29!

Congress

Street.

♦

DEERING CITY COUNCIL.
Petitions Ga’ore Were Consid

Orders and

e

ed Last

I

Night.

monthly meeting of the
city government was held last
Prior to
evening, commencing at 1.45
tile regular session a hearing was granted the
Portland & Yarmouth Electric
Railroad company for right to locate
poles and wires on Veranda street-, there
were no
objections offered to the right
The regular

Deering

to

but Mr.

locate,

Jordan

Mark

sug-

gested to the hoard that the electric roads

should be made to pave the street. An
order was given its lirst reading relative to granting the right to locate.
Mayor Mouiton appointed Mr. Marshall Libby of Deering Centre as a police
officer on the regular force. The nomination was coniii mod.
The ilnnnce committee were directed
to burn maturing bonds, coupons and
notes paid up to February 14, 1S98.

COMMUNICATIONS REFERRED.

Both the
Syrup of
and

results when

taken;

gently yet promptly on the Kidneys,

Liver and Bowels, cleanses the sysheadeffectually, dispels

tem
colds,
The
following communications were
received and referred to the respective aches and fevers and cures habitual
From W. L. Putnam, for
committees:
of
is the
the estate of Ira P. Farrington, calling
of it3 kind ever proattention to the condition of the street
drain at the southwest corner of Clark
to the taste and acduced,
and South street. Of Lueien Phinriey’s
to the stomach, prompt in
claim for rebate of last year’s sewer tax
beneficial in its
od
(ilenwood avenue.
Miss F’lora Cool- its action and
idge’s claim of $100 for personal injuries effects,
from the most
sustained on account ot defective side
and
its
Ceo.
substances,
of
walk on Pearl street.
bequest
U. Hopkins and K. F. Carleton that sideexcellent
commend it
many
walk and lawn in front of their property
all and have made it the most
on
Forest avenue be put in good condit- to
known.
i)n.
Bills of H. L. Chapman, $464.50;
>V. H. Newell, $475; A. M. Spear, i:4:.0;
is for sale in 50
of
Lieo. M. Beiders, $318.1.0; aiyrou ja.-muure,
AAnt liAttl ao
lit?
oil Inonmcf rl rnr»_
$150, for services on annex ition commis« on.
John M. Adams estate, claim for
reliable
who
*500 damage to property on Ocean street.
not have it on band will proRequest from Henry Mayo for renewal may
of
for any one who
license of billard hall in Masonic cure it
bonding, Woodfords.
wishes to try it. Do not accept any
P.tition of I’. H. Libby, referred from
oiu
t
city government, asking for brick substitute.
Petition
sidewalk on West brook street.
FIG
from residents of Congress street, for exSAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
tension of sewer. Claim of sunnier BarNEW YORK. N.t.
LOUISVILLE. KV.
bour for personal injuries, referred from
was
referred.
last city government
again
Claim of Arthur H. Bailey, deferred by land
Sanitary company, were accepted.
last city government, for damage to propThe order of Alderman Jacobs to discaused by laying sewer on Forest continue the
erty
maturing insurance on pubavenue.
iio buildings created considerable discusPetition of J. P. Stevens for brick side
sion and was defeated by a rote of 0 to 5.
walk on Pearl street, from P. & B. K.
Ex Mayor Davis presented a bill for retracks to Grant street. Petition of Adam imbursement of the sum of $216.35 paid
532
at
Stevens
sidewalk
Wilson for brick
by him in defense of the Wadsworth Verof W. F. Phin- rill suit. It was voted to refer the matter
Plains avenue Betition
ney; for sidewalk on south side of Central to the city solicitor as to the liability
Petition of J. of the
avenue to Smith street.
city.
N. Strout for sidewalk on Pleasant street
An order directing the appropriation of
from
Stevens Plains to Forest avenues. a sum not to exceed $250 for the examiPetition of John N. Foes for two electric nation of the books and accounts of the
lights on Gleuwood avenue. Claim of city clerk and treasurer, and the financial
Trueman
Harmon heirs for damage to condition of the city
from March 15,
amount of $50 caused by raising grade of 1S92 to
February 14, 1898, called forth
of Marks & considerable
Pleasant street. Potition
discussion, and on a yea and
Carle for extension of sewer along Deernay vote was passed, 6 yeas to 6 noes.
and
1 ,g avenue to Longfellow
Noyes
'i’he report of Alderman Jacobs for the
street.
Petition
of Edwin F. Carleton committee to whom was referred to the
for brick sidewalk on southerly side of bill
of the Odd Fellows' hall company
Pearl
street, beginning at Portland & for rent of city quarters in December,
Rochester tracks. Petition of C. B. Dalwas accepted and the bill ordered
1987,
ton for sidewalk on Glenwood avenue to
The request of the Deering board
paid.
Rackleffe street, ensterly side.
of trade for use of the council chamber
Petition ofjGeorge Smith for brick side- for
Wednesday evening, April 13, was
walk on Saunders street from Nevens to
of D H. Phil- granted.
Forest avenue. Petition
The aldermen adjournrd at 11 o’clock.
mer for laying out new street
for Lawn After
adjournment the matt r of paying
avenue, westerly, to Stevens PlaiDs avenue Forest avenue was informally disoussed
B
Dalton for sidewalk
Petition of C.
by the aldermen.
■westerly side cf Forest avenue at Oak
dale. Claim of Simon Cummings for
The Woodfords Universalist Society will
abatement of sewer assessment at Conhave special Easter services tomorrow.
gress and Wood streets
Rev. F. T. Nelson
will
ORDERS PRESENTED AND PASSED. The
pastor,
the final sermon in the series ol
Appropriating $125 for the use of Bos- preach
discourses and there will be
worth and Thatcher Posts on Memorial doctrinal
Instructing the city special Easter music by a chorus choir,
day observances.
the city ordinance
solicitor to amend
with solo voices at 4 o’clock and at 6.30
to conform to special acts of the legislaan
Easter
* ire, and appropriating the sum of $150 the Sunday school will hold
be charged to account on incidentals concert.
pay for 100 copies of the ordinances as
amended.
INTEREST IN CONVENTION.
Fixing the salary of the city marshal
at $2 per day, ail fees to be paid into the
Christian Endeavor Meeting to Be Held
Instructing the public
city gtreasury,
During Nashville Centennial.
buildings committee to make all necesntracts for the completion of the
sary
liew
gli school building.
Rev. F. E. Clark, D. D., president of
IKST READINGS
the United Sooiety of Christian Endeavor,
were
given an ordinance amending an has just returned from a three week’s trip
so that amended it
reads: in the Sou hern State*, In the course of
ordinance,
“Special policemen may be appointed which he attended Christian Endeavor
for a
definite term not exceeding one
In North Carolina,
South
year, who shall have all powers of police- conventions
but
who shall not report to or be Carolina, Florida, Alabama, Georgia and
men,
He said that he found much
und sr tbe direction of the city marshal, Tennessee.
except when an arrest is marie, and who interest in the International contention
shall receive no compensation from the to be held in Nashville next July.
“The Centennial grounds at Nashville
city.
The ordinance regulating the width of are to be u ed” Dr. Clark says,
“and
new streots formerly repealed by the old they will afford the finest surroundings
city government, was "submitted for its that a National Endeavor convention ha*
re-enactment and given its first reading.
ever known. Two of the largest halls will
An order amending the city ordinance be used for auditoriums,
and will
be
The
regulating the duties of the auditor was fftted with seats for 20,000 people.
passed to the second reading. The sum of famous Partheon. the pride ot the Exposi$19,000, was authorized for the comple- tion, will be used for State headquarters,
tion
of the
High school building, the and is admirably adapted to the purpose.
money to be raised on temporary loan.
Many other buildings also will be used.
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entire

An

50 strictly all wo#l full
pant Suits, that would

$5.98 to $13.75
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Italian

I

made and finished

1

garment,

1

this

great

our

linings.

equal

Cut,

to any

f20

well

as

price during

Easter

Sale,

We wish to have it distinctly understood that some of the above lots are limited and we cannot too forcibly impress upon our customers the necessity of an early selection. First come,

get

double value every time.

We do not

$4.50

once; all sizes,stouts,regulars,
slims. The regular dealers are
asking $10 to $22 for them—
Our Easter Prices,

black

are

Kegul ar

thoroughly

^ I I*t3
Black Goods

they

grade.

perfect

color,

at

shades—an

all
comprising
ot the

Suits, with

good values, pure wool,
clay diagonals. We ask
you to inspect them;

are of a character
new and up-to-date, guaranteed
or your money back at

for you.

wool,

Two piece
knee pants,

seaattractive patterns
son.
They have the best wearing linings, inside canvas facings, pocket comers taped to
extra
deep French'
seams,
shoulder facings, all trimmings

Suits in either sacks

frocks,

row

ready

nion and Confir-,
mation Suits.

Hundreds of men’s and young
men’s spring of 1898, all wool
Suits, handsomely made and
trimmed, in choice, neat and
fancy broken checks, plaids
and over-plaids, soft cheviots
and hard-faced worsteds, in

lining.

|

Boys’ First Oommu- ]

Evening Suits,

first choice.

of the material

the carefulness in the making in order to bait you with low prices.
the present. Think of these facts as you read our lowr prices.

or

We

are

after your trade for the future

as

-o-—-----

—

FACTORY

MANUFACTURERS’ SYNDICATE,

—TOBA<K

Middle, Cross and Free Sts., Portland, Me.
7

In Georgetown, Marcli 28, Mrs. Fannie E
Kartell, aged 5 t years.
In Kockland, March 30. Emily M., wife o:
Jacob VV. Doltiam. aged 80 years 7 mouths.
In Rockland, March 29, John Mahoney, agec
75 years.
In Kockland. March 29. Fred Gorst, formerly
of Augusta, aged 33 years.
In Sauth Thomaston, March 29, George Shea
aged tilt years 3 months.
In Napa. Ca’„ March 25. Miss Mary A. I.orlnf
of Yarmouth. Maine, mid more
recently o!
W lodiai.d, Cal.

land
harbor, is an officer with a fine
record for gallantry during the late civil
Ho was appointed from Massachuwar.
setts on the 24th of November 186.’ as actmate and on the 15th of Ocmasters’
ing
tober, 1863 aoting ensign. On the 27th of
acting
March, 1865, he was made an
and
lieutenant commander
volunteer
on
the
servioe
from
honorary discharge
On the
December 8th, of the same year.
he was reap19th of November,
1866,
pointed to the navy as an acting master,
December
tn
1st, to
ensign,
promoted
master, March 12tb, ’68, lieutenant March

21st, 1870, lieutenant, commander, July
9th,
2d, 1882, and commander January
’93. He was last
cruiser Essex.

in

command

of

the

The Spanish army and navy described
in the Portland Sunday Times.

Foxorofc, March 29, Eufus L, Davis of
Pittsfield and Grace Jepson.
In Winslow, March 30. Perey C. Getchell and
Miss Liunle E. Downs.
111 Strong. March 30, Eugene K. Weymouth
and Clara E. Fletcher, both of Freeman.
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SALE.
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CAMDY.
Cream Peppermints, 12 l-2c per lb

HOT STUFF
Breakfast.
For

7c per pkg
Pancake Flour,
None better.
10c per pkg
Crown Flakes,
Chocolate Creams.
Cross & Blackwell’s
Oranges, Bananas, Strawber- Imported Pickles, quart jars,
50o each
lies and Lemons at lowest prices.
Soap Powder, 4 lb. pkg. with
cake Toilet Soap,
15c
l lb. can Grated Pineapple, 10c can
7c bottle
7e per can Ammonia,
Fancy Maine Corn,

Creckermints,
Harlequin Squares,
Cream

12 l-2e per lb
20c per lb
15c per lb

10c per can
Best Maine Corn,
Gai. Apples, Hatchet Brand, 25c can
Gold Coin Minoe Meat, largest
100 per can
can,
Lowest ever heard of.
Tomato Ketchup, full quart
10c each
bottles,
Fresh Grated Horse Kadisti in
each
10c
square pints,

Same

Goods

and

We have
Now about Potatoes.
in a car of extra choice
$1.00 per bushel
6o per lb
French Prunes,
Extra value.
Best Creamery Butter, 25c per lb
The quality of this butter is
guaranteed equal to any in the
state.

just taken
stock,

Prices

a*

Onr

PIcasantdaBe Store.
am-udit

W
Vt/
ili
W
W

\(jf
W

y*

TuTH&Sat2m

I

depu-

can purchase a $3.00 hat, or a$5.00 liat, or a $10.00
anywhere, hut will they give you the’satisfaclion that a
Palmer Mat will, for $3.00 or $5.00 or $10.00.

You

hat

Just now all our Trimmed Goods are Easter Hats and
Bonnets. Five Hundred are a great many to have at one
time, and of course are too many to expect to sell in a week.
1 et you have the benefit of a tremendous assortment, and
cannot fail to find one that you like.

it may be the cheapness of our ribbons, or it may be the
immense variety of the stock, but we are selling quantities
of them for dresses as well as hats.
Ribbons 4 inches wide, all silk, plain and tnqire taffetas
yet we, have
or fancy weaves, are clieap at 23 cents a yard,
hundreds of pieces at that price.
6
inches
10
shades,
Sash Ribbons in moire taffeta,
wide,
at 39 cents.
6
in
10
inches
Pace
Sash
Satin
Rouble
Gibbous,
shades,
wide, at $3.40 for 4 yards.
Black Sadi Gibbons, all widths and all prices.
fringed heart's at 39c, 83c, $1.00, 1.25, 1.42.

SPECIAL
1000 yards Plain Black,
inches wide, at 30 cents a yard.

all

Silk, Taffeta Ribbon,

\j/
it’i

\|/
aSy

JK
#

'f/
W

fP

/fc

In choosing a picture yon would IptH* Ito the harutORy of
color and to the finish and effect of the subject. The
tation and skill of the painter would liilfre some Influence,
too.
In selecting a lint of us the same principle might be
plied. We look to the proper blending of color, the correct
use of materials. and employ skillful designers to manipulate them into charming effects.

RIBBONS.

Sci.

Monument

SATURDAY

%

N. M. PERKINS & €0., r|\

Pollard

evening.

N. GOODWIN & CO.

Jii.

The public is earnestly invited
to call and inspect Ramblers.

Wood,

every

•5r,5r^?5r

before.

HARDWARE

Open

St.

sold by

h s always been the highest I
-better this season than

is fair, one people
“to be safe.”

ra;

i s. om

re-1

qS,
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AT $29.00

We have

i

Thinking!

above

Cannot be beaten for. the price.

“Name, Quality, Price”

In this city, April 8. Coleman, son of Catherine and the late Thomas Murray, aged 16 years i
[Funeral on Sunday afternoon at 2 o’clock,
from his mother’s residence. No. 32 Maple SI.
I Boston panels pieaes copy.
Ill tills city. April o. uosepn, sou ol dames
and Margaret Finnerty, aged 20 years.
Funeral on Monday morning at 8.30 o’clock,
from the residence of his staler, Mrs. Frank H.
Kequi«ra high
Whalen, No. 4- Horton Place.
mass at the church of the Sacred Heart at 0
o’clock.
In this city April 8. Jo\)n Lee.
[Notice of fuue.nl heieafter.l
in Westbrook, April 7. suddenly. Mr*. Grace
Ellen, wife of George C. Dunn and daughter
of tlmlate Samuel Teague, aged 51 years.
[Funeral services Sunday afternoon at 3 o’clk
from her late residence. Saco street. Westbrook.
Burial at convenience of family.
In Hollis Centre. Auril 5. Josiah B. Libby,
aged 80 years 5 months.
In Napa, California. March 25. Miss Mary A.
Loring, formerly of Yarmouth. Maine, and jicently of Woodland, Cal.
In Caribou. April 8, Mrs. Alswltha Evans,
wife of C. G. LnHofield.
In Bowdoiri, March 24, Isaiah Avery, aged
4G years.

paper in Boston commends it as a powIt is a difficult matter for a mother to erful melodrama, superbly staged and
determine just what to do when a young splendidly acted. It created great enthubabe is deprived of the natural mother’s
siasm among Boston Theatre audiences
and the immense crowd gave many indimilk.
cations of pleasure, for the closing tabIf there was any
one manufactured
leaux were re-demanded midst storms of
baby food that all babies would thrive applause. The complete production will
upon, the course would bo
plain, but be given here, all of the big scenery and
Box office will be
what agrees with one does not with an- the original company.
the seats tan be obtained for
today;
open
other. Mrs. H. A. Fralick,
of a
wife
the entire engagement.
prominent citizen of Grand Rapids, Mich,
THE PULSE OF NEW YORK.
tried the various foods on her baby hoy,
“The Pulse of New York” will be at
without success and finally gave him
the Portland theatre Wednesday, April
Postum Food Coffee which seemed to ex13. one night only. “The Pulse” lelng
actly fit the case and he has lived almost
made up with the very best of specialties,
exclusively on PGStum until now when
headed by Wm. A Lang, late principal
he is a little past four years old, weighs
comedian for “Hanlon’s Superba;’* Stella
one
is
of
the
45 pounds and
sturdiest,
Mayhew, mimic and story teller; the
strongest and healthiest youngsters one
Tots, two littlle girs threemrd
will see in a day’s travel. His little sis- Thompson
wiiu mu u«c mu ui me
live year3 or age,
ter now two years old has had a similar
performance; H. V. Rond, Hay
been
has
reared
and
entirely
experience
Madge MatJand, who possesses a rich
upon Postum.
baritone voice; Edgar Ware and Bernice j
Coffee
Postum is the original Cereal
comedy sketch artists: the'
Stanhope,
who
food
made
experts
treat
by
being
famed Gotham quartette and many othto
manner
a
give
grains in a scientific
ers.
Sale of seats opens Monday.
highly nutritious food in a liquid form
In making an Extract
an! with a crisp delightful coffee flavor.
ijliUlUlU!, UA UU. AAA.Ni!,.,.
we are
thinking of
so short a
Postum
cook
Many people
Care is taken
Miss Mary 8. McCobb will read a paper
you.
and
It
flat
time that it tastes
insipid.
on Dr. Fridtjof Nansen, the great Arctic
to give you an article that is of Per- q-fc
must have at least 15 minutes of
sharp explorer at the First Universallst church (Eft feet Purity, consequently
Tuesday evening under the auspices
boiling after it has commenced to boil next
of
Tickets can
Square Annex.
(not only after it has been put upon the bo Congress of
the committee and at the
procured
the
and
to
food
value
out
the
stove)
bring
door.
rjzrnrfm w***——fa—Mnnai
m
toothsome flavor.
The Easter parade in New York, See C£l In all Pure Fruit Flavors. Never
vary
It will be found a powerful health re- I
in Strength or Quality. The cheapest and Mfjs
Bab’s letter in the Sunday Times.
comstorer to those who are injured by
best Extract made.
Why don’t you try a^L
Baker’s Extracts just once and be conmon coffee drinking, and that class num- THE COMMANDER THE MON
TAB K. X3> vinced.
ber thousands, who suffer, day by day,
Commander E. F. Strong, U. S. X.,
Your Grocer Sells Them.
and do not know that Coffee (a heavy who has been
assigned to the command
of tho Montauk for the protection of Port- |
drug) is causing the mischief.

you hnd a belter line Ilian

can

of wheels, by three considerations
of great importance to bicycle buyers,

In Albion, March 30, Mason Whiting of Medway and Miss Cora M. Chalmers of China.
In Enfield, March 29. Patrick J. O’Halloran
of Lowell and Miss Bessie Morris of Burling-

of You

MONARCH,
GREAT EASTERN,
ELMORE,
PIERCE,
■

FEATHER8TONE.

speaking

gor.

ton.
In

i. E. PALMER,

ORIENT,

WHITE,
OTJTING,

_HE?*?*_

from which to select your 1898 mount! Call and
look them over before buying.
,
,

In this city, April 6, by Eev. Heury McGil
verv, Frank H. Brown of Cape Elizabeth and
Mis's Mary H. Price of Portland.
In Bangor. March 29. Alexander Z. Cowan of
Cambridge and Miss Annie B. Hopkins of Ban-

j

.DAYTON,

I

MARRIAGES.

Rube;!

77
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DEATHS-

Every

can

—AND—

Easter sale at

LAST STROKE.

“The Last Stroke,” which comes to the
Jefferson Theatre Tuesday, Wednesday
and a special souvenir bargain matinee
Wednesday, scored a tremendous hit re-

Yon

CHILDREN.

FOR

’

Bargain Seekers

Men’s Business

city clerk; A.

constable, and the Port-

Sunday.

Worsted

Suits, cut in either sacks or

SYRUP CO.

MUSIC AND DRAMA.

English Clay

100 elegant

promptly

■

over

Men’s Suits
For Easter Dress,

druggist

CALIFORNIA

shabby

BARGAINS

J..

Figs

Any

|

Means.

for Easter, tlon’t look

popular remedy
Syrup

EASTER

MANUFACTURERS’ STOCKS

it is pleasant
to the taste, and acts

is

EASTER BARGAINS FOR BOYS.

MEN.

FOR

BARGAINS

EASTER

543 Congress St., Portland, Me.
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Soldier.
This veteran
told

Many

a

/-< ‘1
>.

his country; suffered ««-T\
returned with health shattered. '.

fought for

hardships,

brave soldier has the

f-

history. To-day
new-found strength and tells his

one

No man is better known and liked in
that rich tier of Illinois counties, of which
Peoria is the centre, than genial Chester S.
Harrington, of Princevilk, 111.
Mr. Harjjngtoa is a veteran of the late
war. Like many another brave soldier, he
suffered not only during that service, but
for years afterwards from diseases contracted then.
For years his health was shattered; his
sufferings increased. He was unable to
gain relief, but now he tells a story which
is of profit to many;
“I served three years in the 124th Illinois,
enlisting at Kewanee, HL,” said he.
“
I was in Libby Prison and suffered like
many another Northern soldier.
“
The strain of army life did its work in
undermining my health, although the coldid not come for sometime after.
lapse
“
For fifteen years I suffered from general
debility and nervousness so badly that I
could not sleep. Indigestion resulted and
my misery increased.
“
My eyes began to fail, and as my body
lost vitality my mind seemed to give way.
I could scarcely remember events that happened but a few weeks before.
“For two years I was unfitted for business. i was just able to creep around during part of this time, and there were many
times when I could not get up.
“My brother is a doctor, but all his
efforts to help me failed to give any relief.
“I tried a number of remedies without

avail.

read articles rethat had been effected by
Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills for Pale People, I
decided to try them. That was in 1396.
I bought a box and took the pills according to instructions.
“Four days later I had the happiest
hours I had known for years. That night
I went to sleep easily and slept soundly as
a child and awoke refreshed.
“After I had taken four boxes of the
pills, I found that I was cured and had also
increased 27 pounds in weight.
“
This greatly surprised my friends, who
thought my case was a hopeless one. I began my work again and have continued
ever since in excellent health.
“
Another valuable gain to me was, that
while I was taking these pills I had been
cured of the smoking habit, which had
formed when I was a boy and had clung
to me all these years. The craving for
tobacco left me and I have never experienced it since.
“I cannot say enough for these pills and
have recommended them to many.”
To verify this statement Mr. Harrington
made affidavit to its truthfulness before
Lincoln M. Coy, Notary Public.
Dr. Williams' Pink Pills for Pale People
strike at the root of disease by acting directly upon the impure blood. Their
power is marvelous and many wonderful
cures have been made.
Druggists consider
them a potent remedy, and all sell them, j

garding

Finally, having
cures
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Chapter XV.—
RECALL.
“Really your question is a curious one,
I exclaimed smiling, although inwardly
I resented her intrusion upon my affairs.
“Do not think I intended to be unduly
inquisitive,” Tmy youthful hostess said
quickly fidgeting with her ^golden bangle
whereon a tiny bell tinkled
musically
me
as
she moved and glancing up at
with hir“dark, bright eyes.
"Ella’s past can concern no one except
rather
puzzled.
herself,” I observed,
There was a strange, half-suspicious expression in her face that I had not at
first noticed.
“If you intend to marry her it concerns
you also, does it not?” the asked in a
quiet, grave voics.
“Yes, of course,” I answered. “But
how do you know I intend to marry her?”
“I have heard so, and have seen
you
together,” she answered rather evasively
“Well, let us come to the point at
once,” 1 said, still smiling and feigning
“Tell me what objection
to be amused.
there is to her. Why do you inquire about
her past?”
“Because it is a mystery,” she replied,
regarding me calmly increasing my mistrust.

“In what
way?” I inquired, I had
known Mrs. Laing and Ella for over a
year,“and oertainly nothing I had learnt
regarding their antecedents had excited
The Yorkshire Laings are
my suspicion.
a county
family, and Edward Laing,
Ella’s father, had been tho head of the
great shipping firm that has its headquarters in Hull, and is well known in the
North Sea and Atlantic trades.* At his
death the concern was turned into a company, and Mrs. Laing and her daughter
bad travelled for nearly three years, returning to London shortly before I met
The statement that Ella’s past
them.
life was mysterious was certainly puzzling, thereore I added, “When you make
an allegation I really think it is only fair
that you should substantiate it.”
She shrugged her shoulders with a foreign mannerism that was charming, exclaiming in her broken English,
“Ah, you understand me not, M’sieur.
I speak not your
language with politeWell, it is, oh, so very dilficult.”
ness.
me
that Ella Laing Is not
“Do you tell
what she represents herself to be?” I in“I ask
she answered.
m’sieur if he knows of her past. M’sieur
I forget
was once good to me, very good.
never those who to me are generous.
“But your words contain a hidden
meaning,” I said, dropping into French,
hoping thereby to induce her to place my
mind at rest.
she
“Yes, lam well aware of that,
lovo
answered with volubility. “You
her; you have offered her marriage—the
woman who is your most bitter foe !’’
“What do you mean? That Ella is my
enemy?" I cried dismayed.
Her full red lips parted in a silvery
peal of laughter, displaying an even set
her
of pearly teeth, as throwing back
handsome head she exclaimed:
“Ah, I oxpected it would cause you
pain to learn the truth. Yet, alter all,
Instead of
is it not best to know now,

selections
to procure new, artistic effects not
found elsewhere in Portland.
same care in

Swill

W. T. KILBORN COMPANY,
8*4 Free St-

mam™

no,”

hereafter?”

enemy?’ I
“In what way is she my
asked, bending forward to her and transfixing her with my eyes.
a he remained silent, merely giving her
tho
shoulders a slight shrug, sighing
while.
“A moment'ago von told me that beservice you
cause I once performed you a
return.
intended to render me one in
Come, tell mo the truth,” I urged.
Again she sighed, but at last said:
“The truth has already been forced upon
you, I should think.”
“In what manner?”
“By the death of vour friend Dudley
Ogle,” she replied, in a half whisper, the
strange look of almost murderous hatred
again showing in her eyes.
“Well,” I said, “I can see nothing in
that tragic Incident to lead me to any
conclusion .that Ella is my enemy.”
“Love is blind, of
course,” she answered, rather contemptuously. “Your
blindness extends apparently even to the
theft of the important dispatoh entrusted
to your care.
Her words amazed me, for with the exception of Lord Warnham, the Marquis
of Maybury, and Frayling at Scotland
Yard, no living person knew of the theft
of the secret oonvention.
“How, pray, are you aware that any

SUNDAY

quickly,

1
I

“Stolen

^

stolen?” I asked
my mind at once filled with sus-

picion. The fact that this girl was a Bussian was, in itself, sufficient to place me

•

Notice—Church notices are published free
The
as an accommodation to the churches.
publishers request that they he sent to the
office by G.00 p. m. on the day before publication, written legibly and as briefly as possible;
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O LET—House with 13 rooms, for one or two
families or hoarding or lodging. Danforth
St. near High St., $20 and water; flat 5 rooms,
2 story, 230 Middle St., $15; 5 rooms, 4 story. $8;
No. 84 Preble St., 4 rooms, $10. N. S. GARDI7-1
NER, 170 1-2 Middle St., Room 1.

new residence. 15 rooms
and bath, steam heat and open fires, hot
and cold water, is fitted for 2 families, 10,000 ieet
land, on Deering Highlands, full sight of Portland and surrounding country, handy to cars.
W. H. WALDRON & CO., 180 Midale St. 6-1

LET—Lower rent No. 5 Laurel St., conrpo
*
tabling 7 rooms and hath, price $15; lower

FOR

LET—Two small houses of 5 rooms each,
rpo one
at $9 and one at $8 per month, also a
lower tenement of a rooms at $8 per month.
of
DR. DOW, 507 1-2 Congress St. 7-1
Inquire

SALE—A nice cottage house with ell
and stable attached, at South Freeport. A
very desirable summer residence; also about 5
acres laud.
Inquire of S. B. KELSEY, Portland
Pier.mariG-4

T

at 10.30

a.m.

All

are

welcome.

tf

Salvation Army. 239 Federal St. Meetings every night at, 8, except Tuesday. Sunday
at 7 and it a. in., and 3 and 7.30 p. m.
Adjutant and Mrs. McDouall in charge. All are
tf

welcome.

St. Paul’s Church, (Protestant Episcopal),
The Rev.
Cor. Congress and Locust streets.
Services at 9
Jos. Battell Shepherd, rector.
and 10.30 a. m., and 4 p. nt. Sunday school at
tf
close of the morning services.

beil

sleeping
Fifty

BENJAMIN

SHAW.

1 cold water, very sunny, in
price $513 per month. Inquire of L. M. WATSON, 12 Monument Sq., or J. C. LEIGHTON, 37 Portland
6-1
Morning St.
cent;
first mortgages. Parties desiring loans on good
real estate security can obtain same bv applying at the real esiate office, First National
Bank Building, FREDERICK S. VAILL.

A

convenience.

FOR

simply

acres

two

mar9-tf

Me.

one

j

inverted under this head
week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

in PortSt.
on
Lawrence street. Each llat contains 7 rooms
and bath room; separate entrances, heaters
and cellars for each Mat;
fireplaces,
open
large hay windows,hard wood floors,electric
bells, papered throughout. A permanent 12
Price
per cent investment and gilt edged.
I right and terms easy. DALTON & CO.,478 1-2

renting property
UOUSE—Greatest
land. Modern three flat house

'T LASKA!!—It you are going to Alaska, write
■A at once for latest information, books and
We
maps of the “Gold Fields;” mailed free.
are sending another expedition into the “Golden North.”
No man “ought to go alone or in a
The advantage of
company of two or three.
Engbeing one of a large Iparty of skilled New
can not be overminers,
men
with
land
expert
estimated.
Our Secretary. W. H. Jeffrey, with
We have
an expedition of 26. is now in Alaska.
had experience and know just what is required.
ALASKA-YUKON-KLONDIlvE GOLD bYNDICATE, PORTLAND, ME.8-2_

4-1

MAINSPRINGS, 75c.
The best American Mainsprings, made by the
Warranted
the Jeweler
marlSUtf

Elgin and Waltham companies.
for one year.
McKENNEY,
Monument Square.

LET—A suite of rooms consisting of
large front room, alcove, with bay window; good closet room, hath room on same
floor; will let reasonable to permanent tenant. Apply 125 l’ark street, S. F. PEARSON.
5-1

TO

STORY HOUSE and 5000 feet o£
Alba street,
eering, lor §2,100.
cemented cellar,
ay windows, broad piazzas, bath room, Sebago
water, double
parlors, hard pine floors,
high and sightly; a fine home at a very low
suit
Terms to
only three
you;
price.
minutes to schools, stores and electric cars.
DALTON & CO., 478 1-2 Congress street. 5-2

1\TEW, TWO
ill land on

Furnace

1ILLIAN

citi-

MAINE—Every patriotic
BATTLESHIP
of
handsome
should
zen

wear

one

our

TO

Maine.__5-1
LET—Furnished house No. 25 Thomas
street, eight rooms with bath room, all
modern
Inquire on the
improvements.

TO

help

women

premises.__41

SALE—Second hand wagons

for all

of

branches

hotel

as

or
new;
Milk wagon regular hangs low;
BRADLEY
&
peddlars’ wagon.
Preble

laundry

or

SMALL, 35

street._5-1

single house of
Sebago, piazza,
neighborhood, sunny and pleasant; handy to
everywhere; §3o00; terms easy.
WATSON,
SALE—At Woodfoids,

FOReight cellar,
rooms, furnace,
lot,
good

cemented

work.

12 Monument

MRS. PALMER, 399 1-2 Congress Street, over
Peeling’s Bakery.6-1
RYAN—The blind musician, 101 Federal
St., Portland, Me. Chairs repaired with
cane and basket seats; send orders to police
St. Stephen’s Church (Protestant Episcostation; all work guaranteed first class. Cornet
pal) Congress street, head of State. Rev. Dr.
and Harmonica Solosist
Agent for the imDalton, rector. Sunday morning service at
proved Windsor collar and cuff.4-2
10.30 a. in. Sunday school at 12 m.
Weekly
and
MONOGRAPHS
nt.
school
Graphophones. reservice Wednesday at 4 p.
Sewiug
to 9 rooTs each. No. 14 Spruce St.,
tf
cords, blanks, horns, tubes, recorders,
Saturday at 2.30 p. m.
No. 165 Pearl. No. 190 High. No. 95 Gray,
belts
knives,
springs and all
cases,
State Street Congregational Church— No. 1 Sherman. No. 172 Brackett, No. 856 Con- carrying
talking machine supplies. “1000 Records in
Rev. .1. L. .Jenkins D. 1). minister. Morning gress. No. 66 Melbourne. No. 171 Neal. We stock”
to let.
and
Gramophones
service at 10.30. Sunday scho 1 at 12 m. Eas- have tlie largest list of rents to let in Portland. C. C. Graphophones
HAWES, Hawes’ Music Store, 414 Conter service tor Sunday srhool 3 p.m. Evming Real Estate Office, FREDERICK S. VAILL.
St.marlK-4
gress
'7-1
service at 7.30.
loaned on 1st and 2nd mortgages,
St. Luke's Catiiedral—State street. Clerreal estate, life insurance policies, notes,
MARRY
ME, KELLIE,
gy-lit. Rev. H. A. Neely, D. D„ Bishop; Rev.
Notes
bonds and good collateral security.
с. Morton Sills, D. D., Dean.
Services—Holy
Communion at 7.30 a. m. Morning Prayer and And I will buy you such a pretty Ring at discounted; rate of interest 5 per eeiit a year
solid gold Rings, and upwards according to security.
W. P.
Holy Communion at 10.30 a. m. Sunday school McKenney’s. A thousand
Emeralds and CARR, room 5, second floor, Oxford building,
at 3 p. m. Evening (choral) with sermon at 7.30 Diamonds, Opal-Pearls, Rubies,
all other precious stones. Engagement and 185 Middle street.
mar29 4
tf
p. m.
Rings a specialty.
Largest stock in
first-* and second
St. Lawrence Congregational Church, Wedding
jlfONEY TO LOAN—On
city. McKENNEY, The Jeweler, Monument 1»A
Cor. Congress and Munjoy streets—Kev. A. H.
mortgages on Real Estate at as low rate of
Square.
interest as can be obtained in Portland; also,
Wright, pastor. Morning Easter service 10.30.
loans made on stocks, bonds, personal properSunday school at 12 m. Sunday school Easter
concert at 7.30.Chimes will ring at 9.45 a. m.
WANTED—MALE HELP.
ty t r any other good securities. Inquire of A,
C. LIBBY & CO., 42 Va Exchange St.
26-4
and at 6 45 p. m.
Second Advent Church. Congress Place.
ANTED—An energetic man to place our
persons in want of trunks
Rev. E. P. Woodward, pastor.
Sunday school VV line with store and mill trade ; must ibe WANTED—All
and bags to call on E. D. REYrNOLDS,
and Bible classes at 1.30 ip. m.
Preaching by ore who has unquestioned faitli in his ability to 563 Congress
street, one door above Shaw’s
the pastor at 3 p. m. Subject. “Is there proof secure business in the face of keen competition;
store, as wo manufacture our goods
grocery
that Jesus was raised from the dead?” nreceu- no time to experiment with one who merely and
can
therefore
bottom prices.
give
ed by a ten minute talk oil “Is a Chris ian un- hopes he can sell goods; a good paying perma- Trunks
repaired. Open evenings. We frame
der moral o ligation to support his government, nent position for the right man. Address THE
11-5
pictures.
right or tong?” Children’s Easter exercises at 11 ROOKS 01L CO.. Cleveland, Ohio.9-1
7.30 ]>. m. with short talk by the pastor on
ATOTICE—We
the
cash
will
highest
pay
prices
or lady of good address to travel and
•How did Jesus comfort those who had lost
Ai
for household goods or store fixtures of
friends?” Seats free. All are invited.
appoint agents. 840 per month and exor receive the same at our auctP. W. ZIEGLER 5: Co., 215 Locust any description
lenses.
1
Second Parish Congregational Church
ion rooms for sale on commission. GOSS &
aprowed&saMt
19-3
Congress, cor. Pearl St. Rev. Rollin T. Hack, st., Philadelphia.
WILSON, Auctioneers, 18 Free St.
pastor. Services at 10.30 a. in. and 7.30 p. m.
and
work
team
to
drive
man
WANTED—A
RS.
FRANCES
F.
APPLEBY,
Sunday school at 12 m. Sunday school 12 m.
II
form
oionriv work n.iifl rrnnrl rav to
Chiropodist,
Hf will treat all diseases of the feet
every
Trinity Church, Woodfords, (Episcopal.)
right party. FRANK ROBINSON, N. Deer- Tuesday during the month of April free
of
6-1
Morning service at 10.30. Evening prayer and ing.
at 559 Congress St., Room 1.
2-4
charge,
school
at
3
T.
m.
Rev.
Chas.
Ogden
Sunday
p.
LET IN DEERING—A furnished house.
r|tO
A
nine rooms, exclusive of bath room and
laundry. Fine grove in rear; also orchard of
choice apples. On line of electrics. Will be
Address
rented to a family without children.
or call 61 PLEASANT ST., Wooalords, Me.
mar9 4

beat,

cheap.
Lowdown wagon,
good
FORParsons,
butcher’s business.
suitable for milk

souvenir, pin back, Medallions, special design,
in memory of the lost battleship named after
their State. Sample, 4c, in stamps. Special
terms to agents. A. A. PALMER & CO., 19G
Milk street. B ston.C-l
AT OTICE—Having kept employment office for
the past 15 years in Po; tland, thanking the
public for past favors, I would still retain your
patronage. 1 have on hand, cooks, second
and nursery girls for private families, men and

LET—Cliff Cottage on the Shore road at
Cape Elizabeth;.large enough for small
hotel, eighteen acres fronting tlielower Harbor and the most desirable place on the
F. H.
Cape, will lease;for a term of years.
HARFORI), 31 1-2 Exchange street, Portland,

street._5-2

Congress

ARVILLE, Magnetic Clairvoyant
J and Palmist. 79 Franklin St., opposite Lincoln Park. Sittings'daiiy from 9 to 8, on health,
7-1
business or private family matters.

LET—A very pleasant
sunny room,
with alcove adjoining; heat, bath room,
No. 129 Spring street.5-1

main street, everv modern convenience and
unsurpassed.
luxury, and the location is
nr ice
includes grading. turfing, sidewalks, everything ready tor occupancy, uur
price is §1000 lower than you would suppose
DAlTON & CO., 478 1-2
we could sell for.
5-2
Congress street.

Our

Forty words

excellent

5-1

square._

SALE—Bay mare 7 years old, weighs
900 lbs., sired by Dauntless; sound and
not
afraid of steam o
kind,
electrics, and
safe fo1 lady to drive. Apply to .1. II. COX,
BABBIDGE
or
A'. S.» Cape Elizabeth,
stable.

FOR

WJ.

5-1

SALE—An elegant cottage at Old Orchard, Me. finely located on Avenue fronting the beach, views unsurpassed, fifteen thousand square feet in the lot; eleven rooms finished
in modern style, open fire-places and in natural
wood, pure water; for further particulars apply
the
1o
subscriber who has full
description. N. S. GARDINER, 1761-2 Middle St.,

FOE

RENTS—7

Portland, Me.4-l__
SALE or TO LET Hotel Rockingham,

MONEY

]^ORLewiston,

Me.

Furnished

throughout;

capacity 100 guests; possession given immediately. Apply to DR. A. F. IRISH, Lewiston.

___1-2
SALE—A tarm of 200

7 miles from
large bearamount of pine timber, buildfirst
stock
and
tools
to
with farm.
class,
go
ings
Address F. A. BEIGGS, North Auburn, Me.
1-2

FOELewiston, cuts 60 tons ofacres,
hay.

ing orchard, large

_mar22dtf

SALE-Horse shoeing business,including

FOR

stock and tools, 2 fires, 2 anvils. 3 vises and
other tools; plenty of sho0--. established 10
t; in city of one
years; plenty of work for 21
Price §400
hundred thousand, near Bo Aon.
cash. Address J.. A. SMITH. 239 Allston St..
29-2
Cambrldgeport, Mass.

WEDDING RINGS.

MAN

Two
hundred to select from. All weights
and sizes.
10, 14 and 18 Kt. Solid Gold. Mc-

KENNEY. the Jeweler, Monument Square.
marlSdtf

o

The

Hall.

First Spiritual
Society. Mystic
At 2.30 p.
Rev. A. J. Weaver, pastor.

ill. bri viurs

iui

mu

Muuy

ui

tuts

xmric

unuci

hands; those
having experience preferred. KING

WANTED—25

more

the light reflected
ualism and Higher

select from.
Diamonds, Opals, Pearls,
Kubys and all other precious stones. Engagement and W edding Kings a specialty.
Largest
stock in the city.
McKENMEV, the Jeweler,
To

WANTED—A

monument

W ANTED—felTUATlOX

v

under this head
week for 25 cents. ©ash in advance.

Forty word* insert eel

WANTED-By a man 30 years
SITUATION
^
old, understands care of horses and general work on gentleman’s place or would do
general farm work for the season, strictly temAddress
perate. best references furnished.
0-1
A. B. C., No. 38 Green St., Augusta, Me.
LADY of refinement. 33 years old, desires a
situation as housekeeper in a widower’s
family where there are children, is a fine housekeeper. a good cook, and economical. Best of
Address
references furnished and required.
3-1
A. B. C., No. 3S Green St., Augusta, Me.

A

WATCHES ON INSTALLMENTS.
j

Waltham and Elgin Watches. A large stock
of new model Watches will be sold on easy payments at reasonable prices.
All Styles.
All
Prices. McKENNEY, the Jeweler, Monument
aqua re.__mar ran cr
Now is the
SALE—Pine Clapboards.
time to buy pine clapboards as j am closing them out at spruce prices in order to make
It will pay you to use
room for spring stock.
DAYi L> E.
pine as a matter of paint sticking.
mar 181
liUSSELL, So. Waterboro, Me.

FOE

FOli SALE—Farm known as
FAEM
"Sturdivant Farm.”
Cumberland,
m

the
con-

tains about 05 acres, tillage, woodland
and
pasture. It lias a large barn, with cellar, shed,
lien house, ice house, and with cemented cellar
tinder main house. Buildings in good repair.
Pleasantly situated, witnin three minutes walk
of railroad station, and live minutes of Portland and Yarmouth Street Railway. Good hay
farm, and well adapted to raise garden truck,
strawasparagus, raspberries, blackberries,
berries, and other small fruit for 1 ho market.
Terms reasonable.
Inquire of S. L. STROUT
on the premises, or A.
A. STROUT. 39 ExmarlO-4
change St., Portland, Me.

lease, lot oi land at the West
by American
I^ORSALE—Or
End,
l-'orest amt Congress streets
WANTED—Situation
who is capable and reliable
about 4,22-1 feet. Apply to E. HARto work in small containing

working house keeper, or
where there are no

family

dress S.

a

woas

man

cihhlren.

M., Press Office.

Ad5-1

corner

LOW,

919

Congress

janzfldtf

St.

house and stable conat Woodford;. 13 rooms arranged

SALE—Two-story
150Rnected,

one or two families, cemented cellar, large
lot, good neighborhood, furnace heat. Fa -y
Inquire of JOHN II. CARO, 98 Ex-

for

WANTED—AGENTS.

terms.

elv-mge
Forty words inserted under this
one

head
week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

WANTED—Exclusive

AGENTS

territory,

excellent commision to sell installment
shares of Building and Loan stock; fifty cents
Send
for 108 months brings $loo guaranteed.
stampfoi information to RAY W. STEVENS,
[4-1
state agent, box 317, Freeport Maine.

OO.,

WANTED--FEMALE HELP.
Fortv words

WANTED—To

one

week for 25

cents,

▼ t

Reierences

snder this
head
cash in advance.
at

139

Park street.

requirtMl._

9-1

general olfice
clerk, must understand stenography, good
at
correct
Address
and
figures.
penman, quick
9-1
G., this oliice.
young lady
WANTED—A
»"

as

eY svsslls
FianO Tuner,
H.

SOUVENIR SPaONS

Order

j

slate

at Chandler’s Muaiu
Oonorreas stree_

street. Portland.

Store 431

Me._6-1

TeOH SALE—One new Stanhope top carriage
-l
1ms cushion tires, is very stylish and will he
sold ri?lu. (Jan be seen at bAWxiilt b stable,
697

Congress St._6*1_

few pair of tumbliens, bred trom full
noted strains;
F. si Oil,
prices reasonable, Uoodtords, \\.
.tie. Ah comNo. 15 Spring St.,
SALE—Pigeons.
1?ORlers
uKo 6 homer

blooded’Belgium
munications

inserted

THTANTED—Waitress

“WANTESD.

BATTLESHIP

(CHOICE

by Dr.C.T. FISK,

Dr. Fisk makes a specialty of Diseases of the Recturn. Treats no other class of disease. Send for my
Free Treatise on Piles, etc., and names of many
prominent Maine citizens cured. —^ a m
Dr. Fisk’s method is easy, safe, ani
B B
^
painless.
Consultation Free!
I I C-»
Call at my Lewiston or Portland B
HI
office, or consult me by mail.
Dr. C. T. FISK, 832 Main Street. Lewiston.
At U. S. Hotel, Portland. Saturdays only.

25 4

Eggs for hatching, from buff legJ
home stock, every pullet is mire buff color.
My cockerel came from R. G. Buflinton. Fall
River, and is a irood bird. Eggs $2 for 13; §5
for 40. M. E. AVER ILL, Freeport. Me. 24-2

Difficult cases Cured

SiUO

one

phone 338-4.

inanyau

square.

1

WANTED—“Maine

_

FOR

A THOUSAND RINGS

MANF. CO.. 148 Middle street.5-2
young man of good habits to
do general work on Little Diamond Island.
Must be well recommended.
Inquire of A. M.
SMITH, Assessor’s Otiice.4-1

WANTED-The

11OT ELn AJE5TTc7

SALE—Extension ladders, pole ladders.
and
ladders.
ladders,
plank
step
ladders of other kinds, for masons, plasterers, painters, paper hangers, housekeepers,
a>l of my own manufacture.
REUBEN WESCOTT, 131 Lincoln St., foot of Myrtle. Tele-

machine

_

I

known

SALE—Handsome, modern cottage
on Grjat Diamond Island.
Every convenience and luxury such as sewer, bath
broad piazza, open
room, running water,
fireplace,corner lot,one-quarter acre of land;
shade
two minutes from wliarl, beautiful
wonderful, 7 good rooms,
trees, view
we will sell for $1200 and
a 11 furnished,
make
payments easy. DALTON & CO.,
478 1-2 Congress street.

MISCELLANEOUS.

NEGOTIATED—At 5 per
MORTGAGES
we have funds of clients to invest in

f'A

TO
etc.

Every

all in good condition, good orchard, and
_5-3
Sebago barns,
well supplied with wood and water ; also about
mHE ELEGANT MODERN RESIDENCE wo
family. 200,000
feet of pine timber. About two miles
JL are building on Forest aven:,e (the best
from Bethel village, and known as the Edward
_0-1
street in the city.) This house will icontain
A. Capen farm; will be sold on favorable terms
finished rooms and bath room, hot
eight
may be exchanged for Portland property. water heat,
good repair, or
open fireplace, double parlor on
MISS SARAH BIDEN, No. 135 Oxford St..

LOST—Tuesday

ianl

tric ears.

permanent 10 per cent investment or an elegant home and an income of $250 per year.
Price right and terms to suit you. DALTON
& CO., 478 1-2 Congress street.
5-2

FOR

rooms
rooms.
dollars per month,
one year or more to a desirable

extra,

(the best),

avenue
a
new,

modern
llat house, with steam heat, open fireplaces, broad piazzas,
large bay widows,
hue views, open
plumbing, Trout and back
entrances, cellars and hearers entirely s parate (think of it). Only one minute to elec-

SALE—One of the most desirable houses
Franklin St., between Congress and
rent No. 50 Brackett St. of 5 rooms, $8: also Cumberland. 13 rooms, 2 families with bath
lower rent No. 80 Salem St.: all contain Sebago room for each, ample heat, including open fires
water and are pleasantly located. Inquire of and in perfect repair inside and out. W. H.
7-1
A. C. LIBBY & CO., 4212 Exchange St.
WALDRON & CO., 180 Middle St.6-l_

LOST—Saint

Sts.,^ew

HOUSE—On
Deering Highlands,
two

on

IOST—'Watch.

&

Glen wood

SALE—Elegant

FOR

THE BICYCLE SEASON IS ON

Centra!

head
cash in advance.

cent*,

FOE

■

Ciidrch of the Messiah, (Universalist)
Rev. W. 51. Kimroell. pastor. Service at 10.30
“Immor al Mail.”
a. m.
Subject of sermon,
Sunday school concert at 7.30 p. m.
Church of Christ, Scientist, 559 Congress
street, room 2. Services at 10.30 a. m. Friday
7.45 p. m. Reading room open daily, Sundays

week for 25

one

SALE—III Deering on good street and
rilO LET—A first-class furnished cottage of "POK SALE OR RENT—An ideal suburban
good neighborhood house of g rooms, b th
A seven rooms at Simouton’s Cove, So. fort- -*•
residence, containing 15 rooms with steam
kitchen, cemented cellar, stable, large
summer
land; also one of six rooms at Forest City heat, large barn, hennery, and other out-build- lot with lawn house, excellent combination
with 35 acres of land; within two minutes
landing, feaks Island. Apply to TRUE ings,
heater
in
cellar. Terms easy if desired. MYof
walk
BROS.. 394 Fore St._9-lw*tf
trolley cars. Satisfactory terms. Real
estate office. First National Bank. FREDEK- RON E. MOORE, Deering Centre.
cor211
Brackett
St.,
ICK
S.
RENT—Store No.
OR SALE—Cheap. 5 acres of land situated
VAILL.__8-1
ner of Dow, for many years occupied as a
on Church street. Deering. suitable for
silver plated souvenir spoons,
fancy goods store, with two adjoining rooms IIANDSOME
must bn sold a^ once.
AA
Inwith a beautifully embosed
suitable for light housekeeping it desired, rent
design of the building purposes;
42 Va Exchange St.
moderate. For particulars apply ileal Estate battleship Maine in bowl. Every lady should quire of A. C. LIBBY & CO.,
o-i
Office. First National Bank Building, FRED- have one. Sample mailed for loc. Special terms
to agents. II. a. BALM Lit & CO., io<i Milk St.,
7-1
ERICK S. VA ILL.
The subSALE—To dose an estate.
R os ton.
71
stantial three story brick residence i:«
RENT—On Congress St., Congress Sq.,
Pine street, containing 12 rooms with steam
SALE A good I 1-2 storv house fittec heat, stable ami all modern improvements;
a house finely situated for a physician or
for one family, containing o'rooms, has Se- lately been put In Jirst-class repair, rerms satprivate residence. Occupant of above would
sell all or a portion of the furnishings, etc. bago water and water closets, lot 35x120, situa- isfactory. For particulars apply to bKEDEBted No. 158 Grant St, Anyone looking for a ICK BOB IE. First National Bank, or Beal EsBENJAMIN SHAW, 51 1-2 Exchange St, 7-1
medium indeed house for a home, will pay them tate Office. FREDERICK S. VA1LL.
9-1
to investisate. Inquire of A. C. LIBBY & CO.,
ri'O LET—Lower flat No. C9 Spruce St., seven
LMIK SALE—Elegant new. three llat block
St.
42
1-2
7-1
Exchange
*
rooms, bath, steam heat, laundry, etc., in
JL at No. GO St. Lawrence street. Has seven
perfect repair, rent $25 per month. Apply at
room
SALE—Restaurant No. 88 Exchange St., rooms on a llat, open fireplaces, bath
once.
ADAM F. LEIGHTON, 283 st. John St.,
on
each floor, finished in cypress and hard
location first class, and everything com7-1
under West End Hotel.
per cent on
plete, will be sold very cheap as owner has pine, very sunny, pays ten
to. A rare chance for $7000. Will be sold ‘if taken at once for
LET—House No. 12 Trospect St., 9 rooms. other business to attend
Lot
as owner has moved out of town.
with sin 11 capital to secure a good pay- $5500,
is very
Inquire of F. & C. B. NASH CO., 390 F'ore party
DALTON &
large, being 45x125.
ing business. Inquire of A. C. LIBBY & CO., <<>•.
7-1
street.
41$ 1-2 (Jongress
7-1
42 1-2 Exchanve St.
street.__5-2

upon its pages by SpiritCriticism. Preaching at 7.45
tf
the pastor. Seats free. A11 invited.
by
If
excepted, 2 to 5 p. tn.
Vaughan St. Church, (I. M.) W. n. H.
Church of Christ—Corner of Congress and
m.
1.30
school
pastor.
McAllister,
p.
want a traveling salesman for fall trade
Sunday
Weymouth streets. Lord’s Supper at 10.30 a. Preaching at 3 p. m. Prayer meeting Tuesday \*'E
*»
to sell our special makes of Dry Goods dim. Bible study at 12 m. Preaching at 7.30 p.
7.15. Our Motto, A whole Gospel for rect to retailers on commission. BOX 560, Philevening
m. Seats free. All are invited.
telephone.
the whole world, bas er concert 7.SO p. m.
apr2doaw2wS
adelphia, Pa,
Congress Square Church (First Universaall Souls Church (Universalist). Deering
Vestry Hai.l, Pleasantdale. Preaciiing at
Rev. F. T. Nelson, pastor. Preaching at 10.45 list.) Rev. Dr. Blanchard, castor. Ser ice at S p. m. by W. 1. Houston of the Church of
reliable Comfor
WANTED—Representative
10.30 a. m. The pastor will officiate. Sunday Christ. Bible studv 4 p. m. All are welcome.
а. m., followed by Communion. Sunday schoo at
*>
pany to introduce a new invention that is
12.16. Junior Union at 3.30.
Sunday school school 12 m. Sunday school concert 7.30 p. m.
Woodfordb Congregational Church— of a high order.
No peddlar wanted. Good
concert 7.15.
Chestnut Street
Church, (Methodist Kev. K. P. Wilson, pastor. Morning service at position for right party. Address at once,
school at close of morning ser- FOUNTAIN BATH BRUSH CO., Grand
Rev. S. W. HutchA. M. E. Zion Mission.
Episcopal)—Rev. C. W. Parsons, D. D., jiastor. 10.30. Sunday service
at 7 p. m.
A cordial
Feast
4-1
Preaching at 10.30 a. m. a id 7.no p. m. by Rev. vice. Evening
Rapids, Mich.
ings, pastor. Quarterly meeting. Love
tf
C. a. Litueiieid of Boston. Sudauy school 1.30 welcome to all.
at ll a. in. Preaching at 7.45 by presiding elder
Kev.
Woodford's
Universalist
Society,
at
C.3o p. m
Faster
Rev. S. C. Birclimore, D. D.. and administration p. m. League meeting
F. T. Nelson, pastor. Sntiday school 2. -5 n. m.
concert at 7.30 p. m. All are welcome.
of the Lord’s Supper. All are invited.
DOST AND FOUND.
at 4 p. m. Sunday school concert at
and we are prepared to show a complete line of high grade and
Congress St. 51. E. Church—Rev. W. F. Preaching
Abyssinian Cong. Church, 81 Newbury
30.
G.
Preachlow priced wheels.
street. Rev. Tbco. A. Smythe, pastor.
Berry, pastor. Sunday sehooi at 10.30 a. m.
On Congress street, between
West Congregational Church—Kev. I.eAt 3 p. m. Easter sermon by the pastor. At
ing at 11 a. m. and 7.30 p. in. Sunday school
4 Brown street and Geo. C. Shaw’s, a lady’s
THE STERLING
Preaching at 10.30 a. ni.
roy S. Bean, pastor.
after morning service. C. E. prayer meeting at 7.30 p. m. Easter concert. All are invited.
of the Lesurrectlon of Jesus silver watch. Finder please leave at C. J. RenThis wheel has been our leader in former- б. 30 p. m. All are invited.
comes first of course,
Wood- on '‘The Certainty
Clark Memorial M. E. Church,
9-1
At 7.30 p.m. neil’s and receive reward.
Christ.” Sunday school at 13 m
years and will continue to be for the season of 1898. In everyBethany Cong. Church, South Portland, fords—Rev. John R. Clifford, pastor. Resi- Easter concert bv the Sunday school.
At 10.30 a. m. sermeeting 9.*6 dence 61 Pleasant street.
thing that goes to imako the model bicycle the Sterling leads Rev. II. B. Long, pastor. Prayer
Bernard
one
corner Thomas and
Williston
leg,four
Church,
yellow
dog,
at 10.45.
school 12 m. Epworih League at
white paws, white tip on tail, white nose,
the wav. Complete satisfactson is its guarantee. Price $75.00. it. ni. Easter sermon by the pastor Endeavor mon. Sunday
streets.
Preaching at 10.30 a. m. by
At 7 p. in. Easier concert.All are wel- Carroll
C p. m.
Sunday school at 12.15 p. ;n. Junior
At white breast, name Den.
If tile parties who
liev. W. I1'. Berry. Sunday sohool at 12 m.
NO ARGUMENT IS NEEDED
at 4.30 p. m. Easter concert 7.15. All are wel- come.
7 30 p. m. East* r concert by the Sunday school. were seen to take him through Knigntville, will
to prove the merits of our famous Stormer bicyclo which we come.
East Deerixg (M. E.) Church. Rev. John
West End Methodist Episcopal Church leave at Drug Store at that place they will save
are
6-1
Residence 30 trouble.
street, (Divine R. Clifford, pastor. Sunday school at 1.45 p. —Kev. H. E. liuunack. pastor.
offering at $50.00. The Stormer is no experiment—it Brown’s Block, 537 Congress
At 0.45 pm. praise and Frederic street.
At 10.30 a. m. sermon. Stibis an established success.
Science.) Evening service at 7.30 p. m. Ihurs- At 3 li. m. sermon.
morning on Emery street, beday evening at 7.30. Miss L. B. Glidden, speak- prayer meeting. All are invited.
iect, "The Supreme Question Is C rist Alive?”
tween Spring and Cusliman Sts., a pair of
ti
All are cordially invited.
er.
First Free Baptist Church.
HARVARD MEN
Opposite At 11.80 a m. Sunday school. At 7.30 Easter rimless
eyeglasses with gold spring. Will the
the Sunday school. All are welneed have no scruples about riding our A ale wheel. In buying
Bethel Church. 2S5 Fore street, (on east- Public Library. Rev.- Lewis Malvern, pastor. concert, by
Under
please, return to N. C. GORDON, 402 1-2
free.
Seats
at
come.
12 m.
this wheel you get a dollar’s worth of value for every hundred side Custom House)—Rev. Francis Southworth, Sermon at 10.30 a. m. Sunday school
2-1
Congress St.
tt
pastor. Residence 108 Newbury street. Prayer At 7.30 p. ill. Social service.
Prieo $50.00.
cents expenditure.
meeting 10.30 a. m. Sunday school 2.16 p. m.
Rev. T. M. Davies,
AND WISDOM.
Free
WiT
Deering.
Church,
WE ARE ALSO SOLE AGENTS
Preaching service 3 p. m.
Prayer meeting at 7 pastor. Preaching at 10.45. Sunday school at
WANTED.
for the Crawford. Rochester, Pennant and Elmira p. m. All are welcome.
12 in. Young People’s meeting 0.15. Evening
A Roarer.
wheels
are
service at 7.30. All are cordially welcome, tf
wheels. Prices range from $30.00 to $50.00. These
book called the history
Mother of the Littlo Darling—I do wish
We have the most desirable
known the country over.
5 Maine Regiment. 17 Maine Regiment,
First Universalist Parish of South PortCrave.
an appropriate name for 1-10 and 29 Maine Regiment, 7 Maine
of
Robbed
the
think
could
I
in
House.
wheel
town.
Battery,
land. Services at Union Opera
Sabbath
$30.00
Good price will lie
or other Maine regunents.
the baby.
A startling incident of which Mr. John School at 1.30 p. in. Preaching at 2.30 by Rev.
WE INVITE YOLK INSPECTION
BOOK
92
COLESWORTHY
STORE.
tf
VV. 51. Kimmell.
Bruto of a Father—Better call her Au- paid.
of our line of Sundries and repair goods-the largest Oliver of.Philatfelphia, was the (subject,
8 l
Exchange street.
First Presbyterian Church—Cor. Park rora.
That is what she seems to be doing
We have a thoroughly equipped repair is narrated by him as follows: "I was
east of Boston.
Rev. Henry 5IcGilvary,
most dreadful condition.
to wear the genuine Del
My skin and Pleasant Streets.
time.—New York World.
WANTED—Ladies
department with experienced workmen to givo prompt and in a
residence ti State St. Preaching at 3 the most of the
tl
sarte Corset. No breaking or rusting. The
was almost yellow, oyes sunken, tongue pastor,
efficient attention to your orders.
and 7.3o p. m. Sunday sehooi at 2 p. m. All
most durable and stylish corset on me market.
or
ooated, pain continually in back and are welcome. Seats free.
cold
Catarrh
in
Thousands suffer from
Perfect lit guaranteed by an expert titter. MRS.
THE El & TEE 1'EUTEE
no
sides,
appetite—gradually growing
Free Street Baptist Church—Preach- head and have never tried the popular remedy. C. TRACEY, General Agent, 19 Boyd street,
Three
will be interested in our extensive line of Juvenile wheels. We are agents weakerjday by day.
physicians
m.
Rev.
a.
A.
10
10.30
bv
T.
as
a
cent
trial
at
city. Beware imitations.5-1
Dunn There is no longer any excuse,
for the lending juvenile bicycle makes in the country. Prices range from had given mo up.
Fortunately, a friend ing service
Watervide.
Sunday school at 12 m.
$20.00 to $30.00. We .have a number of New and Second-Hand Wheels of advised trying ‘Electric Bitters.’ and to D. D., of E
Yankees” to work for
of Ely’s Cream Balm can be had of your
size
at
o.3u
m.
Y. P. S. C.
p.
Easprayer meeting
last season of various makes and prices.
us selling nursery stock.
Steady job,
my great joy and surprise, the first bot- ter concert 7.30 p. in.
druggist or we mail it for 10 cents. Full size
not necessary, expay
.weeekly,
experience
I
N.
Y.
conWarren
a
5G
decided improvement.
tle made
St.,
BAILEY
Filiscn R BO cents. ELY BltOS.,
Friends’ Church. Oak street.
Outfit free.
clusive territory.
Apply at
their use for three weeks, and am Purdy, pastor. 51orning service at. 10.30. Suntinued
mar24eodtf
cure, IIOMEU N. CHASE & CO.,
Auburn,
City.
i»<!4 jtlti:die ht, Near lloniiiiieis: Square.
raster coma rt 7.3o p. m.
now a well man. I know they saved my day seliool 12 m.
marSl—
eocllmo
Maine.
A friend advised me to try Ely’s Cream Balm
life, and robbed the grave of another vicFirst Parish Church—(Unitarian) Contim.” No one should fall to try them. gress street. Rev. John C. Perkins, pastor. and after using it six weeks I believe myself
hire a summer cottage in
service at 10.30 a, in.
Cumberland comity, near Sehago Lake
Sunday sehooi cured of catarrh. It is a most valuable remedy
Ouly 50 cents per bottle at H. P. S. 51orning
at 12 m.
State number of rooms and price.
preferred.
Goold’s Drug Store.
Avenue,
Brooklyn
024
Grand
Stewart,
—Joseph
5-1
Address, ]), 1*. O. Box 467.
First Baptist Church, corner of Wilmont
N. Y.
Buckien’s Arnica Salve.
and Congress Sts.—Rev. W. S. Ayres, pastor
a.
m.
at
10.30
school
Sunday
12 m
'1 HE BEST SALVE in the world for Preaching
Tho Usual Way.
Easier concert at 7.30 p. m.
York.
72d to 71 st
Park West
Sait
Sores.
doers,
Cuts,
Bruises,
Flower—So
you were at tho races yes- Middle aged man and wife, without children, to
S.
F.
Mission—Rev.
Gospel
Rheum, Sever Soros, Tetter, Chapped tor. Rev. II. F. Dexter, assistantPearson, pas
work on farm. Applv with reference, Box 440,
wore you?
THE ELITE HOTEL OF AMERICA.
pastor.
terday,
At
Skin
and
all
Portland Postoffice.
apr4dlw
Hands, Chilblains, Corns
10.30 a m. Sunday sehooi and Bible classes. At
went over to see the Derby
Block—Yus;
or
curss
and
Piles,
Eruptions
positively
7.30 p. m. service of song and praise. At S p. n,
Oise of the largest and finest—best located, thoroughly lighted and no
run.
pay required. It is guaranteed to give preaching by the pastor. All are welcome,
tf
MAINE
ventilated hotels, with a cuisine of highest order.
Flower—Did you pick the winner?
perfect satisfaction or money rofuuiied.
High Street Church—Rev. W. If. Fenn
Price 25 cents per box. For sale by H. P. 1). D.. pastor. Morning service at 10.30 a. in'
This is the prettiest Spoon ever put on the
But I happened to pick
Block—Sure.
AMERICAN and EUROPEAN PLASMS.
Call and sec it. McKENNEY, the
under Con- Easter sermon.
At 7.30 p. in. Easter
market.
S. Goold, 677 Congrasa St.',
Sunday him before he was ripe.—Chicago News.
mariodtf
Jeweler, Monument Sq uare.
cod if
school concern
press Squai» Hot*ASNSESF. A WnRSTavR.

THE

words inserted under this head
week for 25 cents cash in ad ranee.

RENT—Fully furnished modern twoSALE—Farm in Bethel. Maine, 120
If ORstory
brick house ou State St., four living f’OR
Under-§i and
good land, 2 1-2 story house, shed and
four
with 3 unfurnished

She regarded me gravely for an Instant,
then said in a voice quiet and low:
“I do not think, I know. The mysterious death that overtook your friend Dudley Ogle should have overtaken you
stead. But for an amazing coinciden
by which your life was saved and
have
beers
taken, you would, ere this,
in your grave.”
assassin
would
have
been
“And my
the
woman I love, I suppose you are going to
tell me?” I observed, amused at her melodramatic manner and the
absurdity of
the idea.
“No,I leave you to discover the truth,”
she answered, arching her dark brows, a
shadow of annoyance crossing her refined
features at that moment.
You are a; parently well
acquainted
I said,
after a long
with Miss Daiug,
pause.
“X know her,” she admitted abruptly.
“Then, ns I refuse to listen further
to any charges against her of which you
can give me no
corroboration, it may be
best for me to bring her here to hoar your
allegations, even at the risk of creating a
You said you intended to render
scene.
me a service, and by facing her, you
can.”
“No, no,” sbo cried, suddenly jumping
from her chair and laying her hand upon
my arm in her earnestness. “She does
must
not know I am in London; she
never know, otherwise our plans will be
name to her;
mention
Do
not
my
spoilt.
with
now promise me,” she implored
earnestness. “Promise me, and I will
render you the assistance you will require
The secret knowledge I possess
ere long.
enables me tp give you warning.^Remember that what I have said is between one
friend and another.”
(To bo continued.)

Forty words Inserted under this

Forty

Forty words Inserted under this head
oneweek for 35 cents, cash in advance.

1AOR

once

—

SERVICES.

FOll SALE.

SALE.

FOR

I

upon my guard.
“I;have hoard so,” she answered with a
S’
mysterious smile.
‘‘Well, and what do you allege?” I inquired, keeping my eyes fixed upon her.
“Allege!” she cried, “Why nothing.
I have merely asked you a simple question, whether yon are aware of the past
oi Ella Doing, and you have not answered. You are silent.
“I know sufficient of her past to
love
her.” I answered, determined that the
this
strange-m»nnered
words of
girl
should not arouse greater suspicion than
that which already dwelt in my mind.
“Lovoher! Bah! You will hate her
when you learn the truth,” sue cried with
a gesture of disgust.
“Then tell me,” I cried impatiently.
AMP
“Why should I hate her?”
“No,” she said, slowly, shaking her
her
*:
shoulders.
and
raising
one
at
operation
slightly
head,
“I make no reflections. If you love her—
well, I suppose, you desire that your fool’s 3
..
paradise should last as long as possible.”
“My fool’s paradise, as you term it,
3 The Cleanest, Fastest Dye for ft
will, I trust, last a'ways," I raid resent
fully, for her manner had suddenly ;E Soiled or Faded Shirt Waists,5
changed, and she treated mereproaohfully ■S Blouses, Ribbons, Curtains,
with a familiarity that was as surprising
jSlinen, etc., whether Siik, Satin,
us it was annoying.
'1;
jS Cotton or Wool.
“Alas, not always. I fear,” she smiled,
“Your presas if pitying my simplicity.
be a veritable
ent paradiso will scon
/» All Colors by Grocers
hell.”
?S
3;
Druggists, or mailed free
I said,
“You speak candidly, at least
for 15 cents;
angered at her words. “But I did not
call here to listen to libellous a'legations
Address, THE MAYPOLE SOAP
of which there are no proofs.
127 Duane Street, New York.
^
“No proofs?” she echoed. “Ah, do not
be so confident, m’sieur. You have no
knowledge of the character\>f the woman
you love, or you would not say this. I do
New Jerusalem Church. New High St.
not wish you to follow my advice; I do Iiev. Samuel Worcester, minister.
Morning
I service 10.3”. Subject of sermon, “The Lord
not urge you to listen to my words.
only warn you because you have been my s ri»en,” followed by Sacramental ser\i e Ka*.
bv the Sunday school at » p. m.
er exercises
best friend,” and she gazed straight ;into
Evening service omitted. Ail are invited.
my eyes with an earnestness that |was inIsland
Peaks
Methodist Church, ilev
tense.
Wm. S. Jones, pastor. Preaching at 10.30 a.
“You warn me. Of what?”
m. and 7.30 p. m.
Sunday school 12 m. Y. P.
“Of Ella, the woman who has appar- 8. C. E. Tuesday evening, 7.45. Class meeting
7.45
in.
as
she
Thursday
p.
Slrangers are always
fascinated
lias
done
you
ently
ti
others,” and she sighed, as if memories welcome.
Preiile Chapel. Rev. W. T. Phelan, paswere painful.
school
will
meet
The
at
tor.
at
Sunday
Chapel
“A pretty woman may often uncon■i
m. Union Easter service at First Parish 3
sciously fascinate many men before meet- р. p.m. All are Invited.
ing toe man she marries,” Isaid as calmPine Street Church. (Methodist Episcoly as I could.
pal). Rev. F. C. Rogers, pastor. Residence 04
“Unconsciously, yes,” she answered. Carleton St. Preaching at 10.30 a. m. by the
But there are some who uso the beauty pastor. Sundaylschool 12 in, Epworth League
that their Maker has bestowed upon them at. 0.45. Easter concert 7.30 p. m. All'ara welto lure their victims to their doom.' come.
“You anticipate X am doomed, then?”
Sail Loft meetings are held at No. 6 Central Wharf every Sunday morning, commencing
I laughed.
at

FOR

FOR
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document has been
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quired eagerly.

i CARPETS. !

LL

Author of “The Great War in' England in 1807,”
“Zoralda,”
Souls,” “Guilty Bonds,” “A Secret Service,” a-c., &c.

same

rejoices in a
experience to benefit others.
this

:5

WHOSO FINDETH A WIFE.

Suffering

TO LET.

mwmmmmmNvwywwwvwvww»K

ARRANGEMENT.

A

other
inquire of

ami

promptly attended to.

6 1

SALE—Eggs for hatching, barred Plymouth l.'ock, brown egg strain, from Boston
prize winning stock. 1S9S. incubator lots a
Write for prices or call and see my
specialty
"1 breed Barred Plymouth Rocks exclustock
sively HOWARD HICIvS, W. Falmouth, p.
6 1
O. Address North Deering.

FOE

OR TO LET—Fine cozy eotSouth Freeport near steamer
airy rooms, broad piazzas,
large
landing;
beautiful drives, line fishing and sailing, delightful location for health and quiet. Apply to s.
marlH-4
B. KELSEY, Portland Pier.

SALE

1SOK1
tage
1

at

seven

T

OR SALE—3 steam Hoisting Engines at 117
i'nniMn—j, 1 st- 't. J. WILLARD. 15-4

;

MAINE AND THE W\R.

DEATHJEST'S.

One Man Wlio Has Just Heard about It All

MUNYGN TALKS ABOUT THE

KIDNEYS.
and

plagues,”

the blood and
°y
increases
minute quantiup
ties. piling
atom by atom,
the sysuntil
no
can
tem
longer resist Its*

The
poi-

efforts.

is
Its

heart
soned.

ac-

fails and
tion
dropsy apThe
pears.
nervous system
is poisoned and
convulsions are
folio wed by
death.
Have
you
neglected
your
kidneys?
Have you been

heavy drinker?
Have you
allowed a cold
to settle in these
Have you
organs?
overworked your stomach, liver, or nervous
system, and thrown more strain on
No
your kidneys than they can bear?
matter what the cause, trust our KidneyCure. It is the joint product of the most
eminent and successful physicians of the
world, and has cured thousands of cases.
I will guarantee that my Kidney Cure
Will cure 05 per cent, of all forms of
kidney disease. When the disease is far
advanced and there are other complications patients had better send a foura

ounce vial of their urine, with full symptoms.
We will then make a careful
analysis of the water,j>.and advise the
best course to pursue to get well, abenlntnhr frPP nf* f'hfl rCfl.”
Prof. Munyon has a separate specific
They may be obtained
for each disease.
from druggists, and nearly all are 25
Personal letters to Prof.
cents a vial.
Munyon, 1,505 Arch Street. Philadelphia,

Pa., answered with free nodical advice
for

any

Salmon and trout
Steamer

Flatting.

Louise

(As soon as the ice permits), will leave Lake
station daily, for Fitches, N. W.
River,
Crocketts and the famous Son go River. To
make close connections with steamer take
8.45 a. m. M. C. 11. R. train via Mountain
division. On Saturdays the steamer will
also connect with 3.30 p.m. train from Portland. Round trip tickets for sale at Union
Station, b'or further particulars telephone
DEE1UNG DRUG CO
Deering, Me.
apr 5dtf

Portia id, Mt. Desert and Mschias Stbt. Co,

Sir. “Frank Jones.”
Beginning Friday, April 1st, 1893, will leave
Portland Tuesdays and Fridays at 11 p. m., ou

train leaving Boston at 7 p. m., for
Rockland, Bar Harbor, Machiasport and intermediate landings. Returning leave Machiasport ou Mondays and Thursdays at 4 a. m.
Passenger and freight rates the lowest, service the best.
GEO. F. EVANS,
G eneral Manager.
marlBdtf
arrival of

International Steamsiiip
-—

Co.

FOR--

Eastpurt, Lubnc. Calais, Si Jo -n. N.B.,Halltax. N.Sand all parts o£ New Brunswick, Nova Scotia
Prince Edward Island and Cape Breton. The
favorite route to Campobello and St- Andrews,
! N. B.
1

Spring Arrangement.
On and alter Monday.
will leave Portland ou
days at 5,30 p. m.

March 21st, steamer
Mondays and Thurs-

Returning leave Stjohn and Eastport Tuesdays and Thursdays.
to

Through

p.

baggage checked
o=6,"F'reiglit received up to 4.00

tickets issued and

destination.
m.

For Tickets and Staterooms apply at the
Pine Tree Ticket Office, Monument Square or
for other information, at Company’s Office,
Railroad Wharf, foot of State street,
j. B. COYLE. Gen. Man.
H. P.|C. HERSEY Agent.
marisdtf

SOUTH

FORTLAm

The South Portland Veteran association
will hold its annual meeting and election
of officers at the Hose house at 7.30 o’clock
at

Knightville, Saturday evening, April

Besides organizing for the ensuing
decide on a
year the association will
speaker for Memorial day, and accept one
to
of the two invitations now pending,
9th.

attend church Memorial Sunday, the 25th
of May.
There will be no visitors allowed at the

bicycle factory for awhile at least
Dr. E. A. Boynton and mother of HarringtoD, are visiting Mr. and Mrs. J.
Frank Day of Wiilard.
About $17 were cleared by the entertainment given by the Universalist society a few nights since.
Miss Mary
E. Dyer, accorapained by
Mias Gladys Miles have been passing several days at Mils Dyer’s home at Bowery

Beach.
Mrs. Horace Andrews is quite ill at her
home with grip.
Messrs.
A. D.
Coolbroth and Walter
E. Hayea have been on a hunting expedition
at Richmond’s island during the
week.
Mias Bessie Connell is coniined to her
home with illness.
Mr. (Jhadbourne who has been passing
several days with his sister. Mrs. Edwin
Richardson, has returned to his home in
Hiram.
Mr. James Emerv is the guest of his
daughter, Mrs. Daniel Rodick.
Mr. Everett Jordan of “this place, who is
employed in the bicycle factory at South
Portland, caught
the middle linger of
hit* leit hand
in the cogs of the wheel
01 *the machine at which he was working, cutting it off at the second joint.
Master Lawrence
Bragdon is very ill
with congestion of the brain and lungs
at the home of his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Charles S. Bragdon. B street.
Capt. Littlefield, formerly of this place,
has moved his
family from Congress
street, Portland, where he has resided for
sevsral years, into bi3 house on C street.
Motorman Hiram Hunt of the Portland
and Capo Elizabeth railroad, has moved
his family from lork street, Portland,
into the home owned by Mrs. William
fctennett on B street.
Miss Eva Gould has accepted a position
in the employ of the Universal laundry
in Portland, 'and is stopping with Mrs.
Daniel Apt of this place.
Mr. A. P. Bartlett, conductor on the
Portland and Cape; Elizabeth road,is seriafter
ously ill at his home. Mr. Bartlett,
a six
weeks’ illness, had been at, work
was
b it a short time when he
again attacked by the same trouble.
*
We erroneously i< ported in a recent issue
that Cliff cottage liad been leased to
Landlord Gibson, but we understand that
such is not the case and that the property
ir open to
parties who desire to lease for
long or short term.
How Portland heard of the beginning
of the last war and the men who are now
Grand Army veterans prepared to go to
These things are the subject
the front.
of an article in the Portland
Sunday

Times of tomorrow.

Richards Sees

the

to sea, was on land this week for the
and first
first time in several months
heard of tho blowing up of the Maine and
the gathering of the war cloud. Capt.
Milan has tended the Mt. Desert light for
twenty odd years and gets back to the
earth once or twice a year. He
bought
all the papers he could find detailing the
story of the Maine and remarked that
his little
there would be little sleep in
republic when he got back with the news.
out
“We don't have muoh excitement
“and
our way,” remarked the
captain,
us
to
difference
it don't, make much
whether business is good or tad; we get
our pay trora Uncle bam just the same.
Tho last time X was ashore 1 heard of
this Cuban affair and of the starvation
there, but as wo don’t get the papers very
often we didn’t think much of it. But
this blowing up of the Maine; it's terrible. We ain’t got any cannon or dynamite guns out on Alt. Desert rook bat if
we see a Spanish ship coming along this
light shining
way there won’t he any
that night and possibly we might induce
which would
her to run on our rocks
crush hi r like the explosion of a submaThere are about half a dozen
rine miuo.
and
persons living at the Mt. Desert light
a well equipped life
saving station has
been established there of late years.

(; isolations o[ Staple Prodaets in the

New

omnlnrmnnf hJlic

dimmer

fill*

York Stock

Money MAexet,

an<l

(By TeleeramiA
NEW YORK, Aprils.
Money on call was Ann at 2@3 per cent:
last loan 2: prime mercantile paper 6Vi®6Vij
nr cem. sterling Exchange weak,5 with actual
ousiness in bankers bills 4 83V4(®4 SSVii for
demand and 4 80 a4 soy* for sixty days; posted
sat
iOVfr$4 81.2 Commercial bills
at 4 79l/j>.
Silver certificates 56y4@58Vs.
Bin silver 65s/4.
Mexican dollars 45.

Government Bonds weak,
lia iroad bonds weak.

Adjutant General John
passed through Bangor on

T. Richards

Thursday^

on

his way to Houlton to consult with Gov.
Powers on matters relating to placing the
National Guard of Maine in readiness for
service in case of war between the United
There seems to be a
States and Spain.
general expectation that Maine soldiers
be
needed, and, although their
will soon
equipments not all that could be wished
it is desired and intended that they shall
make as good an appearance as possible
whenever the national government may
call for them.
Col. Philbrook of the Seoond Regiment
as
accompanied Gen. Richards as farfaith
Bangor. Col. Philbrook has great
in the Maine troops, declaring that they
in the
are in every
way equal to any
country outside the regulars. In the
national
government
event of war, tre
would assume charge of the troops, and
bear all the expense, so that there would
be no necessity of the state making any
appropriation to slippy whatever wants
may now exist in the military equipment, whose wants, aocordlng to Col.
Philbrook, are many. A reporter asked
the colonel if 150,000 would suffice to provide the troops with everything needed,
thousand—Oh,
and he replied: “Fifty
much
that
yes, if Gen. Richards had
for
commnand
military
money- at his
was in
would think he
purposes he
heaven!’1
It is reported that 150 of the University
of Maine students stand ready to go to
The soldiers of the
war, if we have any.
University have long been famous as
state, and
about the best drilled in the
as they evidently have courage to go with
their skill, they ought to make fine fighters.

THE WAR SCARE AND THE BANKS.
Bank Examiner F. E. Timberlake returned to his office Thursday afternoon,
after having passed a few days examination the savings banks at Beliel, Norway
found
and South Paris, all of which he
in good condition. About the only way
that the war scare is affecting the savings
matter of
banks of the state, is in the
their securities, which are naturally much
in
the state
One
value.
in
[bank
lower
that holds many government bonds would
sell
be $200,000 worse off, should they
these,.bonds today, than before the war
same
salo
of
the
bonds
that
on
Y
3t
scare.
they would receive $100,000 more than
they paid for them.
How the famous

brig Boxer prepared

Vaughan’s bridge,

how

rich

shoulder to shoulder
throwing up works for the defence of the
town, how the women in the country
made bullets to bo used by their husbands
poor

stood

British forces. These are
of the many interesting things described in Mr. Nathan Goold’s article on
Portland in the War of 1812 which will be
printed in the Portland Sunday Times of

against the
some

tomorrow.

FUNERAL

OF MRS. MARY D. GAR-

LAND.

Hides.
The

following quotations represent the pay-

ing prices in this market:
Cow and ox hides.. ..7 Vic & lb
Bulls and st*gs.6Vjo

Goan skius, trimmed...ICo
9c
..
untrimmed
do
Lamu skius.50 to 80c each
.Retail

Grocer*

imports.

1660
Steamship Manitoban
gross clay pipes to order 4 cs whiskey to do.

GLASGOW.

—

•» "•'(

PORTLA ND. April 8.
Flour very firm for Winter Wheats with an
advance of 10c, 16c by Western millers: Spring
Wheats steady and unchanged. Eio Coffee 2c
Corn was very
higher Teas tending upward.
strong to-day and %e higher In the West. Oats
were about %c up. Provisions unchanged.
Quotations.
BOARD OF i'lis

Oram

CHICAGO

Flour

sale. 8.000

I.1
Jr1’ driiftffd» Warner Moore,iCrockoti, from
Norfolk.
sch Mary E Olys, Moore
CAKTEHET—ArTtli,
New V

PaAX^oSU'ns°Jir5nspate^nr^cr;5®
^6

Passenger fares of the Grand Hunk Railway
I Svstcni
between
points, both LOCAL and

ork, to loan tor Norfolk
DUTCH ISLAND HAUBOll—Sid 7th. sch A
Richardson, Ruudout lor Boston; Jennie Greenhnnk. New York tor Malden; Hattie Godfrey.
Bangor for ;New York; Georgietta. Somesvllle
lor I rovidoiice: (Jhas E
Raymond. New York
tor 1 ortland; Ella F
Crowell, Perth Amboy for
Dyatun, Klizabethport for ltdtkland.
L wX.A,
Al.L RIVER—Su
7tl,, sen Robert Byron,

THROUGH. Including fare to ALASKA.
I KLONDIKE, the PACIFIC COAST, WIN Nl-

PKG, and the NORTHWEST, as well as ST,
PAUL, and all other competitive points, are

exactly

WHK»T

Mch.
Opening....

.*..*•.

ClosingT.

84%
88%

July.

May
105%
106%

July
31%
31%

May.
29%
29%

■OR"'

April
Oceniim.

Closing.. ,..;28%
OATS.

Mch.

July.

May.
25%
25%

23
23

'pening.
... 25
Cosing..
rou&

May.

Opening.

9 85
9 82

Closing...

Friday’s quotations.
wBk.iApril
July.
Opening.

84

>. losing...103%

84%

May
105
106

<
iptc'ng............
Owing.

Moou

May
29%

30%
31 %

29%

30

OATS

April

May
26%
25%

23

Opening..
Closing.(26%

28%

BOBK,

Jan.

May.

9 75
9 82

Opening.
dosing.

......

...

Boston ntocn llsrsta
The following! were i the
closing quotations of stocks atRoston:
Mexican Central as.... Cl
Atchison, Top. A Santa Fe. E. new.
Boston X Maine.163

dopfd
Maine Central.

Union Pacific. 19%
Union Pacific pfd...52%
American Beil.2<7
American
Sugar, common.
Sugar, old....
Cen Mass, pfd.
do eommo

...

Flint & Pere Marq..
Quotations Btocas and Bonds
(By Telegraph,
The follomg ware to-day’s closing quotations

New Yorfc

of Bonds

New 4s, reg

April. 8.

r20%

121
do coup,
New
4’s reg.ll>8%
New 4’s coup ........
110%
Heaver » R. G. 1st.1103
Krie geu 4s. |69%
Mo.Kau. & Texas 2ds. 60
Mo
Kansas & Texas pfd
Kansas Pacific Consols.
Oregon Nay. lata....110
...

April

7

121%
122
109

110%
108
70
to

MARINE

April

Atchison... 11%
Atchison pfd. 26%
Central Pacific. 12
Ones, a Ohio... 19%
Chicago St Alton.154
uto
do
Chleaao* Burlington S Gulncy 92%
Delaware* Hudson capalCo.lOS
Delaware.Lackawam & Westl44%x-d
Denver. * Rio urande. 10

no

April

7

11%
25%
12

19%
154

95%
10.1

l'i*Ier

J®

Express.jOO
68

42

Ontario.
Paelfie Man.
..*
Sugar common.11 ®/a
Western Union..
Southern Rv pfd.
^
Union i aclfic.

{«..

88
4

NEWS

Lowest

Oakes, Philadelphia—
^Rarque^as H Hanilen.
Stoneware Co. Vessel

wholly

although

distributed and

tojas

coal to Portland
IT Hu mien A Sou.

,,

Soli Apna E J Morse, Crocker, Philadelphia—
coal to Me tint RR.
Sch Portland Packet. Gardiner, Red Beaohplaster to 0 8 » base.
Sch Emma W Day, Crockett, Winterport
Soli lmogene, Dunkin, Rockport—lime to Cox
St Ward.
Cleared.

paid

en route through principal Canadian
cities and Chicago and St. Paul, Minnesota and
Dakota.

2
*

11»

8CVs

Mis. Michael Curtain, Plainfield, 111.,
makes the statement that she caught cold,
which settled on her lungs; she was |
Produce Market.
treated for a month by her lumily physir.oston
cian, but grow worse. Ho told her she
BOSTON. April 8. 1898—Tho following are
was a hopeless victim of consumption and
to-day's quotations of Provisions, etc,.*
that no medicine could ^cure her. Her
FhOUR.
druggist suggested Dr. King’s New Dis5 SOS 5 90.
covery for Consumption; she bought a Soring patents,
4 80S5 50
straight.
ciearlaua
bottle and to her delight lounci herself Spring,
Winter patents. 6 00@5 06.
benefited from first dose. She continued Winter, clear and straight, 4 40g>5 25
its use, and after taking six bottles, Extra and Seconds 00.
found herself sound and well, now does Fine and Supers—.
her own housework and is as well as she
Print Cloth Market.
Free trial bottl s of this Great
ever was.
FALL RIVER, Mass. April 7. 1898.—The
Discovery at H. P. S. Gootd’s Drug Store,
print cotli market is dull at 2 1-lC.
j large bottles 50 cents and $1.00.

Our Free Colonist Sleepers

ONION SAFE DEPOSIT
AKTB

TRUST

MiLIKTS.

*

ALLEN,

Treasurer. M. F.

of Vaults.

A trustworthy iustltutiou never promotes its own growth and
prosperity by seeking to injure or discredit a responsible compe-

MODERN SAFE DEPOSE! VAULT.
ing

of the follow-

PERC1VAL BONNEY.
HENRY P. COX,

LYMAN M. COUSENS,
EDWARD H. WINSLOW,
FRED’K E. BOOTHBY.

FREDERICK ROBIE,
PAYS ON TUCKER,
WILLIAM W. MASON,
ARTHUR L. BATES,

J. FRANK
BION

WILSON,

AUGUSTUS R. WRIGHT,

Maine Crackers and

for Brunswick, AutTaln
gusta, Waterville and Bangor.
Train for Brunswick, Lewiston,
12.50 p. m.
Bath. Augusta, Waterville, and Bangor.
11.00 p.m. Night Express with sleeping cars
for all points.

“PORTLAND” stamped

on

IN POBTLAND.

From Montreal. Quebec, Fabyans. Bridgton.
8.25 a. m.; Lewiston and Mechanic Falls, 8.30
Waterville and Augusta- 8.35 a. m. i
a. m.:
Bangor, and Augusta daily and week days from
Rockland. 12.23 p. m.; Kingfield. Phillips, Farmington. Bemis, Rumford F'alls. Lewiston, 12.30
p. m; Lew i-iou and way stations 3.25 p. m.; St.
John. Bar Harbor. Aroostook County,Moosehead
Lake and Bangor, 5.45 p.m.; Rangeley, Farmington, KumfordFalls, Lewiston. 5.55 p. m.; Chicago
and Montreal and all White Mountain points
8.10 p. m.; daily from Bar Harbor, Bangor,
Bath and Lewiston, 1.40 a. in. dally; Halifax,
St. Johu. BarHarbor, Waterville and Augusta, 3.50 a. m.. except Mondays.
UEO. F. EVANS. General Manager.
F. E. BOOTHBY, G. P.SIL
novl'Mtf
Portland, Nov. 14.1897.

In Effect Nov.

CRACKER.

15, 1897.

DEPARTURES.
and 1.10 1>. M. From Union Station
for Poland, Mechanic F'alls. Bucklleld. Canton, lJlxlield, Rumford Falls.
From
Union
8.30 a. m. 1.10 and 5.15 n. m.
Station for,Meclianic Falls and Intermediate
stations.
1.10 train makes close connections at Rumford F'alls for Bemis and all stations on R. F.
8.30 A. M.

every cracker.

ABSOLUTELY OF THE PUREST MATERIALS

York.

& R. L. it. li.

WISCAS8ET, April 8—Sid, sch Fannie Hodgkins. Coflin, Boston.
ROCKPOilT. A pi »—Ar, sens Jordan i, more,
Dyer, Rockland; Yankee Maid. Clark, do; Antelope, Calderwood, and Hermon F Kimball,
Lane, Boston.

Thron^Si

COUDY

IMgPACHTES.

EXCHANGE

Paper

Portland & Rumford Falls R’y.

_<315t

CORRESPONDENTS.
CLARKS ISLAND, Apl 8—Ar, sch William
from
Boston, to load paving lor New
Churchill,
OUR

a. m.

ARRIVALS

Fancy liiscnits.

TRY OUR “PORTLAND”

HORACE A. HALLETT, [ Assessors.
)
4BIAL M. SMITH.

For Bridgton. Fabyans, Burlington
Lancaster. Quebec, St. Johnsbury, Sherbrooke,
Montreal, Chicago, St. Paul and Minneapolis
and all points west.
3.30 p. m. For Sebago Lake, Cornish,Fryeburg.
a. m.

SUNDAY TRAINS.

MAINET

IN

White Mountain Division.

7.20

dlw

MADE

8.30 a. in. For Danville Jo. (Poland Sprlugs,)
LewMechanic
Falls. Rumford
Falls,
iston, Wlnthrop, Oakland, Readiielu. Waterville. Livermore Falls, Farmington and Philhns.
11.10 a. m. for Gray. New Gloucester, Danville June.. Auburn and Lewiston.
11.20a. m. Expreta lor BruiouvlcK. Bath, Augusta, Waterville. nttsfield. Bangor. Bucksport.
Bar Harbor.,Greenville and Aroostook County,
via B. A A. K. R, lor Iloulton. Woodstock.
St- Stephen, and St. Andrews, via Vaneeboro
and St. John.
1.10 p. in. Mechanic Falls. Rumford
Falls.
Bemis, Danville Jc.. Lewiston, Livermore Palls,
Farmington. Kingtleld. Carrabassel, Phillips
and Rangeley, winthrop, Oakland,
Bingham
Waterville and Skowhegan.
A'j
1.15 o. m. For Freeport. Brunswick.
Rockland and
gusto." Bath.
BoothDay.
Knox
and
alt
the
on
stations
Lincoln flivislon, Waterville, Skowhegan, BelDover and Foxcroft. Greenfast. Hartlaud,
ville, Bangor, Oldtown and Matlawamkeag.
6.10 p.
For Brunswick. Bath.
Lisbon
m.
Falls, Richmond, Gardiner, Augusta and
Waterville.
Now Gloucester,
Danville
6.15 p. m. For
Junction, (Poland Springs), Mechanic Falls,
Auburn and Lewiston.
11.00 p. m. Night Express, every night, for
Brunswick. Batu. Lewiston, Augusta, WaterAroostook
ville, Bangor, Moosehead Lake,
county via Old Town. Bar Haroor, Bucksport
St.
John and
St. Stephen, St.
Andrews.
Aroostook County via Vaneeboro, Halifax and
the Provinces. The Saturday night train does
not run to Belfast, Dexter. Dover and Foxcroft
or beyond
Bangor. Sleeping cars to St John.

Bridgion. North Conway. P'abyans. i.Lanoaater,
Lunennurg. st. Johusbury, Newport, Bherbrook, Montreal and Toronto.

uauun.

rmi/ir u.

Ir effect Nov. ll. hot.
Trains leave Portland as follows:
7.00 a.m. For Brunswick. Bath, Rockland,
Augusta. Waterville. ftknwhegan. Lisbon Fails.
Lewiston via Brunswick, Belfast, Bangor and

8.45

RUSSELL D. WOODMAN,
EDW ARD C. REYNOLDS,
JOSEPH C. HOLMAN,
THEODORE C. WOODBURY,

LANG,

HERBERT L. SHEPHERD,

apr4

Seh Addle JordaD, Emerson, Glen Cove—Port- Assessors’ office on application.
land Cooperage Co.
no case where the Assessors have
Sch Maggie Ellen. Littlejohn. Providence— been put to the disagreeable necessity of
Portland Stoneware Co.
a
doom will the possession of govmaking
Sch Railroad, Simmons. Friendship —J H ernment bonds or deposits In the savings
banks be allowed as a plea in mitigation of
sch Addle Fuller, Small, Maclitas,
such doom.

mar3j

composed

FEED E.
FRED N.

RICHARDS,
DOW,
JOSIAH H. DRUMMOND,

Coast.
For tickets, reservation of space in sleepers,
r/,arlGUtf
etc., apply to company’s agents.

Bucksport.

KING, Manager

This company’s Board of Directors is
well known business men:

Klondike and Yukon Gold

Fields will l»e accommodated in these Free
Sleepers as for as Chicago or St. Paul, where
similar sleepers can be bad to the Pacific

MAINE CENTRAL II. R.

FRED E. RICHARDS, President.
FRANK E.

Portland, Me., Montreal and Toronto to WinniFit K1.
COLONIST SLEEPERS will
Portland* very Monday at 6 p. m.. and an
.iditioiial Free Colonist Sleeper will leave
Montreal every Tuesday at 10.25 p. m., compeg.
leave

March 7tli.
poiiseneers for the

COMPANY,

POR.TLAKT33,

For families and others going west are a

special convenience, and passengers may bring
their own bedding, or may purchase It at cost
price at Montreal or Toronto stations. These
sleeping cars will go through qtffhout change,

mencing

Union Mutual Building,

over.

application

Shortest,

passing

Persons Doomed.
And any person who neglects to comply
With this notice will be Doomed to a tax according to the laws of the State and be
to
barred of the right to make
the Assessors or County Commissioners for
shows
his
unless
he
of
abatement
taxes,
any
that lip was nnabie to offer such lists within
the time hereby appointed.
Blank schedules will be furnished at the

Rates,

Quickest and most popular Route,

Assessors’ Notice.

FRIDAY, April 8.
Arrived.
Steamship Loapgp, (Br) Oweu, Bristol, E—
mdse to Elder, Dempster & Co.
steamship Manitoban, (Bn Braes, Glasgow- same.
mdse to H & A Allan.
Estates Distributed.
Steamer Maverick, EuDelll, Bayonne. NJ, with
oil to Standard Oil Cd.
And when estates of
persons deceased
York—
New
Bennett.
Steamship Manhattan, B
have been divided during the past year, or
Coyle.
passengers and mdse to J
have changed hands from any cause, the
Boston
lor
Steamer Cumberland, Thompson,
executor, administrator or other persons inEastport and St John. NB.
terested, aie hereby warned to give notice
Steamer Salacia, Oliver. Boothbay Harbor and of such
change, and in default of such notice
W iscstsset.
will be held under the law to pay the tax
Bristol
and
South
Steamer Enterprise, Race,
such estate has been
assessed

Sleeping Gars

Canadian Northwest

The Assessors of the City of Portland
hereby give notice to all persons liable to

taxation in said city, that they will be in
session every secular day, from the first to
the flfteentn day of April, Inclusive, at their
room in
City Hall, from nine to twelve
o’clock in the forenoon and from two to
four o’clock in the afternoon,for the purpose
of receiving lists of the polls and estates
taxable in said city.

Lines..

-AND-

titor.
The abundant patronage enjoyed by this company is attributable to the fact that its vaults are of the most modern construction, affording absolute safety against fire or burglary; its coupon
Spoken.
committee rooms and waiting rooms are large and convenMarch 15, lat 22 20 N, Ioni42 50 W, barque rooms,
Agate, Siittis. from New York for Sau Francisco
never dark and always well ventilated.
ient,
and Copper Kiver.
Parties desiring boxes for the safe keeping of securities and
CITY of PORTLAND, ME. valnabie articles are cordially invited to visit and examine the
system and appointments of a really perfectly constructed

Administrators, Executors, Trustees, Etc.
And all persons are hereby notified to
make and bring to said Assessors true and
perfect lists of all their poll& and estates,
real or personal, or held by them as guardian, executor, administrator and trustee or
otherwise, on the first day of April, 1898, and
be prepared to^make oatli to the truth of the

PORT OF PORTLAND.

FROM

8.

00

SAILED—Steamers Metnnon, Annandale. and
Maverick; aclis Mattie J Alles. Maggie Ellen,
and Addie Jordan.

C osmg quotations ot stocks:

S. Express.

rises.10 161 Height.0 0—

Sabine Pass.

other

WINNIPEG

Slil Moh 23, sch Asa T Stowell, Kelley, for
Pascagoula.
Sid fin Lonisburg. CB, about 3d inst, sch Wm
B Palmer. McDonald, Portland.
Cldat St John, NB, 7th, sch Cora L, McGiivery, Boston.

^CkfVtli.
and sailed.

—

Peoples Gas.
rtoir.estake.

MINIATURE ALMANAC .APRIL 9.

subsets3:-.:::'.':

C'OKN

April

Drlsko,

■Ey Telegraph.'
; APRIL 8,1698
Cotton market to-uay
VEW YORK—The
closed very dull; middling uplands 6 3-16; do
gulf at 6 7-16c; sales 800 Dales.
CHARLESTON—The Cotton markei to-day
wan steady; Middling Btysc.
GALVESTON—Cotton market today was
steady; middling 61* c.
MEMPHIS—Tlie Cotton market to-dav was
•
steady; middlings 5 9-10C.
NEW ORLEANS—The Cotton! market to-aay
was steady: middling 6 9-ICc.
MOBILE—The Cotton market to-day was
quiet; middling 61*c.
SAVANNAH—The Cotton market to-day was
quiet; middling S 9-16._

same as

-TO-

bush^exports

_

the

Free Colonist

Itockport.
JACKSONVILLE —Ar 7th,

sch Penobscot,
Pudge, New York
LYNN—SHI 7th. sch ,! Henry Edmunds, for
mills cdea =,
mlty
80,«6
4
6 00; winter patents
Keiinebee and Ocean Oltv.
at 6 EO<v.) 05; winter straits 4 6o@4 VVJ";
( Id 7til, sell Edw
10.61 »a
W Perry. Nickerson. Kennepats o 10*36 40: winter extras a OeA■abec and Ocean
&
City.
bakers 4 25&4 45; winter low grades
NORFOLK—Ar utli, sch Marla O Teel, Joliufob son. Boston.
'■'fivefirm—No 2 Western at 68%®59c
Kid 7th, schs Alice It Clark, and Sarah C
afloat to arrive.
182,8.4 Hopes, for Portland.
Wheat—reoelptslll.000 bush'.exports
NEW LONDON-Ar 7th, schs Charlotte 1
ti'rsli
40.000
fnttires
bush: sales 778.000 lu sh;
Sibley, Coombs, Jacksonville; Freddie W Alton,
no- be
spot; spot ilrm; outport trade stood;
1 Northern Gnuiage, TUomaston lor New York.
f o b afloat New York at V 04%; No
Slu 7ik,
Cornelius Soule, lor Hurricane
Duluth l lOfob afloat toarrive;No l naru Du- Island and schs
New York.
luth 1 10A/ji to arrive.
,.o .,0 .eK
PHILADELPHIA-Ar
179.4F5
7th, sell F T Luptou,
Corn—receipts 2t«.7£0
hush Kennebec.
bus; sales 155,000 bilsh; futures lOO.oov
Old
7th.
schs
John I) Paige, Haley, Hallowell:
anoai.
spot; spot flrnx; No 2 at 3<*Avc Cob
Chas M Patersuh, Tunnell, Boston.
Oats—receipts g6,4oo bush: export a emoii
lteeay
island-Passed down 7th, sell R D
bush; sales 45u,000 bush; futures .000 bush, Spear, for
NOJ
Jacksonville.
T
,,
spot firm; No 2 at 30s/* c; No 3 at 30 AC:,
Marcus
Hook—Passed down 7th, sell John D
white32V20; No3 white—; track white
Paige, for Hallowell.
33c.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 7th. schs Georgietta, tin
Mess
Beef firm; Iamily —; city extra India
Sullivan; .las I, Maloy, Gardiner.
SAN FRANCISCO—Kid 7th. ship America.
i.ard firm: Western steam 6 60.
Harding, Chignik.
Pork steady; mess —,
SABINE PASS—Sid 3d, sch Clara A Phinney,
iacButter linn: Western creamy atl7@f4C.
Bhinm?v,
t7:icoalcos
acid
dairy
tory do 12Vy®16c; Elgius 22c: state
SAVAnNaH-CM 7ih, sch Annie T Bailey,
SjcOcidocrem 17®:2e.
n
Gifford,
Philadelphia.
small
c,
Cheese steady—:arge wuite 7 Vs 0,7%
S rON I NGTON—Ar 7th, sell Nellie F Sawyer,
white »a»Vtc,
was
Willard. Portland, to load for New York.
Wes
Eggs firm; State and Penn lOOlOyaC,
SALEM—SHI 7th. sch Reuben Eastman, Pllil
terndresh i.t lOVic.
brook, Hoboken; D S Lawrence, Wentworth,
tree
Tallow dulljclty 3% ; country, packages
Boston for Lung Island; Nellie Eaton, Morrison. New York for Calais.
3%®.
Petroleum dull.
Sid 7th. schs Glenullen. Mitchell, from New
RoBin steady.
Haven for Tnomaston; Lady Antrim, Sweet.
Molasses steady.
Cottage city lor do; Sami c Hart. Eaton. South
Sulrlts Turpnentlne quiet. 1
Ambov for Freeport; Grace Webster, Harvey,
Freights Arm, quiet.
Edgewater for Bangor.
Ar Ttli sens MOV Langdon, Boston for PortsCHICAGO—Cash quotations;
mouth;
Fannie A iiiilth, do lor Beliast; Leona,
Flour steady.
2
(lo for RaH«»
Wheat—No 3 spring wheat 90®90%os No
Oats
30.
V
2
at
IN
KYil
Oi.
Corn—No
ltD-H AV EN—Ar 7th.schs Andrew
1
Red at
0.:%®l
—No 2 at 25% c; No2whitefob at—e:No3 Nevinger. Nurlolk tor Boston; Ada Autos, Port
Bariev
2
No
Johnson
2
for
No
at
Portland; Ira Bliss. Koudoutfor
61V*c:
White fob —c;
rye
fob30®45' No 1 Flaxseed at 1 20v. Prime Portsmouth; .las Young. Baltimore lor Tho9
80
at
Moss
maston;
2
89.
seed
at
75»2
pork
Funny Flint, Weehawken lor Bangor;
Timothy
Sarah Quinn. Itaritan for Boston.
St John. NB43A
Passed
schs Hattie IS Kin
salted
meats—shoulders
35.
7th,
at 5 06@5
Dry
(^4% ; short clear sides at 6 36^5 4b. ll®'i-c. lor New York; Young Brothers,Bath lor Wash
ington.
dairy
Butter firm; eremry 15@2lc;
Ar 8ih, sells T W Dunn. Apalachicola lor BosCheese quiet at
Eggs steady; irosh
ton; Douglass Haynes, Gardiner for o;deis;
9 lA c.
Swan’s Island lor New York.
Receipts-Flour. 6.000 Mils; wheat 89,000 S 0SidTrvon,sens
8th.
K G Whilden. Fred C Holden,
bus; corn 2'7,000 bush: oats 162.000 bush;
Addie Sawyer, Ada Ames. I awrence Haines,
bush.
17.000
8.000
barley
bush;
rye
and
Jas
224,000
Young.
5; Shipments—Flour 16,000 bbls;wl>eat
J French, Boston for
bush; corn 961,000 bush; oats 647,000 bush; a Passed 8tb. sells Elvira
coal port; Clara Jane. Calais lor New Bedford
rye 0,000 bush;barley 19.000 bush.
at
TOLEDO—Wheat—No 2 cash 98Vic; May
Foreign Port*.
98c.
At at St Lucia Otli Inst, sch Clara Goodwin,
Corn—No 2 mixed at SOVic.
Piukhani, Norfolk.
Oats dull—No 2 mixed 27c. 1
Ar at Cienfuegos 4th inst, sch Henry J Smith,
Rve—No 2 at 6tc.
Adams,
Philadelphia.
cash
—.
Cloverseed—prime
Ar at Vera Cruz Mcii 28, sch Elwood H Smith
Cotton Markets.

JThursdav’s quotations,

(148
10
The funeral services of Mrs. Mary D.
Vs
1 y%
Erie.new.12
the
residence
of
at
her
held
Garland were
S3
S3
.io 1st prefer
O.
of
this
Mr.
Durgln
George
nephew,
99
Illinois Central. 99
citron Monday the fourth instant, Rev. Lake Erie* West.. 13%
18%
178
Leroy S. Bean officiating. Mrs. Garland Lake Shore.178
of
and
6Q
ago
Louis & Nash. 49%,
was nearly ninety-live years
98
usually had enjoyed good health. She was Manhattan Elevated. 074Va
4
erect as a Mexican Central.
even at this age almost as
102
Michigan
Central.102
was
much
Young person,' and no faculty
23Va
unless do- Minn* St Louis. 23
80
impaired. She was not content
Minn & St Louis ot. 73
265/s
ing some light work about the home, and Missouri lEacific. 26%
92
thus she constantly was filling some use- New Jersey Central.. 91%
111%
1107/s
ful place. Each day she read the import- New YorkCentrai.
12
and
12
St
Louis
some
tho
of
New|York.
Chicago*
porpapers
ant portions
63
63
do pf
tions of a helpful book usually of a re- Northern
23%
23
com
Pacific
In this way she was
ligious character.
G'iVs
do
do
pfd. 6i%
116
well informed on the topics of the day Northwestern.118%
converse about them.
to
172%
and was pleased
do
nfd...172 Va
Her character was of the sturdy Christian Ont & Western. 14%
1i/s
16%
Beaamt. 16%
85%
early home was at Barnstead, N. Rock Island. 85%
89%
when she also lived with her husband, St Pahl. 89%
H
1<8
• do bfd.141%
Mr. Richard Garland, until his death,
‘0
**
Omaha.
lor the last ten years her home has been St-Paul
Her Jast
130
in this city with her nephew.
3 Paul. Minn. S JViann.130
id
sickness, wras a brief attack of penumonia, Texas Pacific. !(>
morn- Onion racifi
o2 Vs
D2%
death
Saturday
her
early
causing
pfd..
The remains v. abash6%
«%
ing, the second instant.
15%
and services
ao prfd..... 1»^
Barnstead,
were taken to
f Mama.YE
Boston
church
the
.3
1“2
in
Congregational
were held
88
New York&New England pfd. 88
with which Mrs. Garland had united in Old Colonv.
1"®
The remains
her young womanhood.
Adamsi
were interred at Barnstead.
American. ..“®

Remarkable Rescue.

Tim

RAILKOA1JS.

|

MISCELLANEOUS.

..

PortURii

(Bangor Nows.)

,Bj.Teiegrapn.A];ril8i898>
market—-receipts

I

MISCELLANEOUS.

Sid, 8111,1 sells W It PeWitt. Boston; Ethel F
Merrunan, Boston for Kocknnrr
7^. 8el1 Fannie L Child,

..

if

GETTING THE GUARD READY.

vnpr

JVlArKets.

8K2ri3Vbbl,fexp"orisM.21ly bbis;

The sailors along the coast of Eastern
over
Maine ara looking rather gloomy
flaiiroaa neceipr*.
the summer’s prospects. Usually at this
season they are engaged for the big yachts
PORTLAND, April 8.
has
war
Maine Central K. K.—Foi i'ur
but
the
season
by
for the
pending
ni 142 ears miscellaneous merchandise; lor
caused yacht owners to delay. Many of
uuuecuuK roads 108 cars..
the big yachts which helped to make Bar
Harbor
lively in summer have been
exports.
bought by tho government or have been
Avonmouth Dock. Steamship Memnon—98.80
offered by their owners for service, and
do oats 66.897 do wheat
bush
being en- 236 csbuck\vheat87,866
in consequence no sailors are
bacon z6 bbls ashes 56 bales leather 103
gaged. Xu Deer Islo, the home of the bbls pples 643 bales hay 198 cattle 999 boxes
best sailors in the country, the war ques- 30U0 pis lard 13,731 sacks flour 200 do groats.
tion has caused the sailors to despair of
settled
the war question is not quickly
there will he no pleasure yachts afloat in
American waters next summer.

Domestic

ato-w

iff--

c.:

and

common

active; lambs 4 60®
UO for unshorn.
5 00 ior shorn; 5 10*5

leading Markets.

Portland market—cut loaf 7t confetion ia y
puiycrlsed 6o; powered, 6c; granuiaieu
COlfee crushed 6c : yellow 4“-.
bVa

KO YACIITS TO MAN.

defend

erHo«-refe1p'°'20,00() ifalriv active;

'“s'neep-recelp^OOO;

Capt. Milan of the Mt. Desert rock
lighthouse, that lono acre of rock GO miles

to

M«n»

CHICAGO. April 8. 1898.—Cattle-rccem's
beef steers 4 40 5 10;
2 000 good demand;
Ted Western at 4 00®* 60; stoclters and feedf

Governor.

disease.

-Spring

General

FINANCIAL ANBC9MERC1AL

out

says Professor
kill fewer peopie than diseases
In health these organ#
of the kidneys.
relieve the system of all poisonous material and disit
ci h a r g e
the
through
disIf
urine.
eased the poison remains in

••Wars

Munyon,

—Adjutant

mcBCO lave mock

<

MISCELLANEOUS.

AprS

Sid fin Liverpool 7tb, steamer Numldian, for

KENT.

&

Ticlcnis on Sale.

R. C. BRADFORD, Txafflc Manager.
Portland, Maine.
E. L. LOVE JOY, Superintendent.
Fails. Maine.
Rumford
dtf
jel8

*{^_

__

STEAMERS.

Portland.!

Pernambuco 5th Inst, soli Herald.Keyes,
New York, to load for Delaware Breakwater.
Ar at Barbados 4th iust, sell Andrew Adams.
Ar nt

Tibbetts, New York.

| QUALITY
I BRAINS
1 SKILL

Memoranda.

Vineyard-Haven, April 6—Scb Acara. from
Spencer’s Island, NS. for New York, arrived
here to-day and reports, when oil Handkerchief
of Apl 4th, was run into by a lumShoal,
ber loaded schr and bad mainsail badly torn.
The other vessel lost jibboom.

night

Domestic Ports.

I

NEW YORK—Ar 7th, schs Blanch H King,
Bennett, Brunswick; Meuawa, Pendleton, Providence.
Ar

ville.

8th, sell Lucia Porter, Farrow, Jackson-

8th, schs Leila Smith, Inagua: Cornelia
Soule, Hurricane Island; Joe, from Millbriogo;
Lena White, Rockland; Vineyard, Two Rivera;

Making.

in

gj"

In Prices.

Jc

4re combinations in isi .rii grade

£

SOW OFFERED ILY

....

A. F. HILL

,r

New York lor Salem.

500

|

...

BOSTON—Ar 7th, sell Millvills, Smith, from

HAr

8tb. sch Fred Gower, Sargent. PhiladelMabel E Qoss. Greens
phia; Omaha. Orland;
landing- Annie L Wilder, Silas Me Loon, and
Ripley from Rockport; Josie Hook, Bangor.
Cld Stb, schs David P Davis, Davis, Kennebec
*nul Washington; Win B Herrick, do do.
Sld Sth. scli Ada J Campbell, Beaks Island

ftI(?l<.f'8Ui,

scb

Win B Herrick, Kelley, Rock-

W°RttUNSWlCK—Ar

7th. sch Joseph W Haw-

thorn Hollses, Boston.
Sid 7th. sell (ieorgio

L Drake, Skollleid, for

7tli, scu
^BALTIMORE—Cld
Fossett, Weymouth.

CO.,

Street.

I
^

|

From

Wednesday and Saturday.
PiiilattpliU every Welnesday and
Saturday.

From Central Wharf, Boston, 3 p. in. From
InPine street Wharf. Philadelphia, at 3 p. m.
surance one-half the rate of sailing vessels.
Freights for the West by the Pena R. K. and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of
commission.
Bound Trip *18.00.
i'assaga $10.00.
Meals and room Included.
or
For freight
passage apply to F. P. WING.
Agent, Central Wharf, Boston.
Treasurer and General
B.
SAMPSON.
K.
Manager, 80 State St, Kiske Building, Boston,
M assoemdtf

%

MKMMWMWMMWMwIl

Calvin F Baker. Megatlilin, Ken^c'l'd Tth?sells
and Baltimore; Fortuna, Chase, do and

nebec

New York; Win Churchill, Barker. Clarks Harbor and do; Ada J Campbell, Sullivan, 1 oaks
Island and do; Loduskia, liellatty, Constable

&

Congress

DIKECT STEAMSHIP USE.

From Boston every

CLOTHING

Mabel Hall. Rockland.
Cld 7t!i, ship GovRoble, Colcord, Hong Kong;
sch Sarah Potter, Fernandlna.
Sid 6th, ship Chas E Moody, for Philadelphia;
haique Antioch, do; sch John S Beacham, for
Richmond.
Passed Hell Gate 7th, sch \\ alter M Young,

^

Designing,

in

MATCHLESS

Ar

Trimmings.

in Materials and

-----I

DR. MOTT’S

^LXji-aLJSXSL^L.

MAINE STEAMSHIP CO.

No Uncertainty.
Electrical
Some well known Mining and
Engineers owning very valuable mining proper-

LONG ISLAND SOUND BY DAYLIGHT.

No Prospecting.

have incorporated a company lo work
claims in the Sunrise district of Alaska.
They
ho robust amt steady men with S50U
want
now
each to go with them to share equally in ihe
Machinery that can
proceeds from Hydraulic
Each man gets his
do the work of 300 men.
outfit
and house to live
passage, food, mining
in. The Company are offering a small quantity
on
cents
the
50
at
stock
$1. which gives
of their
tlie public lhat cannot go to Alaska a good
in
the
of
enterprise.
sharing
chance
Tlie Treasurer of tlie company is a well
known Trust Company.
Write or call for particulars and prospectus to
DANFOUTH BLOCK, OS EX16
SHAW.
CHANGE ST.. PORTLAND. ME., or to
3!io EQUITABLE BUILD&
00..
ABRAMS
ties

The only safe, sure and
reliable Female Pill ever
offered to Ladies. Especially recommended to
married Ladies. Ask for

MOTT’S
Henry H Chamberlain.
key
U,i 7th. sclis Augustus Welt, Sprout,
West; Wm J Lemiond. liupper, Sabine Pass.
and take no other. Send fob circular.
BATH—Ar 8th, sens Colin C Baker. Boston; Price
SI 00 per box, 0 boxes for S5-00.
Fortuna. and Everett Webster, do.
Sid 8th. sch Maggie Hurley, Rockland.
CHEMICAL CO.. Cleveland. Ohia
DP.
MOTT'S
BOOTHBAY—Ar 8th, schs Lady Antrim,New
For sale at H. F. S. Goold's drug Store.
York; Leading Breeze. Portsmouth.

PENNYROYAL PSLLS
IDK.

ING, BOSTON, .MASS.

aprSdSt*

New York Direct Line.
three trips pjer week. Daily Einc, Sundays Excepted.
Steamships Manhattan and John JEnjzlU
THlt NEW AND PALATIAL STKAMBHB
alternately leave Franklin whart Tuesdays.
Thursdays and Saturdays at c i>. in., for is gw
Pier
East
iieav'o
:>d,
York direct. Feturmng,
Kiver, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at
5 D. 111.
alternately leave Feanki.tn Wharf. PortThese steamers are superbly fitted and fur- land, every Evening at7o’ciook, arriving In
travel and afford the most

STATE AND PORTLAND,

nished tor passenger
between
convenient and comfortable route
Portland ami New York.
Pare, one way, §4.oe; round trip, §6.01).
Merchants’ and Buyers’ round trip tickets,
miller regulations of Merchants Association of
N. Y.,onfy §5.00.
J. F. LISCO.MB.Guueral Agent,
ocudtl
j. B. COYJ.ii,. Treasurer.

season

for

connection with earliest tra .ns for

points beyond.
Through tickets

for Providence, Lowell,
Worcester, New York, etc.
Returning leave India Wharf. Boston, every
Evening
B at 7 o’clock.
J. B. COYLE, ManagerJ. E. LISCOMB, Gen. A£k
Sept. 1.1381

TEE

PRESS.

ENGINEER OFF.CEF.S SAWING

WOOD.

They Are Saving Little But Are Preparing
N K \V

Al>VEKTISlflflll£2iX8 TODAY.

Owen. Moore & Co.

Oi IKSdJ

J. It. Libby Co.
Lastm.m bros. & lianoroit—2.
\V. i„ Wilson & Co.
J. E. Palmer.
Puritan Bicycle Factory.
Will IL.Goodwin & Co.

Manufacturers’ Syndicate.
City of Portland.
It. S. Davis.
Center & McDowell.
M st'dnert & Sons Co.
N. M. Perkins & Co.
Wood, Pollard ds Co.
The U. d. Fidelity & Guaranty Co.
Kxeeut >r’s Notice.

John P. Lovell Arms Co.
Executiix’s Notfce.
AMUSEMENTS.
Lecture—Mary Seldon McCobb.
New Wants. To Let. For ta>, Lost. Found
and similar advertisements wol be found under
their appropriate heads on page (i.

BRIEF JOTTINGS.
Rev. A. T. lJun~D. D., will speak at
the women’s meeting, Sunday afternoon
at 4.30, at the Young Women’s Christian
women are cordially
All
Association.
invited.
Do not forget the meeting of the Equal
Suffrage club at 10 Mellen street, this
A full attendance is
afternoon at 3.30.
earnestly desired.
An interesting programme has been ar-

ranged for the men’s meeting Sunday
afternoon at 4.30 o’clock, at the Y. M. C.
A., in Congress square. Musio will be
furnished by Dr. II. M. Nickerson and
Miss Ida K. Tarbox.
The First Universalist Sunday-school,
assisted by the choir, will give an Easter
A solo
concert, Sunday evening a 7.30.
will be rendered by Miss Twigg.
;Rer. T. J. Campbell, pastor of Alliance church. Manchester, N.
H., will
spaak on Sunday at the Church Emanuel
at 3 and 7.30 p. m.
A true picture of Havana harbor, taken
considerable
some years ago, attracts
attention in the store window of Centre
& McDowell, at 539 Congress street.
Farmer
McLaughlin of Scarboro will
hold forth from the Mystio hall tribune
His subject
tomorrow morning at 10.45.
will be Glorious War; and what it means
to the farmers and wealth producers of
the country.
There are vancancies in several of the
batteries of artillery scattered along the
ooast and enlistments are in order for the
right kind of men.

PERSONAL.
Dr. A. V. Thompson is eonflned to
his room with a fractured rib.
TT_t_TI.Aof

r_

DokliiiM-f-on

in the city yesterday.
Commissioner Feinald says that he shall
not appoint Mr. Staples’s successor until
next week.
ALLEN & COMPANY.
Allen & Company announce the newest
and best styles in light suits and overcoats, light neokwear and spring gloves.
Have you seen their stock? It is now on
exhibition.
CIVIL SERVICE EXAMINATION.
Civil
Service Commission announces that on April 25, 1898, an examination wiil be held at Washington, D.
C., Portland, Me., and other places where
it has boards of examiners, to establish a
register from which selection may he
made to fill vacancies in the position of
Acting Assistant Surgeon at Mobile,
All., Charleston, S. C., .and Portland,
Me., at a salary of *100, $50 and $100 each
j;er month, respectively.
Persons desiring to enter this examine
C-m should at once write to the Civil tierv^o Commission at Washington. D. C.,
lor the Manual, aud application blanks,
which should he properly executed and
prompt!y lorwarded to the Commission.
Planks may also be obtained of the secrerary of tho Hoard of Examiners at the
port office.
The

MONDAY

EASTER

BALL.

you aro going to the Easter
Monday ball this year; you would not
think of missing it! No, and no one else
would mist it if he really enjoyed a good
time. And what a timel Did you ever
hear anybody say that he did not have a
good time at tho Easter Monday ball. No
who
of
conrse
you didn’t. Anyone
knows what a good evening’s entertain
ment is will tell you that there i8 only
have a thoroughly
one place and time to
good time, and tiiat is at the Easter
Monday ball.
Of

course

Is Portland suffering from a
in the
A question answered

scare?
Portland

war

Sunday Times.
OFFICERS

OF

ABYSSINIAN

CHURCH.
annual meeting of the Abyssinian
Congregational church was held Thursday night. The usual appropriations were
officers were
made and the following
elected:
Clerk—L. A. Henston.
Treasurer—Thomas H. Brown.
Auditor—R. E. Eastman.
Assessors—Thomas H. Brown, J. Langill, C. Spencer.
Finance Committee—Thos. H. Brown,
James Langill, Francis E. Houston, M.
J. Harris, E. Love.
Treasurer of Benevolences—Mrs. C. H.
Smith.
Sunday School Superintendent—Robert
Matthews.
Secretary—A lice M. Love.
Treasurer—Mrs Cornelius Harris.
The

iji

|1
1

y

THE
A

List of

For the Worst.

Persons

NEW

SERVICE.

C.VIL

Eligible

to

The following men have passed the
the government officors settle
aotive prepa- civil service examination, with tho ranks
down to work uud begin
rations to put the country on a firm set opposite their names, and aro eligible
foundation for defense, they don't com- for appointment to positions of clerk, inmence operations by hiring a brass band.
spector, &c., in the Portland Custom
What they do is done quietly, but it is house:
First Grade—John D Kimmond, Cumdone quickly and effectively. The offiberland Mills, 91.29; Edmund J. Young,
cers of the United States engineers in this
Portland, 90.38; Alfred id. Bradford, Bidcity do not cover themselves with brass deford, 88.44; George W. Rounds, Bridgbuttons and gold lace or emulate in any ton, 81.67; Herbert W. Edson, Portland,
manner the ‘‘tin soldiers” of the “Milk 81.13; Howard H. Trefethen, Portland,
Robert E. Soule, Freeport, 79.79;
Just now 80.54;
White Flag organizations.”
Winfield
S. Greene,
79.23;
Portland,
these officers are up to their ears in work. William H. Winslow,
Portland, 77.4';
Maine
Albert
of
the
K.
Brewster. South Portland,
On
them resls the safety
Elmer E. Willard, Mercer, 75.52;
coast and they have a great deal to do to 70.25;
.Judson B. Dunbar. Portland, 75.33; Geo.
put this coast in a state of defense. Ma- E. Kimball, Portland, 74.03; James A.
John A. S.
jor Hoxie and the other officers associated Trott, Portland, 73.25;
with him are hustlers, to use a “west- Thorne. Portland, 73.00; Leroy H. Rand,
William W.
ern” term, and if all they have done in Cumberland Mills, 73.04;
Sylvester D
the past four or five weeks could bo print- Poole, Portland, 71.03;
Windham
Centre. 71.50; Robe t
ed it would make some interesting read- Faulkner,
ing. Hut Major Hoxie and his associates H. Audorson, Portland, 70.04.
Third Grade. Boatmen—Geo. M. Lord,
are not seeking notoriety. They are simply doing their duty and making little fuss Portland, 80.80; James L. Orr, Bailey’s
men Major Island, 85.00; Granville S. Farrell, PortTo newspaper
about it.
Hoxie and the officials in his office are land, 83.40; George Dyer, South Portland,
courteous and kind, but they have noth- 77.20. Watchmen. Charles F. Hutchinson,
ing to say. They do not want some of Portland, SI.20; John J. W'ard, Portland,
th- things'they are doing to become pub- 79.20.
lic and are frank to say so, but in makANOTHER SCHOOLHOUSE.
ing this plain to newspaper callers they
are so mild of manner aud so kind about
a
little
man
feels
a newspaper
it that
Must Take the Place of the Monument
guiliy to think he should over dare to inStreet.
trude upon them just at this time when
their every moment in precious.
A recent inspection of tho Monument
Maine is fortunate in having such an
experienced officer as Ma or Hoxie hero street schoolhouse, it is said, shows that
to
superintend its defenses in a case of it is in worse condition than had been
He has n glected no part of the
war.
Tho air is vitiated with foul
Maine coast and in that quiet business supposed.
like manner he is going ahead and put- odors and
it is impossible to remedy
ting our towns and cities in condition this defect. It is thought unwise to postfor defense without the people who repone any longer a thorough remodelling
in them knowing what is
side
being of
To tear out tho whole
this building.
done.
leave nothing standing hut the
In Portland there has been an immense inside,
brick walls, deepen the cellar and put in
work done in the past few
amount of
well arranged rooms will cost
new and
days in a quiet way. The other night from $8000 to $10,000, and the city govten experienced men from the engineer
ernment will be asked to
do this the
corps arrived here to aid the government
so that tho building
officers in mining the harbor. These men coming summer,
bo ready for school early in the fall.
have not been idle during the past few may
This will not interfere with the proposed
days, but what they have accomplished it new schoolhouse to accommodate the pui« difficult to learn.
Major Hoxie's emerpils of tho northerly sections of wards 5
gency corps, comprising men in this city and 6. An
appropriation will be asked
work in the aid of
to
to
who are ready
"go
for a
schoolhouse to replace the Park
the government at a moment’s warning,
street building, but where such a new
is now fully organized and may be called
building can best be located is a matter
any time. U. W. T. Uoding, that has not
upon at
yet been fully discussed.
the Casco-Bay line, is the
manager of
of the marine department of this
head
FOR
INSANITY.
He has enlisted 80 men wiio are
corps.
experienced in the handling of boats of
who know the bottom of Mrs, Mary A. McAvoy Held by Judge
all kinos and
thh
harbor and its approaches like a
Kobinson.
book. He has at his command every tow
boat, steamboat and lighter in the harbor
and knows just where to get them in the
On Thursday night the police made a
least
possible time wnen tney are ueeu- call at the residence of Mary A. McAvoy,
half an hour he Is prepared to
In
ed.
5 Carey lane, and arrested that woman at
placo at the service ot the United State*
engineers a lighter, a tow boat and seven the instance of a member of the family.
all properly manned and It seems.that the woman who, during the
tow
boats,
equipped for putting down mines in the last five years, has been subject to tits of
channels of the harbor. Everything is in
and effective work insanity, experienced one of these violent
readiness for quick
and the men who have signed the docu- spells on Sunday evening when she started
ment* which place them at the disposal out to make life miserable for her own
of the government in this trying time are daughter. Annoyod by something that
serve with- did not please her, the mother assaulted
volunteers who promise to
her daughter and bit her severely in the
out pay.
The injury was not
regarded as
Mr. Abner Raymond of the Consolidat- arm.
serious until Thursday when the daughis
the
head
ed
Electrio Light company
division of this corps. ter, who is employed at the Globe Steam
of the electrical
at laundry on Temple street, felt her arm
For
the last throe days he has been
und more sore and was
work with two experienced linesmen at becoming m<5re
obliged to return home. The daughter is
oris
His
division
Portland Head.
fully
ganized and ready for business anywhere 19 years of age.
Mrs. McAvoy
was taken before the
they may be needed. When it conies to
mining the harbor, Mr. Raymond will municipal court at yesterday morning’s
the
of assault having been
his
it
and
do
with
session,
charge
have a great deal to
Tho court, howdivision will he of tho greatest service to made out against her.
ever, desired more time in which to inthe government.
and
the
adjourned
h03ring unMr. Frederick J. llsley has secured for vestigate
Bail was fixed in
the engineer division of this emergency till Monday morning.
the sum of $100 but the sureties were not
corps, contractors, bridge builders, engifurnished and the respondent was comneers, masons, carpenters and all manner
of men and appliances which may he use- mitted to jail.
hour’s
halt
an
In
if
are
ful
they
required.
OBITUARY.
time Mr. llsley could have an effective
hand to build earth
force of men at
works, railroads, bridges or wharves or
DR. MILLS D. WOODWARD.
might be required of
anything which
them.
Dr. Mills D. Woodward, for nearly a
The mechanical division has also been
quarter of a century a dentist in Detroit,
thoroughly well organized, but it is not Mich., died Tuesday night at his resiknown who is in charge of it.
tho corner of Brush and Adedence at
laide street, in that city, after an illness
ALONG THE WATER FRONT.
Dr. Woodward
four months.
of about
The new steam yacht of Mr. Lincoln C. was born in Portland in 18fo, and went
In 1802 he en24
at
Detroit
launched
to
will
De
years
ago.
today
Cummings
Leak’s wharf. She is 01 feet long, 10 1-2 listed in Co. F, 17th U. S. Infantry and
She has served through the rest of the war, comand six feet deep.
feet beam
He had saved enough
compound engines and can run 12 miles ing out a captain.
an
hour or perhaps a little better. She money during the three years to enable
was
designed by Mr. Cummings and him to begin the study of denlstry and
The engines were he began to practice soon after. When he
built by N. A. Jacobs.
constructed by H. R. Stlckney. She will went to Detroit he opened an office at
bo called the Clara and will bo a great the corner of Catherine and Gratiot avewas located there for 10 years,
fleet of the Portland nue, and
addition to
the
when he removed his office to his resiYacht club.
and
and
steamers
there had it until ho retired
All tho tow boats
fhad dence,
their flags at half mast yesterday out of some time ago from active practice. He
respect to the late Capt. Snowman of tho accumulated considerable property and
wealth.
be a man or
Boston boats, whose funeral occurred yes- was reputed to
About four months ago he was taken ill
terday.
He
Snowoancer
of
tho
stomach.
leaves
take
’will
with
Capt.
Capt. Deering
man’s place on the Boston boat and Capt. a wife, two sons and two daughters, Jerand
Bosalie
Woodcommand the other for ry, iAndrew, Henrietta
Blanchard will
ward.
the time being.
The Maine Steamship
company have
SUNSHINE GLEAMS.
as yet not
been asked by the national
their
steamers
Sunshine Gleams, from a sick room, or
government to turn
the John Englis and Hall over to the navy Songs of Faith and Hope, by
Susan
department, but they would do so at Martha Dane of Alfred, Maine, with brief
short notice w^e these boats required.
memorial sketches bv Rev. B. P. Snow
and Rev. George Lewis, D. D., (Win. M.
The author
R. S. DAVIS & CO,
Marks, printer, Portland.)
of this little volume of verse, embracing
Owing to the large increaso in their some 130
pages, was a descenclent in direct
bicycle business, Messrs. R. S. Davis & and recorded
line of John Dane of BerkCo ,hivve been obliged to double the space
and Stratford, England, and
of their salesroom and repair shop. 'J heir hampstead
of John Dane who came to
Ipswich,
in another columo will interest
adv.
in 1030, “a lineage of excellent
those in want of a wheel. Mr. Charles Mass.,
An
invalid,
qualify and high repute.”
Berry, formerly of tho Arm of Berry & and
debarred from ordinary pursuits, but
Rogers, cun now bo found with this hust- a woman of
she penned
intelligence,
high
ling lirm and will be phased to see his these
verses, deeply religious in character,
friends.
lull of Christian devotion and breathing
in most persuasive tones the spirit of faith,
They have greatly
hope and charity.
helped and uplifted others and now that
she has gone, her sister has collected them
in this form so that they might go forth
and help others.
There are soiigs for
Easter, thanksgiving, hope and faith of
spring time, resignation for the children,
and some of a miscellaneous charaoter.

Baking Powder
does She work
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I

FUNERAL

OF

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

Custom

House Positions.

STORE OPEN THIS EVENING.

When

Cleveland's

ADVERTISEHyENTS._|

CAPTAIN WILLIAM

»-> ™
Easy to say, but
how shall I do it?
In the only com- ® W

WpljFi IB

mon sense

h

way—keep

your head cool,
and your blood rich

your feel warm
and pure by taking Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
Then all your nerves,
B

§ S3 S* 8

1*1 ST

Hood’s

THE INDICATIONS ARE
over

Tneaay to iook
memorandum for

tissues
and organs will bo
Properly nourished.

*

only Shopping

i'

muscles,

m

The

day before Easter Sunday.

_

| J9 tilt©

me

WILL BE PLEASANT AND

the for-

WARM.

The
for
finishing
day
touches to the Costume, :to
consider whether an extra
pair of Kid Cloves wouldn’t
be advisable.

Cloves,

BUY YOUR SPRING GOAT
I

or

“Monopole” or “Savoy” or
“Augusta. We are sole
"Cente-

here for
meri” Cloves.

agents

Purifier. C. I. Hood & Co., Lowell, Mass.
,,

assist Digestion and euro
r».« i
S PIUS Constipation. 25 cents.

days

_

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

We’ve a matchless stock of
with Easter in view.

Laces;

The cloths and

ONEget
to

to

and

other

ad-

the

juncts

day

Gloves

Selected

Glove

proper Easter

a

Kid

To every

pur-

wo preSouvenir

the

Spoon.

field,

The spoon is free to all glove
buyers today and this evening,

the territory occupied by “HER
Its field
MAJESTY’S” Corset.

RE-ORGANIZATION

No other corset is
be like it, because of its
and
perfect patents owned

the ful

give

you
attention

and

your

here

today

may be

supplied

promptly

and satis-

want

OF MEN’S FURNISHINGS.

make

We

fitting
shaped hands.
The

tions

of

that

preference

Ask to

dollar

line of colored

splendid
including all the
goods
popular: dress
at
two
shades,
clasps wrist
a

Gloves

four

with

fastened

or

a

great line of
the

including

shades

fashionable ox-blood and
fawn tints, also in two

clasps and
F

four buttons.

Gloves,

very

present very much in

at

favor
and

abroad, all colors
white, with plain or

backs,

two

assortment

of

black stitched
clasps at wrist.
The

Jouvins

of

course

includes

clasps, four buttons

or seven

hooks

at

wrist.

button

Four

suede

Gloves in all colors.
For

Adler’s,
Jouvin’s

Men,
and

Dent’s

Gloves,

light

weight,

all

and
the

colors, $i.oo,

heavy

correct

1.50

To every pur-

and

2.00.

we

present

With this in view we invite
you to look over our new
spring and summer styles, and
think you will be pleased both
with the shoes and price. The
cut shows our New

pretty

V

41

heartily welcome
The

EASTER
THINGS,

new

nishing
beyond

Departour

his

selection of
Gloves and

in

from us.

help push

far to

this

the “front

department

we

shall sell

We have plenty lower

50c
priced

in

Saturday

Saturday evening

LAMPS
P NTS

WHICH

j

from 7.30 o’clock

i

m

Jv

will sell

lot of

CALF,

stout

glass
hand lamps, all complete. Lamp,
Burner, Chimney, Wick, everya

thingibut the oil and

The new Linen Collars

beyond

all

ef-

MADE

UP

9 CtS.

7.30 o’clock.
begins
Lamp
K une sold before that time.
s

Victoria and Bo*

k
6

IN

PATENT

CALF,

?

CALF,

I

ENAMEL,

Fi

ETC

at

VASES.

IS

FRENCH

shown

previous

u

match.

a

Price
sale

IB

BROWN AND TAN WILLOW

ones.

here aro

^

pruquwdY

until closing time
we

■

jr* w**.
"

the

Basement.

Q r.

The Neckwear is represented
in window No. 3 and needs no

printed praise

A

ex-

Men’s Neckwear,

pectations

to it.

manager

^

of our Men’s Fur-

ment has gone

To

If our

saleswoman forgets to mention
it, please ask for it. You are

j

This is one of the most popular styles
this season. We have many others,
in all kinds of leather, which ei^body
a practical experience of years, and the
guarantee of a long-established reputation. Catalogue from W. L. DOUGLAS, Brockton, Mass.

iftl

J|r
jji11

In

hemian Vases. A

forts of ours.

Men’s Jewelry in abundance,
and beauty.

CORRESPONDENCE.
Portland High School
Papetiere, extra fine texture,
Bovalg Vellum Snow Flake
Box Paper, 48 sheets and 4S enWhite and
velopes in a box.
P- H. S.

tinted.

Price

29c

IRISH LINENi

546 CONGRESS STREET.

Saturday—all day—mark down
sale.

and 24 envelopes in
25 cent boxes for

a

came

and 50c

J

vases

S9c.

“

$1.19

1.89

“

“

1.25

2.19

“

“

1.49

1.69

dred copies
Tho finest

edition and most correct translation. Publishers call it worth
Price

48c

•would Jesus do?”

or

A book that

is being read with intense

PORTLAND"

rji

1

J
|

2
I5c
|Qc

DECORATED

Johnson

WARE.

Bros. Koyal

elegantly decorated
Cup and Saucer.
Usual price for the two 20c,
our price.
10c
Dinner and Soup Plates, same
and decorations, each

inter-

25c

Parents are requested to call the attention of
their children 10 ihe following ordinance:
"Any person or persons who shall be guilty
of defacing any building or buildings, fence,
sign, or otner property in the ct'y by cutting
breaking, daubing with paint, or in any other
way defacing or injuring the same, or who shall
EXECI'TOK’S NOTICE.
throw any stones, chips, or any oilier thing
K subscriber hereby gives notice that lie
against any building or buildings, with intent mil
X
lias been duly
appointed Executor of the
to injure the samo, or to annoy or disturb any
Will and Testament of
person who may be therein, shall forfeit and pay last
FRANCIS A. WALDRON, lale of Portland,
a sum not less than live dollars nor more than
'{PORTLAND TYPOGRAPHICAL
twenty dollars.”
Cumberland, deceased,
the county of
UNION.
In
The objects of this notice is to warn coys or
law
directs.
the
All; persons
ns
at present marking on fences
Tho
demands against the estate of said deregular monthly meeting of the others who arcwith
having
chalk or other material, that
buildings
are desired to present the same for setPortland
ceased
Typographical union will lie and
will be prosecuted according
held this afternoon at 5 to o'clock at the if found out they
tlement, and all indebted thereto are requested
Per Order.
to law.
to make payment immediately.
A full attenrooms in Farrington block.
GEO. W. SYLVESTER,
FLAVEL 11. WALDRON.
dance is requested to hear the reports of
Ciiy Marshal,
Apr. 9tli, 1S3S.
apra-law3wS* 1
Portland, April 5, lsts.
committees.
dlw
apra

J. Pi. LIBBY CO

3

j l
*

f

a

5

During the week commencing April 4th we
shall offer a large part of our perfume stock at

5

§

about two-thirds price.
This is a positive cut price sale to reduce
stock carried over from last season.
If your Christmas perfume is gone, it is a
good chance to fill up. See our windows Monday.

HJ. HAY liiMHIe St.
...

J

j

j

J

9c

l

♦
♦

HESITATION

sole Port-

land agents for “COLUMBIA11
and all The Pope Mfg. Co. Bicy-

{

sometimes. For instance, take your time
about going into .debt.
Hesitation, however, is a bad thing
when it comes to deciding between insuring against fire and not insuring.
While you are coming to a conclusion.
the flames may take a notion to wipe out

<•

property.
bio companies are stronger.than those
represent; very many are weaker;
two
some are positively irresponsible.
^

4
•
X
X

\

!

BICYCLES.

You know we
are

est by Christian workers.
Handsome blue paper covers,

semi-

3

porcelain,

ware

i|

i

sheets

VADIS. Another hunyesterday.

I

50c.

for

“What

OWEN, MOORE & CO.

25c.
39c.

“

89

$1.25

for

vases
“

G9

box.

Others at

QUO

30

Box paper,
24

“IN HIS NAME”

NOTICE.

a

Easter Souvenir spoon.

$1.50.

CITY OF

fitting pair of shoes for Easter.

|

15c vases for 10c.

broadest range of
the
extremes.
both
colors,
These are to be had with
two

Kid Gloves

these New Dollar Ties at

English
stylish and

o w n e s

Department.

chaser ot our

other wearables.

buttons.
At $1.25

this wonderful cor-

SOUVENIR.

we

show

we

see

set at our Corset

anxious to suit.

a

Cor-

set.

we have other makes too
and it is your own indi-

At

said

“HER

as

uine “HER MAJESTY’S”

more
say
those made by

are most

good”

save health, time and
by refusing to trifle with
corsets that only feebly imitate
the splendid features of the gen-

Jouvin in Paris, because
we think they are better,

vidual

as

You will

we

about

“just

be

can

money

good
today uncomand
complete,

though

of them

MASESTY’S.”

if

is

monly

imitate

imperfectly

so

none

to be

specialty
irregularly

stock

Gloves

controlled by its makers. True,
imitators, but the imita-

it has

factorily.
of

EASTMAN BROS, & BANCROFT.

or can

that
a

to encroach on

none seems

is distinct.

smallest

are par-

TAKE YOUR CHOICE.

in

large force of assistants, all expert fitters,
lest

linings

TY’S.”
Of all the many Corsets

outfit.

can

and the

$6.50,7.50,8.50,9.50,10.00,12.00

chaser
Easter

pretty

a

exactly right,

MAJES-

As “HER

sent

Our

7

NO CORSET
JUST AS GOOD

are

The prices Of these Jackets are extremely reasonable—so
low that you will agree wiih us that better Jackets for the price were
never offered.

Probably the finest collection in the state. Most of
them from the studio of Raphael Tuck. Beautifully
ornamented crosses, egg effects, temple entrances, angels, cherubs, etc., etc.
The prices are curiously low.
SOUVENIR
FREE.

styles

ticularly pretty.

EASTER CARDS.

more

We have received from New York within the last three
colored Jackets
a large number of handsome Black and light

In Ladies and Misses sizes.

Pretty new Lace for the
neck, the dress or the Lin-

gerie.

PORTLAND, April 9, 1393.

SUNDAY

tlll-the-iast minute Articles.

“Centemeri”

HOOU

EASTER

THAT

gotten things, the-delayed-

Sarsaparilla

builds up the system, creates an appetite, tones the stomach and gives
strength. It is the people’s Spring
Medicine, has a larger sale and effects more cures than all others.

SNOWMAN.
The funeral of Captain William W.
Snowman was held yesterday afternoon
at his late residence on Newbury street.
There was a large attendance, including
many steamboat men and officers of the
fine with which he was connected.
The
floral tributes were profuso and very
from
the
The
steamer
beautiful.j,
offering
Bay State was a magnificent fioral piece
“the Gates Ajar” and from the Tremont
came a large sheaf of wheat and sickle.
The services were conducted by Rev. W.
F. Berry ar.d a delegation from Ancient
Brothers lodge of Odd Fellows performed
the funeral service of the order. The pall
bearers were three members from the
Portland Steam Packet company and
three from the Odd Fellows.
The burial
was in Evergreen cemetery.

Easter—Emergency-Day.

cles.

♦

X
A

♦

J. R. LIBBY GO.
EXECUTRIX’S

NOTICE.
notice that site

hereby gives
THEliassubscriber
been duly appointed Executrix

of the

last Will and Testament of
l'ELATIAH II. WH1TKIT0USE. late of Port-

land,

Cumberland, deceased, as the
deAll
persons I having
mands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to make
payment immediately.
ALMENA E. WHITE HOUSE.
Portland, April 5, lgas.
aprSKllawSwb*
In tile county of
law
directs.

X
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X
♦

I

♦

%

;
x

is a

good thing j

your

D3W & PINKHANI,
Sellers

of

the

Strongest

Insurance,

S5 EXCHANGE ST.

j
4

4
x
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